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1. INTRODUCTION
This report has been prepared under NASA-Ames Contract NAS 2-3662,
"An Analysis of Methods for Predicting the Stability Characteristics of an
Elastic Airplane. " The report consists of four volumes -- a summary report
and three appendixes. The summary report contains an overview of the com-
plete report with pertinent final equations. It is meant to be complete in itself;
however, the deta?led derivations of equations and discussions of results are
left to the appendixes. Appendix A contains a derivation of the equations of
motion and a discussion of the stability criteria. Methods for evaluating stability
derivatives are examined in app. B.
This volume presents and evaluates methods for calculating the stability
and response characteristics of an elastic airplane and identifies those terms in
the equations of motion which significantly affect these characteristics. The
airplane equations of motion fall into two general categories:
(1) Small perturbation formulation (linear differential equations);
(2) Large perturbation formulation (nonlinear differential equations).
In applying these equations, three airplane mathematical models are
treated. They evolve from the viewpoint of the degree of participation by air-
frame flexibility. When this flexibility participates dynamically in the form of
additional motion variables (structural normal modes), the airplane is called
"completely elastic. " When the flexibility participates n a quasi-static manner,
i.e. , when structural deformations are in phase and .n constant proportion with
the loads, the airplane is called "equivalent elastic. " "Residual flexibility"
(see app. A, par. 6.3.6) represents a middle ground between completely elastic
and equivalent elastic motion. When elasticity does not participate in the motion
at all, the "rigid airplane" evolves.
Applications of stability criteria were discussed in app. A. These criteria
were separated into two major types, static and dynamic. Static stability
characteristics reflect the time-independent stability characteristics of equilibri-
um (steady-state) flight. Satisfaction of the static criteria can be determined
by observing the signs of the stability derivatives. Typical stable conditions
are Cm., < 0, C no > 0, and CDu > 0. Other parameters that reveal more
1
information, sometimes slanted toward handling qualities, are items such as
stick-speed stability, elevator angle per g, neutral point, and maneuver point.
The variations in these parameters due to differences in de iv,^Ltive calculation
techniques will be discussed in Sec. 4.
Dynamic stability comparisons and results are given in Sec. 6. Leading to
this discussion, there exists a considerable amount of material concerning rigid
airplane characteristics. Time history solutions are discussed in detail in
ref. 51. Characteristic equations and associated roots, motion characteristics,
and transfer functions can be found in refs, 4 and 36. For the completely elastic
airplane, similar discussions may be found in refs. 5, 39, 58, and 74 through
76 along with some examples of application of residual flexibility (called residual
stiffness in some of the references) .
No such detailed treatments are found for the equivalent elastic airplane,
but the techniques applicable to rigid airplane characteristics apply. Some
special effects have been discussed briefly in refs. 4 and 51.
An almost complete parametric study of the influence of various derivatives
on the roots of the rigid airplane characteristic equations for a particular study
airplane can be found in ref. 36. Items not treated there are the effects of &
and Q derivatives on the dynamic stability characteristics; these are investi-
gated in Sec. 7. Some parametric studies for the elastic airplane undertaken
in refs. 39 and 58 are also discussed in Sec. 7.
The airplanes studied were the Boeing 707-320B and a variable-sweep SST
configuration at three sweep conditions. The general arrangements and perti-
nent geometric parameters for each airplane are illustrated in figs. 1 and 2.
The study flight conditions are given in table 1.
12
Side view
bref
0
Front view
Leading edge sweep = 37.50
	
•	 Total wing area = Sref = 2892 ft 2 (268.7 m2)
Wing span = bref = 142 ft 5 in. (93.4 m)
Referen-e chord = bref = 272.3 in. (6.9 m)
Fuselage length = 145 ft 6 in. (44.35 m)
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11	 FIGURE 1. BOEING 707-320B GENERAL ARPMAVEMENT
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2. SYMBOLS
This list includes the symbols found in the Summary and appVndixes. In different
technologic& some of the symbols have different meanings. For example, E means downwash
angle to an aerodynamicist, but strain to a structural engineer. In these cases the several
definitions have been listed after the symbol.
General
AR	 Aspect ratio, nondimensional
(A)	 Steady aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix, meters2/radian
(dA]
	
Unsteady aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix, meter2-seconds/
radian
[A 1 1, [A 2 1, [A 3 1, Aerodynamic matrices, newtons, newton-meters
[A41, [A51
a Root of characteristic equation, second -l ; lift curve slope, radian-I
a„ Speed of sound, meters/ second
av alVertical tail elastic to rigid lift ratio, nondimensional
Acceleration, meters/second
b Wingspan, meters
Cy2 Cycles to damp to half amplitude, nondimensional
C, Cycles to double amplitude, nondimensional
CD Drag coefficient, D I qS, nondimensional
CD , Induced dra- coefficient, D i I qS, nondimensional
t
C L Lift coefficient, L ; qS, nondimensional
Cl Rolling moment coefficient. M 	 I qSb, nondimensional
1i
her-- 
	
- -
	
^.
I I ►,CH CKUt'J
Cnt
CN
Cn
C 
CT
CY ' Cy
(C]
(Co]
d
d i 1
{d p
 )
E
Pitchim, moment coefficient, M y /qSZ, nondimensional
Normal pressure force coefficient, N /qS, nondim'^nsional
Yawing moment coefficient, M z /qSb, nondimensional
Pressure coefficient, (P - P.)/q^, nonilimensionai
Thrust coefficient, T / qS, nondimensional
Side force coefficient, F  / qS, nondimensional
Flexibility matrix with reference point fixed, meters/newton
Flexibility matrix with reference point fixed and with reference
point rows and columns removed, meters/newton
Flexibility matrix with reference point free, meters/newton
Residual flexibility matrix, meters/newton
Wing chord, meters
Root chord, meters
Mean aerodyn amic chord, meters
T for the 707 and c R for the SST, meters
Drag, newtons
Induced drag, newtons
Transformation matrix from fluid to stability axis system,
nondimensional
Elastic displacement, meters
Column matrix of elastic displacement components at the ith
element, meters
Matrix of elastic displacement perturbation, meters
Total airplane perturbation energy, newton-meters; Young's modulus,
newt ons/meter-: induced drag efficiency factor, nondin,ensional:
energy, newton-meters
1C1
[CR]
C
cR
C
cref
D
Di
IN
7
e Internal energy density, newton-meters4%kilogram
F Energy decay parameter, nondimensional
F	 - Force, newtons; surface stress vector, newtons/mctcr2
IF) Total force matrix, newtons
{FA } Aerodynamic force matrix, newtons
[Fd ] Flexibility matrix relatin, chances in panel centroid deflections to
unit loads, meters/newton
{F i } Generalized foices at i t " clement, arbitrary dimensions
{F-h } Thrust force matrix, newtons
( Fe ] Flexibility matrix relating panel slopes to unit loads, radians/newton
f.. Aerodynamic influence coefficients (subsonic), jeewtons/radian
f Perturbation force, newtons; perturbation surface stress vector,
newtons/meter
{ t } Perturbation force matrix, newtons
{fA } Aerodynamic perturbation force matrix, newtons
{fT } Thrust perturbation force matrix, newtons
G Shear modulus, newtons/meter'
GW Gross weight, newtons
w
G Structural influence functions in diadic form with reference point
free, meters3/newton
giJ Aerodynamic influence coefficients (supersonic), newtons/radian
g Acceleration due to gravity, meters/second'
gi Unit base vector, nondimensional
Altitude, meters; specific enthalpy, 	 newton-meters/kilogram; center-
of-gravity position, nondimensional
`f
i
t
3
i
tr
l
i
1
1
l
i
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hm 	Maneuver point positioa, nondimensional
hn	 Neutral point position, nondimensional
(hn - h)	 Static margin, nondimensional
hp	 Velocity of panel normal to the streamwise direction, meters/second
lxx l xy^ lxz	 Moments and products of inertia, kilograni-mcters2
1yyllyz,lzz
((), I	 Identity matrix, nondimensional
i H	 Horizontal tail deflection, degrees
nnn
i, j, k	 Unit base vectors, nondimensional
i, j , k
J	 Torsional constant, meters4/radian
i
K	 Angular deflection at the exposed horizontal tail due to a unit load
at the tail, radians/newton
K U Structural stiffness coefficient, newtons/meter
K N Ratio of aircraft nose lift to aircraft wing lift, nondimensional
Kp Effective change in vertical tail angle of sideslip due to a unit change
in rolling acceleration measured at the exposed vertical tail, degrees/
radian /second
Ki Effective change in vertical tail angle of sideslip due to a unit change
in yawing acceleration measured at the exposed vertical tail, degrees/
radian /second-
KY Effective change in vertical tail angle of sideslip due to a unit change
in side acceleration measured at the exposed vertical tail, degrees/
meter/second -r`
KB(W)	 Effect of lift carryover on the body due to the wing, nondimensional
KW(B)
	
Effect of lift carryover on the wing due to the body, nondimensional
( K )	 Stiffness matrix with respect to fixed reference point, newtons/meter
( K) i dement stiffness matrix, newtons/meter
(K) Stiffness matrix with respect to free reference point, newtons/meter
[ K ] Generalized stiffness matrix with free reference point, newtons,
meter
k Thermal conductivity, newton-metera,'second-meter-degrees Celsius;
elastic constant, ne% tons/ureter; Stroulial number, nondimensional
(K), [Kj Corrector matrix for inf;uence coefficients, nondimensional
L Lift, newtons
Moment arm, meters; characteristic length, meters; pressure difference
across surface, newtons/meter
IN Wing cref/4 to horizontal tail c ref/4, meters
IV Wing cref/4 to vertical tail cref/`l, meters
l l , I ` , 13 Direction cosines, nondimensional
M Mach number, nondimensional; mass of the airplane, kilograms
M Moment, meter-newtons
(M) Inertial matrix, kilograms, kilogram-rneters-,
EM] Generalized mass matrix, kilograms
m i , m 1 , m 3 Direction cosines, nondimensional
m Perturbation moment, meter-newtons
(m) Mass matrix, kilograms
cm] Diagonal mass matrix, kilograms
N Yawing moment, meter-newtons
N Normal force, newtons
Load factor, nondimensional; number of elastically connected mass
elements used to represent the airplane, nondimensional
n 1 , n ,`, n3	 Direction cosines of the normal surface, nondirniensional
n	 Unit vector normal to the surface, nondimensionat .
Cnj	 Diagonal matrix of panel unit normal vectors, nondimcnoional
P	 Period, seconds
P, Q, R	 Components of the angular velocity  in the body axis system, radi.ins,'
second
Pt	Total pressure, newtons/meter,-
{ P }	 Aerodynamic pan.., l pressure forces, newtons
p	 Static pressure, newtons/meter; roll rate, radians/second
P. q, r	 Perturbation components of angular velocity cap in the body axis
system, radians/second
Q i	Generalized force, arbitrary dimensions*
r ) }	 Matrix of generalized aerodynamic and thrust forces, arbitrary
dimensions*
q	 Pitch rate, radians/second; rate of internal heat energy addition, newton-
meters/second
q i	Generalized coordinates, arbitrary dimensions*
q	 Dynamic pressure, newtons/meter'
A	 Pitch rate, qcq	 ref/2Vc l,nondimensional
{q }	 Matrix of generalized coordinates, arbitrary dimensions*
{ 4 }	 Matrix of generalized coordinates of elastic free vibration, arbitrary
dimensions*
{q }	 Cantilever eignvectors, nondimensional
*The units of a generalized force times the generalized coordinates must be newton-meters.
11
j1 1;1L,n l,n ul J	 `
R	 Universal gas constant, newton-metersjkilogram-degrees helviw
magnitude of position vector, meters; region of X f' plane not covered
by the airplane or wake, nondimensional
Re	 Reynolds number, nondimensional
R	 Position vector at an initial instant of time, meters. body force per
unit volume, newtons/meted
r	 Reference distance, meters, magnitude of the position vector, meters
A
r Yaw rate component, rb/_'V cl , nondimensional
r P, sition vector relative to the body axis system, meters, position
vector relative to the fluid axis system, meters
ro Position vector of the center of gravity relative to Owflu d axis
system, meters
rs Position vector relative to the stability axis system, meters
i
P Position vector relative to inertial space, meters
ro Position vector of the center of gravit y
 relative to the inertial space,
meters
rs Position vector in the undeformed airplane relative to the body axis
system, meters
rop } Matrix of airplane position and orientation perturbations, meters.
radians
S Reference area, meters; airplane's projection on the XY plane.
nondimensional
[Sj Diagonal matrix of panel areas, meters
s Complex frequency function, 1 /seconds
T Kinetic energy, newton-meters; thrust, newtons; time, seconds
Time to d:,mp to
	 i amplitUde, seconds
l.^
Time to double the amplitude, secondS
I/I'r Rolling convergence mode root, I/seconds
- I/Ts Spiral mode root, I/seconds
•t Time, seconds, airfoil thickness, meters
t* Nondimensionalizin	 time factor, seconds
U Poteptial energy, nc^N tun-meters
U, V, W Components of velocity, VC in the body axis system, meters/second
U, v, w Perturbation components of the velocity in the body axis system,
meters/second
u i Generalized coordinates, nondimenslonal
A
u Forward velocity component, a/Vc I , nondimensional
Jul, {u p } Generalized eostic displacements, meters
V Lyapunov function, nondimensional; volume, meters3
V E Equivalent airspeed, meters/second
Vc Velocity vector of the airplane center of g ravit y , nieters/second
V Velocity vector, meters/second
yc Perturbation velocity vector of the airplane center of gravity
P meters/second
{V }	 Matrix of airplane Unear and rotational rate perturbations, meters/P	
second, radians/second
{ ^ }	 Matrix of airplane linear and rotational acceleration perturbations,VP	
meters/second radians/second	
W	 Weight, newtons; airplane's wake projection on the XY plane,
nondimensional
{ X }	 Matrix of panel centroid distances to the reference point, meters
X. Y, Z	 Body-fixed-axis system (app. A) fluid axis system (app. B)
x ,y, z
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XB , Y B , 7B;
xB , Y B • zB
Xo , Yo , Zo
X,Y,Z;
x'	 z',Y,
Y
roya
ZR
{Z}
Body-fixed-axis system
Axis system fixed to a material point 	 •
Earth-fixed-axis system
Side force, newtons
Matrix of spanwise panel widths, meters
Vertical displacement of structural reference point, meters
Matrix of vertical displacements of each panel from equilibrium,
meters
Square matrix
Column matrix
Row matrix
Diagonal matrix
Transposed matrix
Matrix inverse
Determinant of a matrix
All zero elements
Column matrix of ones
"Jump" in enclosed quantity
Angle of attack, radians
Angular rotation of structural reference point, radians
Angle between X body axiS and V e I , radians
Matrix of panel slopes, radians
I ^
ra
(1T ,{ IT
(0]
{t}
Q^
Greek Svmbols
a
aK
aref
{a}
l'
Q	 Angle of sideslip, radians
Q2	 (M2 - 1), nondimensional
r	 Circulation, meters'/second
I'o	 Structural influence functions with reference point fixed in diadic
form, meters/newton
Y	 Flight path angle, radians; ratio of specific heats for air,
nondirnensional
Finite change in sonic parameter, nondimensional
6	 Control surface deflection, radians, arbitrarily small number, non-
dimensional-,Dirac's function, nondimensional; thickness ratio,
nondimensional
{6}	 Matrix of displacements relative to a space-fixed inertial system,
meters
{6S }	 Matrix of flexible displacements relative to the structural axis system,
meters
E	 DO\vnwash ank le, radians; arbitrarily small number, nondinlensional; i
strain, meters/meter
E a	 Change in down Wash angle at the stabilizer per relit change in wing
angle of attack, aE!acx, radians/radian
Damping ratio, nondimensional; nondirnensionalized coordinate,
nonditnensional; dummy variable, nondimcnsional
t
rl	 Efficiency factor, nonditnensionai; coordinate, liondillicllsioIlaI
dummy variable, nondinlensional
8	 Euler angle, radians
9	 Perturbed Euler angle, radians
6S
	Streamwise rotation of panel, radians
i
©ix,©iy,eiz	 Node rotations, radians
Rate of change of Euler angle, radians%second
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t
6e 
	
Rotational rate of paneled airplane about axis of rotation, radians/
second
0
	
Rigid-body rotation about center of gravity, radians
(e)	 Angle mode matrix, radians/meter
x
	
Eigellvalue, nondimensional; taper ratio, nondinnensional; bulk
,modulus, neN tons/meter'-; Larne's constant, newtons/nietcr 2 ; sweep
angle, degrees
x;
	
Roots of characteristic equation, 1 /seconds
µ
	
Reduced mass parameter, nondimensional; Larne's constant, newtons/I
meter-; eXtC11t Of 1ntIuC11ce region, nond ► nlellsional
{µ}
	
Cantilever mode shape matrix, nondinlensional
Dµ)
	
Matrix of all cantilever modes, nondimensional
v
	
Poisson's ratio, nondimensional
Coordinates, nondiniensional: dummy variables, nondimensional
IT
	 Constant, 3.14159..., nondinlensional
P
	 Density, kilograms/meted
Q	 Normal stress, newtons/nleter 2 : density ratio, nondimensional; real
root of characteristic equation, I /seconds
°R
	 Rotation of structural reference axis system, radians
°T
	 Rectilinear translation of structural reference axis system, meters
T	 Coefficient of viscosity, k ► logranls,'mcter-second: shear stress,
newtons/meter-: time, nondimensional
Total velocity potential, nletcrs l /second: Eider angle, radians
(^'n)	 Normalized natural free vibration modc.i of the airplane, nondimensional
"I Ur,u %J
u1 Perturbation velocity potential, meters, perturbed Euler angle radians
Rate of change of Euler angle, radians/second
[o] Free-vibration mode shape matrix, nondimensional
W .Rigid-body mode shape matrix, nondimensional
T Stress diadic, newtons/metcr-
oa Normal mode of generalized coordinate, nondimensional
( Velocity potential, nondimensional
(NO Arbitrary positive function of Lime, arbitrary dimension
Euler angle, radians
Perturbed Euler angle, radians
Rate of change of EL ► i:r angle, radians/second
Inertia diadic
0 Phase angle, radians
w Frequency, radians/second: imaginary part of a pair of complex roots.
1 /seconds
wn Undamped natural frequency, radians/second
w 
Perturbed angular velocity, radians/second
Subscripts
A Aerodynamic: airplane: aileron
a Aerodynamic
ac Aerodynamic center
b Body reference axis system
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cg Center of gravity
cp Center of pressure
D Dutch roll mode
E Equivalent elastic ( r'ormulation 11); elevator
E Equivalent elastic (Formulation 1)
Eff Effective
EgE1 Equivalent elastic
exp Experimental
F Flutter
HB Handbook methods
ht Horizontal tail
I Inertia relief
! Lower surface
L.E. , LE Leading edge
Is Lifting surface theory method
P Phugoid mode
R Rigid; rudder
r Rolling convergence root mode
S Spiral root
Sp Short period
S Stability axis system; spiral mode
sl Sea level
t Tip; total
u Upper surface
Y, vert, V.T. Vertical tail
W Wing
WB Wing-body
WBT Wing-body-tail
WT Wind tunnel
0 At a= 6  = i ll = 00 . initial state
I Steady state motion variables; trimmed condition
Undisturbed condition
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3. ASSUMPTIONS
Assumptions used in developing the equations and methods are listed here for
reference. where appropriate in the summary report, pertinent assumptions used in
obtaining a result or equation are given. However, discussions of the assumptions as they
conic into the developments are given in the appendixes. Further descriptions and
justifications are included in those discussions.
Y.	 M.
,w.rl CROPS
General Assumptions
G! Airplane mass and mass distribution are constant v.ith time
G' No thermoclastic effects considered
G3 No electronwmctic effects considered
G4 Symmetric airplane
GS Variation of air density with altitude is ne0i-iblc
Gh No gust effects considered
G7 Gravitational forces on the field are negligible
GS Small perturbation theory
S Large perturbation theory
G 10 Origin of coordinate system is at the center of ma„
G 1 ( Arbitrary perturbations
Aerodynamic Assumptions
Al Potential flow theory
A^ Thin body
A3 Slender body
4 High aspect ratio
AS Prandtl boundary layer approximation
A6 Perfect gas, thermally noncOmducting and chen ► ically non reacting_
A7 Isentropic tlow
Ati Steady tlow
.: l
aUnsteady flow
10 Inviscid flow
1	 I Quasi-steady flow
D12 Aerodynamic influence coefficients for nonzero sideslip
13 COntirlUltln flow
A 14 No finite shock waves
@'5
Velocity field is irrotational
Structural Assumptions
S Hooke's law applies
S'_ Only small strain and displacement gradients arc considered
S Structural damping is negligiblei S Structural perturbations can be represented by normal modes
$5 Completely elastic math model of elastic airplane
S6 Residual elastic math model of elastic airplane
S Equivalent elastic math model of elastic airplane
S>3 Rigid math model of elastic airplane
S9 Airplane displacement vector field is such that the cvtlter of gravity
does not displace or rotate
S10 X component of clastic deflection is negligible
S Y component of elastic deflection is ncgli_iblc
2 The structure can be adcyuately represented with beans
S13 Inertia of each finite mass element about its center of t avit) is
negligible
Dynamic Assumptions
D1 Free flight only
No spinning rotors
D3 Steady-state cun-ilinear flight
D4 Steady -state rotation Is small
DS Zero-lab thrust derivatives
Dh CL••
B 
is negligible
U7 Cy^l, C N, jl , C1 Y, ' , and 
Cq, 
are negligible
U>3 CU	 is ncglioible
4
Steady-state rectilinear motion
010 St7,.K- t7ixed-and-tlnatlgllICntell airplane
UI I Thrust perturbation forces are negligible
Steady state, wings level, and zero sideslip
U i 3 Level flight (steady state)
UI .3 Linear aerodynamic stability derivatives
UI5 Two-degree-of-freedom longitudinal motion
t
2:3
4. STATIC STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
4. 1 Introduction
The static stability characteristics of an airplane are strongly dependent on
the individual stability derivatives and on how the stability derivatives combine.
In this study three methods were used to determine the longitudinal derivatives
that are used in the static stability analysis. They are shown in the following
table together with a statement of applicability to ri- and equivalent elastic
airplane representations. The calculation of these derivatives is the subject
of app. B.
	
Rigid	 Equivalent
airplane	 elastic airplane
(1) Computer, using lifting surface
theory —aerodynamic influence
	
coefficient method . . . . . . . 	 Yes	 Yes
(2) Handbook (combined with computer
lifting surface theory for elastic
	
calculation} . . . . . . . . . .
	 Yes	 Yes
(3) Wind tunnel . . . . . . . . . .
	 Yes	 Yes
The effects of the individual stability derivatives can be judged by compar-
ing their sign with the static stability criteria of app. A and by noting the magni-
tude of the derivative. The sign of the derivative simply indicates whether the
airplane is stable, unstable, or neutrally stable with respect to a certain motion
variable. (Requirements for stable motion are summarized in table 2.) The
magnitude of the derivative indicates the degree of stability or instability.
In addition to comparing certain stability derivatives with static stability
criteria, the following static stability and control characteristics are usually
investigated in an analysis:
(1) Elevator and stabilizer trim angles;
(2) Stick-speed stability;
(3) Elevator and stabilizer angles per g;
(4) Neutral point;
(5) Maneuver point.
t
TABLE2. - STATIC STABILITY REQUIREMENTS
Observation
(Appendix A)
C D
	> 0 CI	 < 0U p
Yo <	 0 Cm < 0q
C	 > 0 Cn	 < 0L U
r
Cn	 > 0
Q
 
Cm > 0
u
Cm	< 0
a
C^	 < 0
Q
Calculation
Stick-speed stability d6  1	 > 0 (see app. A)
dV_
dd EElevator angle per
	 g 1 < 0	 (see app. A)
do vc 1
Neutral point Aft of aft c.g,limit (p. 78, ref. 4)
Maneuver point Aft of aft c.g.limit (p. 59, ref. 4)
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Applying this approach to the rigid airplane, the three methods listed above
were compared. The stability derivatives used for the comparison are tabulated
in par. 8.2. As is noted, in some cases a particular derivatiye for one of the
methods was not available. For instance, no pitch rate derivatives were
available from wind tunnel data; therefore, lifting surface values were used.
Elastic stability characteristics were determined by using equlivalent elastic
stability derivatives of the Formulation 11 type (see app. B). These derivatives
were generated by methods (1) and (2) listed above and are tabulated in par. 8.2.
Some flight test data were available to correlate theoretical predictions of
longitudinal static stability. The data were obtained as part of the certification
requirements for longitudinal 'stability and control for the model 707-320B
airplane. Results for both maneuvering, db E / do , and stick-speed stability,
d dE /dV, were obtained from these tests.
General results obtained from the static analysis are presented in table 3.
Table 3 summarizes the accuracies obtained from lifting surface theory and
handbook techniques in predicting the rigid airplane static stability and control
characteristics when compared with wind tunnel predictions. Also shown is
the relative effect of elasticity on the various static characteristics and the
correlation of the limited amount of flight test data available with theoretical
predictions. Although most of the substantiation of methods was for the rigid
airplane, one could expect to obtain accuracies for the equivalent elastic
similar to those for the rigid lifting surface method. The poor accuracy obtained
for some configurations and char a^teristics is almost entirely due to poor
prediction of the stability derivative C ma . Appendix B discusses the calculation
of this derivative and the expected improvements to the lifting surface theory
mechanization program to improve the prediction of Cm .
a
The mass distribution of an aircraft can stronbly influence the static
characteristics. Studies that investigated the effects of mass distribution were
accomplished independently of the present study at The Boein g
 Company. An
SST configuration similar to the study airplane was used. An example of the
results of that study that illustrates the effects of mass distribution and
dynamic pressure on the neutr- point is shown in fi g . 3.
M 0)
TABLES' 3. - STATIC STABILITY CA LCULATIOAS- GENERAL RESULTS
Relative accuracy of calculation methoda
Computer
lifting surface Relative
rigid and equivalent
elastic
USAF
Handbook
effect of
elastic it3b
Stability and
control
Sub Super Sub Super Sub Sit er
707 SST SST 707 SST SST
characteristic Rigid E. E. Rigid Rigid Rigid Rigid Rigid 707 SST SST
6E1 G c P F P P G I. L L
d 6E/dV G Gd P F P P G M S NI
d 6 E/dn G Gd P G P P F S 17 M
hn G c P F P P P L M M
hm G c P F P P F L M M
a. Reflects almost entirely ability to calculate derivative Cm. and result-
ing effect on characteristic
G (good)— method compares favorably with wind tunnel predictions
(exception allowed)
F (fair)— less favorable correlation with predictions
P (poor)— method does not compare favorably with predictions
b. L (large)—elasticity considered a significant effect
M (moderate)—elasticity considered moderately important; not quite
as significant as differences due to stability calculation methods
S (small)—elasticity considered a minor change to stability
characteristic; changes due to stability derivative calculation
methods usually mu ,2h more important	 i
c. No data available
d. Correlation with flight test, but based on a very limited amount of data.
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Full payload and fuel 668 GOO lb
Full payload, part fuel 571 000 lb
Full payload, no fuel 389 000 lb
No payload, no fuel 314 25J lb
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Paragraphs 4. 2 through 4.5 present the derivation of the equations used and
the discussion of results in support of table 3. Section 4 presents only those
data used for discussion. The complete set of static stabilityTIata supporting
the conclusions of this section are shown in par. S. 3.
In several of the graphs that follow, data have been connected with curves.
Strictly speaking, this should not be done for the SST flight conditions because
several variables have changed between points. The connecting curves in these
cases should, therefore, be considered as a visual aid only, and not be used to
interpolate between data points.
4.2 Elevator and Stabilizer Trim Angles
For unaccelerated, straight and level flight the trim lift and pitching 	 9
moment coefficient equations are
C„, = o =Coo C'",o,^ ^'r ^ C, 	 a	 (4.1)
and
These equations obviously satisfy the case of an all-movable tail or imply
a configuration choice of tail incidence. For a fixed horizontal stabilizer with
elevators, the trim equations are
C7W = D = Csr,. 	 ^r f t ^►ria, E^t	 (4.3)E
and
Cyr =^w = C'o 4. 041, Oej t CUBE 15E	 (4.4)
Solving equations (4.1) and (4.2) simultaneously for a1 and iHl , the
horizontal stabilizer to trim is given by
CLa '^ C"^a '`C^ ac 4 a e -czo../
(4.5)
Similarly, the elevator angle to trim is given by solving equations (4.3) and
(4.4) as
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Representative 8 E1 results for the different calculation methods are shown
fn fig. 4 for the 707-320B and in fig. 5 for the 30° wing sweep SST. Para-
graph 8.3 presents 6El for all configurations and flight conditions used in
this study. The coefficient Cm a
 has a dominant effect; thus, the curves mainly
reflect the ability to calculate Cm a
 accurately. Generally speaking,  for sub-
sonic transports like the Boeing 707-320B lifting surface theory can predict
6 E .1th acceptable accuracy (using wind tunnel results as the standard for
comparison).
Lifting surface theory, rigid and elastic, can be used to provide the
increments in control deflections due to elasticity. The differences between the
two handbook methods should not be used to deduce the increments in control
due to elasticity. This is because these two methods are based on different
techniques and, consequently, the results show differences due to both technique
and elasticity.
The static characteristics based upon derivatives calculated by an elastic
handbook method (combined with lifting surface theory data) can, however, be
compared to the elastic lifting surface theory values. This comparison shows
our ability to calculate individual elastic derivatives and the resulting static
characteristics without the benefit of a computer program that handles complete
wing-body-tail configurations for the elastic airplane. Appendix B should be
consulted for details concerning the calculation of the elastic handbook stability
derivatives. For the trim elevator results under discussion here, we see that
the elastic handbook method compares quite well with the elastic lifting surface
method.
For less conventional configurations it is recommended at the present time
that only wind tunnel predictions of stability derivatives be relied upon for the
rigid airplane and that desired elastic corrections be obtained by using the
computer program. This can be done by ratioing the computed elastic to
rigid values. For example:
Cma
st St = G t» cc I W.T	 C ►r	 computedoc R^c^o
::0
7Wind tunnel	 ref,
Sref
-30, -
L
Rigid	 Elastic	 Method
0	 U	 Lifting surface
q
	
Handbook (ref. 6)
C1	 Handbook — computer
-2o
T-
LU
10000ft(3050m)
	 i	 j
Il
	 35 000 ft (10 675 m)0 	 (
\v
A
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or, if there are large variations in the individual values, it may be more
accurate to use incremental corrections such as
C maEq .Er. = C ma 1W.T. + C ma e - C rn,,	 computed
This latter method is substantiated in app. B in conjunction with the discussion
of the elastic SST wind tunnel model results.
4.3 Stick-Speed Stability
The elevator angle to trim, 6El , depends on both dynamic pressure and
Mach number, d E 1 = 6E1 (q, M). Therefore,
d V "e,a ". f a3
^E), v .^ as Cev `
	 a/° V^ 	 '` a ar
Substituting equation (4.6) into (4.7 ) and carrying out the indicated
differentiation, the following is obtained for the equivalent elastic airplane:
d(Se)
l 6.
	 I	
lC 
dCm, 
+ Cmo aCL4d V E	 Cm CLS. Crn CL L La a c,^	 d
	
 SE	 S.
Gm 1 ^ + d^  ^ t "CL. -Cl 	 a^ Z
G5
(4.7)
D12
-SQL (CMa 6 + CL S E
``
a -- Cn
,
`M - CLa ad	 /0VCS
J
+{d Cm«	 d CLcedM `CL'- C L` , — Cmd dM + CL 411/1 + Cm, dM
— SEA ^ M C LSE +
 Cm., M - C ^^ d M e - CMS a^^
^a	 a	 nn ^aJ
(4.8)
For the rigid airplane all variations with dynamic pressure vanish, I. e. ,
aCmo = a CL j
 = 0, etc. The following simpler equation is then obtained:aq aq
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 sa
d6 F- I _	 1	 -- dCma Cu,
d V R
	
Cord CAS. — Cmb^ CLd 	V
+ JCmm / CL 
_ CL 1 _ ,,7m dC^o t CL dCme
	
a M `	 o	 oc r^ M	 °` d M
_C C _	 fdC
m„ GL . t Cm
	
+ CM. a M
	
S^ J M 	 ee	 d ivl
a C M6,,	 dCLa 1
	
— CL.d d M	 -- Gm i. —iv- d	 (4.9)
The expressions for d(iH)/dV are the same as equations (4.8) and (4. 9),
with 6E replaced by ill in all terms.
Appendix A refers to stick-speed stability as a handling-qualities parameter.
A stable gradient of elevator displacement versus speed is defined there as one
for which d(6 ) /dV I n = 1 > 0. A comparison of values of ddV) predicted
from lifting surface theory stability derivatives is made with a flight test value
in fig. 6. The one flight test value agrees well with the theoretical prediction.
As shown in fig. 7 a stable gradient of d(i H)/dV is predicted for the rigid
707-320B with good correlation between lifting surface theory and wind tunnel
predictions. However, for the equivalent elastic airplane an unstable gradient
is shown at the high Mach numbers. Figure 8 illustrates the correlation of
methods for the rigid and elastic airplane stick-speed stability for the
72° sweep SST. For this configuration we see that the USAF Handbook
produces derivatives that give generally better results than lifting surface
theory. The elastic effect can be significant, but depends to a large extent on
the flight conditions.
As is noted in fig. 7 for d(iH)/dV, a large discrepancy is shown between
the handbook and the other two methods at the higher Mach numbers for the
rigid airplane. The opposite trend with Mach number shown by the handbook
method is due to the large dropoff in the value of Cm c, and CL, after the
force-break Mach number is reached. In other words, the derivatives aCma/aM
and CL ci /aM are predicted by the handbook to be much larger in the
transonic region than either the wind tunnel or lifting surface theory would
predict. For M -1 1 a(iMfb the term —	 H) of equation (4.7) written for the
a W
stabilizer is insignificant. Thefefore, a good approximation for these subsonic
Mach numbers would be
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o'l'	 v(6'V7,'aC Ccr^, - Cr,,^ Cx	 (4.10)
It is recommended that wind tunnel derivatives be used to.calculate stick-
speed stability for the rigid airplane, and that desired elastic effects be
determined using lifting surface theory computer methods.
Paragraph 8.3 presents the stick-speed stability data for all configurations
and flight conditions of this study.
4.4 Longitudinal Control Per g
Lift and pitchincr moment coefficients for a steady pullup are given by
D3	 Cm = Cm, + Cmd x + C M ,E SE + Crn 9. %
zVCj
c
CL = Co o CLOL	 + CL^C$F + CL 51 2Vc
Now defining al and 6E;l , as the straight and level steady-state flight
conditions, then due to the pullup
Yet	 (4.11)
A 04 G'^  a Dac ,►04 wed cSE	c F 1Y^
^	 (4.12)
However, ACm = 0 (steady, symmetrical pullup), so that from equation
(4.11),
G, cC.^,^ d ac -f 	$ z-g--
d SE _ - —	 Ct
(4.13)
E
From equation (4.12),
c 1
A oc = I 
CSC` -- 
Ct_ SE ^ SEC	 - ^^^ 2vc JLa	 j
Also,
o	 T AL_ _	 W-W _
	) . CL,
'Sw
	 Sw^^—^
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Therefore,
^n - I) CL i - CLaEAU -CLg 2VL a
	 tI	 (4.14)
Substituting equation (4. 14) into (4.13) and solvhip for A6E yields, after
reducing,c
.Asa 	
c(h- l^ CL^ Cma - C LC L,; C m d P- VC, +' CM$ CL,c aVc,= ^'
C L t C m XE -- C M a C L^-r
For a steady pullup, a q = (nV) g , which gives
27(n- I ) t Crn•c CL i — Cm a CL q 2^/c? + CM } CL., z c A.
C L a C m ge _ C rand C L SE
Finally, an expression for elevator angle per g results:
A ae,	 _ d (6 F- ,)	 - _ Cmd Ct_, + z v^ L (C L., C m q - C m, Clg) (4.15)h ' i IVc	 d h ^Vc,	 CLd Cm	 Crn CL
^	 aE	 a	 bF
The derivation for trim stabilizer per g is identical to that previously
given for do and would yield
C*-) _ _ Cma CL, -+'p- V.,"  (Cta CM q -Cma C LS)
d rh L- , T
	
CL,, CML H - Cma C L L	 (4.16)
Equations (4.15) and (4.16) hold for both rigid and equivalent elastic air-
planes. As with the other static stability characteristics, the derivative Cm 
was found to have the largest influences for the configurations investigated.
Except for the 30° wing sweep SST configuration, all cases have their best
correlation between lifting surface theory and wind tunnel predictions. The
derivative daE/dn is a negative quantity foi all cases except where the c. g. is
aft of the maneuver point, which is to be expected. A stable gradient of elevator
displacement versus load factor is defined in app. A as one that satisfies
d aE ,l
d ri L, 
^ O	 (4.17)
It was noted that the terms containing the pitch rate derivatives in equation
(4.15) were insignificant for the 707-320B, but not for the SST configurations.
A good approximation to equation (4. 15) for large subsonic type transports would
then be
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J(6c)
	
- Cm., CL, — 
_	
_CL, ( h - kn)
do	 CLdCMj.- Cma CL I.. 	C ►rn6, - CLo,	h ►,) (4.18)
For a rougher approximation for the 707-320B, the following equation will suffice
•	 d(.S) - _	 Cm ,,, CL,
dh	 CLdCM. a	 (4.19)
Equation (4.19) is acceptable for the 707-320B because Cn1a CL3 is ten
percent or less than the term CLa Cm6E for all flight conditions. Therfore,
it is seen that elevator angle per g is approximately proportional to Cm a
 for
the 707-320B. Figure 9 shows d 6E/dn for this airplane. The handbook method
gave the largest values of the stability derivative Cm a
 and, consequently d6E/dn
was much larger than that shown by the other two methods.
The effect of elasticity is seen to be small for this stability characteristic.
It has the effect of an increase in the stable gradient of elevator displacement
versus load factor. The effect of elasticity on d6E/dn for the SST configura-
tions is quite small also (see par. 8.3). Figures 54, 55, and 56 show the
results for the rigid airplane for all configurations. The comparison of flight
test results for the 707-320B with the theoretical prediction obtained by using
lifting surface theory stabili ty derivatives is shown in fig. 10. In general, the
correlation of lifting surface theory and flight test data is seen to bo quite good.
4.5 Neutral and Maneuver Points
The neutral pont, hn , is defined as that e.g. position for which BC. /8a = 0.
It was calculated from the expression
hn
Cma
= h - CLa
	 (4.20)
where h is the c. g. position.
D14
	
	 Equation (4.20) is derived in ref. 4 as equation (2.3.3). This expression
is only valid for small angles of attack in the linear range.
The maneuver p,. '.it is defined as that c. g. position for which d6 /dn = 0.
If either equation (4.15) or (4. 16) is rewritten for the maneuver point and if we
let Cm(, = CLa
 (h - hn), the following is  the result:
h„) CL, + 2V^
	
Cn'^ - (hrr^ -hn) CL	
= O (4.21)
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	Let CL 1 q5v = puC
mg
	
in equation (4. 21) and simplify. This yields an
expression for the maneuver point
CmQ
	
hm	 hh -- 4m
Cog	 (4.22)
Except for the 30' SST configuration, the best correlation with wind tunnel
data is given by lifting surface theory for the neutral point. The static margin,
hn - h, is shown in figure 11 for both the 707-320B and the 30' sweep SST. As
can be seen, lifting surface theory would be quite acceptable for the 707-320B,
but for the 30° SST wind tunnel data would have to be used. The rather sig-
nificant difference between the rigid wind tunnel data and rigid lifting surface,
data for the 30' SST is due to differences in Cm a . Only a minor change in
representing the pressure distribution can affect C ma . The small discrepancy
in pressure distribution. used in the lifting surface representation (discussed in
detail in app. B) is sufficient to produce the differences shown in the data.
Elasticity is seen to have the effect of a forward shift in neutral point (i. e. , a
smaller static margin) for the 707-320B and an aft shift for the 30' sweep SST.
As pointed out in the introduction to Sec. 4, the mass distribution can have
significant effects on the static characteristics of an airplane. A study performed
during tf.e course of the SST development and independent of the present study
investigated the mass effects. An example of the results of that study is shown
in fig. 3. As can be seen, the shift in the neutral point due to elasticity can be
either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on the mass distribution. Lifting
surface theory methods were used iri the analysis.
The correlation of the three methods for the maneuver point calculations
is similar to that shown by the neutral point comparisons because of the effect
of Cma . All the results are shown in par. 8.3. In general, lifting surface
values compare most favorably with wind tunnel data. For the 707-320B there is
a forward shift in maneuver point due to elastic effects; however, for many of
the SST flight conditions analyzed there is a slight aft shift. The effect of the
stability derivative CLq
 on the maneuver point is negligible for both the
equivalent elastic and rigid airplanes.
Figures 57 through 60 present the complete set of data for the rigid and
equivalent elastic airplanes for all confio irations for the neutral point, static
margin, and the maneuver point.
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4.1
5. DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS METHODS
5.1 Introduction
This section presents methods for determining and illustrating dynamic
stability characteristics. Dynamic stability criteria that separate motions into
the categories of stable, neutrally stable, and unstable are given in app. A.
Four sets of stability criteria are discussed in that volume; they are the criteria
relative to characteristic equation methods, time history methods, energy
decay methods and methods based on the direct method of Lyapunov. Of these,
only characteristic equation methods and time history methods are adequately
mechanized. Further, of the characteristic equation methods, only the method
for the roots of the characteristic equations is mechanized. Thus, two methods,
roots of the characteristic equations and time histories, were used to obtain
and analyze the predicted dynamic stability characteristics of the study airplanes.
Figure 12 indicates how the cal.;ulation methods and dynamic stability criteria
relate.
5.2 Roots of Characteristic Equations
Airplane equations of motion can be reduced to a set of linear second-order
differential equations with constant coefficients when dynamic behavior can be
approximated by assuming that motion perturbations relative to the steady state
	 G3
are small. These equations are called small perturbation equations of motion
and are amenable to generating characteristic equations whose roots can be
examined to determine motion characteristics.
The dynamic stability criteria of all characteristic equation roots
in app. A are:
If the airplane equations of motion are linear and autonomous*, then the
airplane stability behavior is said to be:
• stable, if the real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation are
all negative;
*Autonomous equations do not contain time explicitly.
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• neutrally stab? if one or more roots of the characteristic equation
has zero real parts and the remaining roots have all-negative real parts;
• unstable, if at least one root of the characteristic equation has a posi-
tive real part.
These criteria can be satisfied by inspection, i. e. , by checking the sign or
absence of the real parts of the roots. However, these yes-no-type stability
answers relate very
 little information about airplane motion characteristics.
Some of the parameters that can be deduced from the roots and that are more
physically oriented than just the roots themselves are discussed below.
5.2.1 Rigid and equivalent elastic mathematical models. 
—The rigid
airplane small perturbation longitudinal and lateral-directional equations of
motion for steady, rectilinear flight developed in app. A are repeated in table 4
in a somewhat revised matrix form for discussion purposes. As was discussed
in app. A, it is possible to take the Laplace transformation of the equations of
motion and solve for the roots of the resulting characteristic equations. However,
the program that generated the roots and associated data in this study uses a
different technique. This program will be referred to as the "small perturbation
program. " The equations in table 4 can be put into the form used in the small
perturbation program through a series of assumptions and substitutions combined
with a good deal of algebraic manipulation. The assumptions and substitutions
are listed below.
(1) Straight and level flight gives the following:
M8 ' W - $ 5 w CSI	 D9
D1
Q1 = o
(5.1)	 13
e ^^
(2) Thrust effects are negligible.
CTxcc '= ^ O
CT&u %v O
C Tsa -ti 0	 (5.2)	
(
. 
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F	 ^
d
^ C A
v
C. ^
W
m	 N	 ilk,M,Q a Q v1	 H C.	 ~ ^.
^	 L^	 Cs	 ^►
ca	 • 3 	-	 •^	 '^	 ^`	 ^,ate N
4
v
	0	 0	 0	 '.
V'
	
O	 O	 0
fu
^ ^	 ^ rotN	 ^ hIa• V 0
O	 O	 O	 ro+ -4. p'( o+ ^^L	 '- Il
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47
p	 0
^	 o	 o
w-
♦t	 F^^
^	 0w
^	 O	 0^^1	 vl; `^	 `^ w
Q	 C7	 10* N°	 ^ ti
3 0^	 e at
vt
Iv	
.^ ti
	
ha ^ ti~
m
H
^	 J	 ^
a o
	
O	 p .,	 ^^	 V
^a
0 ^ `ti,	~ ^	 y 
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t^^
1 «	 ^	 ^	 h MQ	 ^	 ^4
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l t ^	 ^ h
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Cry I 1	 O
JT	 O = — C TuK — L CTx, •^. O
a^
(3)	 The follotiving
 substitutions are made.
P S .t
c
2	 longitudinal equations
b	 lateral-directional equations
2
=
t * _ Vl
A = IxxPSW.e3
IYY
[g —PSWI
Iaz
=^' P 5W 23	 (5.3)
L	 _E
Ixa
P SW23
ve,
=
rb r
	
rL
_
avc,	 vc,
(4)	 Rather than the Laplace transformation a differential operator notation
is used.
D=
d
t * dt
(5)	 The conventional elevator OE), aileron ( 6A), and rudder (6R) control
terms are added. IC
	 Sc CT Se
CY SA CyEe
CI SA Cl 62
Cn S
A Gnae
.;4
(6) The effebt of pitch rate on drag, CD q, is negligible.
	 D8
Using items (1) through (6), the equations presented in table 5 are obtained.
These Equations are similar to those in ref. 4, with slightly different derivative
nomenclature. Some modifications to these equations are required to candle
the equivalent elastic airplane model. For example, those accelerations
affecting inertia relief in the lateral-directional modes are y i , p, and r.
Inertia relief due to these accelerations is affected by letting
M
	
M	 M - CY;i1 5w
Sxx IXX = IxX - C zp Sw bZ
Iaa = Ia7 C  i-I Swb	 (5.4)
Ix^-►Ix = IX^ i- I x7z
i (Ix^ + Ct, o Swb) -t- (1 X,
 
+ Cnpl
 Swb)
In addition, the following effects were not included:
CyPI .1 Cy i:r	 CLY=	 Cnir
	 D7
These terms could not be accounted for due to limitations in the current
technique. However, this is not a major discrepancy for the study airplanes.
It is shown in app. B that these terms are very small.
Thus, the characteristic equation with the indicated rigid/equivalent
elastic definitions evolves as indicated in table 6a. This equation is a result
of the requirement that (for 6A = 6R = 0)
[A(D)] fX} = 10 1 (5.5)
has nontrivial solutions, i. e. ,
10 1
r
Frequency, damping, and related data were obtained from the equation in table
6a. Appropriate rigid and equivalent elastic input data to this equation are
tabulated in par. 3.2.
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1	 pj
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V1	
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TABLE 6. - CKARACTERISTICF,QUATIO;VSINDETERMINANT FORM
a. Lateral-directional
(^^ - CyB )D Cyr - (CyP D C4,	 f^^. - Cy,.
where:
	
At — M1,00 -5 , 0; Af = kelp ; ,/= 6/a
I1= tv oelde; 
-i* e/v^f
Norte: For the equ,*_valent elastic airplane, Cy, f C ,.PI	 y rl
CIyT , Cnyl are not accounted for.
Equivalent ela.sti c airplane
S3	 &	 S7
Derivatives include elastic effects
due to aer. odynamic loading (Formula-
tion n and would have E subscripts.
VL
tC ^ll^^-C^^:I ^SWb^^PSw-03
Rigid airplane ^8
All derivatives are conventional
rigid derivatives.
^^ 
m Izx ^^ J^^a
tE = Iz .2	 3
W = Actual gross weight = Wl W = g(M-Cyyl q SW); :1'I = Wj1g
Assumptions required: D_% 	 D7	 11
6	 G10	 S1	 S2	 S5^ 0
and
R1 =01= Q1=0
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TABLE 6. -- CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS IN DETERMINANT FORM (CONCLUDED)
b.	 Longitudinal
e,4D+Cp,4 +2Co1 Cow - C t.1	 CLL
CL W +ZCL 1 (fact* CLJD,- (CL.c*Cos.) 	42,A1 - C Lg)	 -- o
- 
C M K -(CD+Cm.,)
	
j-C.gD
where: M/P-5 1; M _ V 	 ^ I
e * 8/QL; i^* = ^/' rL'1
Note: For the equivalent elastic airplane, CLe i and all ii, are not
accounted for.
Rigid airplane S8 Equivalent clastic airplane
S7
All derivatives are conventional Derivatives include elastic effects
rigid derivatives. due to both aerodynamic and inertial
loading (Formulation In and would
CI	 ^P Ja -
	 YY-
^^
W
have E subscripts. 	
J
(Tyy- Cmerg SWolrsw.^
W = Actual airplane weight W = Actual airplane weight
Assumptions required:
D1 D2 D^ D7 D11 Gl - 6 G10 S] S2 S^ and
R1 = 01 = Q1 = CTm1 +Cir =0
The longitudinal equations also require consideration of three accelerations.
These are u, w/vc1 = a , and q = A. Elastic deformations in the airplane
x-direction are usually small and, hence, those deformations clue to u are
ignored. The effects of a do not completely specify the load factor conditions.
In particular, the perturbation load factor is given by
as is shown in app. B. However, as indicated in equation (5. 1), 9 1
 = 0, yielding
p	 9	 9	 (5.6)
Adding load factor terms with proper non dimensional izing scale factors,
the second matrix equation in table 5 may be rewritten to account for inertia
relief due to load factor perturbations. However, since current applications of
lifting surface theory (influence coefficient methods) allow the implicit treatment
of inertia relief, called Formulation II in app. B, it was decided that derivatives
thr,-t include inertia relief would be used.
The effects due to 9 cannot be treated explicitly. To treat CLB I
 in the
equation form of the second equation in table 5, it is necessary to have a D 2 term D6
in the second row, third column of the f A(D)] matrix. This is not currently
available. The other major effect, Cme l , can be treated by modifying the pitch
inertia term, iB. This effect is discussed in app. B and identified as using
I Y
 Yr. FV	 I yy I ` C rne i	Sw	 (5.7)
where
c^,g1 = a c^,r aa=
For the longitudinal equations, the characteristic equation in determinant
form with rigid/equivalent elastic definitions is given in table 6b.
The expanded form of the characteristic equations given in table 6 for the
sm111 perturbation equations of motion written in the parameter A is
A A" + 6A3 + CA ?- + DA	 + E = O	 (5.8)
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where the coefficients A through E are determined by the case (longitudinal
`	 or lateral-directional). This is obtained by assuming the solutions
S
Lk uo et /to
Longitudinal
	
^1 vi ll	 (5.9)
	
mole	 Ot = O1'e 2
9 c Be E ;,
or
Lateral-	 ^0
	
directional	 4' = ^o a
	 (5.10)
mode.	 ^ ^ re 
2 a rt /t'^ .
and substituting these into the equations in the form of (5.5). After carrying
out the differentiation, a Nt/t* can be eliminated, leaving
	
LA `A )] {Y.} - { O }	 (5.11)
where (A(X)] is identical with [A(D)J for k = D. The solutions X' i = Xi / t
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 of the fourth-order polynomial (5. 8), are the "roots of the
characteristic equation. " Since a rather complete discussion of the coefficients
A through E and the occurrence and significance of various combinations of real
and complex roots may be found in refs. 4 and 36 , it is not repeated here. The
coefficients are, however, presented below. For the characteristic equation:
Q Af --Ba3 * CAr - DA E = D
longitudinal coefficients are as follows.
X = 21--ItB "2,U ^ ek4 )
B = z le e* Zrz-4. * C id Caw ' ZCpd_7 -- la Cea (ex, - ,-2 c d
Lateral-directional coefficients are as follows.
- 
Cv
,e /GF - !q 4) - /2^l/ - Cyr Jrlyq L'Ai• rc  ^/p IE /^'n^ tC'Jr ).7
"Cy,, /tcC^ " LEL3,; /2u-C'y,^I^FC^'^• + G,e C'W)
♦ ^^ ` C.^,Q J/CJ`p C.►,, -.Cn^ ^1r ) ' CL f l LC LJ^ M !fir G'rsA
- Cyr, r^ C ,^^, . c6 c,,, - C..,. cv,^ t C.i,. C..,^ J
fJ = Cyr r!'r.^ ^Jr -' C/^o ^^r^Jr /^
^L
^
t^ ^
/
^
^
c
+
^i^q t^ t^
/f
[^i+^ ^' L
)
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/
L.D,y' ^' ^^.
t
Crr^ ^	
)
tCy^p l G./,0 ^'^ rr, -' C. ir^ C./J. / "( 1^[I - C^r, /^C^ ^r^^v ^^ ^n^r 4.11jv /
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The systems analysis analogies used for airplane characteristic equations
lead to the conventional "mode" definitions which follou r. First, for longitudinal
equations (for t
t
bx o complex pairs of roots) :
' (^/^^?^ a2 sP
 '`'"b a• t w^o^`' I^ ^ 2 ^ e2 ^'s p Cv^P a• f lw^n, p ) ^ ^
where: p is the phugoid mode
SP is the short period mode
w^p < 4) it
the roots are
A,f = Osp ra% w5P
- ^p^cp) wi°PCSpf = 07-csP3 is the real part of the
phugoid (short period)
root pair
^'^ptsp) l - ^Pt^ ° GJ^s0 is the imagir_a-ry part ofthe phugoid (short period)
root pair
Nop) is the phugoid (short period) damping ratio
v'K, j is the phugoid (short period) undamped natural frequency
Second, for lateral-directional equations (for one complex pair and two real
roots) :	 }
	
+02 SD Gv,D /^ • t GcJna/
	 } l^ ^ •^Tr )  c>
where D is the Dutch roll mode
r is the rolling convergence root
s is the spiral root
	
Tr '> TS	 /j^ Z	 moo/ w^
	the rocts are	 !	 A-
	
V
 Tr	
- 7s 
03 a Oy
- A, w.,n = Oa is the real part of the Dutch
roll root pair
is the imaginary part of
the Dutch roll root pair
tD is the Dutch roll damping ratio
W n D is the Dutch roll undamped i,atural frequency
*Sometimes the term (?^+1/Ts)is written (al-1 /Ts)
The relationship between the dampin g
 factor, C , undamped naturalCR
damping, a, and damped frequency-, m , is illustrated
in the diagram below.
0'= -. c.„
S _ - cos s
w = W <t-.,r2JZ
Assume that there are two complex Fairs of roots that result from the
solution of the rigid or equivalent elastic longituuinal characteristic equation.
The i eal-time solution for a will then have the form
or = e'ts;^tw,t-P,	 e°''ts;n(W41t -p) (5.1'L)
where a, and a 2 are constants determined by initial conditions.
One pair of roots, the highest frequency pair, determines the short period
mode. The "damped frequency" is given by
w sp - radians/second
The "period" is given by
zTr
- w seconds/cycle
"Time to damp to half amplitude" for a sp < 0 may be deduced from
ac - (VZ)« t
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which requires that
e V + _Yz
yielding
T^ —	 Ln (^ secondsk — asp
	
a
For asp > 0, "time to double amplitude" is given by
Tr = _
	
L rt t Z seconds
''Cycles to damp to half amplitude" is given by
TL
C" t	 Ps 
m 
Z	 cycles
PV
and "cycles to double amplitude" by
G2PZ	 ? Ns cycles
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5,15)
(5.16)
These parameters apply also to the longitudinal phugoid mode, the lateral-
directional Dutch roll mode and, in some cases, a lateral phugoid mode when
the lateral-directional characteristic equation yields two pairs of complex
roots. Graphic presentation techniques for the various parameters and their
relationship to stability are illustrated in the following sketch.
5.2.2 Completely elastic airplane. — For the completely elas tic airplane
a less restricted approach is required than that used for the rigid and equivalent
elastic cases. This involves a mathematical model that will account for the
structura'_ dynamic motions of the airplane explicitly or by use of a residual
flexibility formulation in addition to the ri gid-body degrees of freedom. This is
accomplished by using a model with the option of includ ing or excluding
structural degrees of freedom, thus giving a system with an arbitrary nu mber of
variables. The airplane has, then, the usual six degrees of freedom plus an
.arbitrary number of degrees of freedom that involve the structural dynamics.
Depending on the type of problem to be solved and the degree of accuracy
regaired, the engineer has a choice as to the number of variables (degrees of
freedom) to include in any one analysis. Note that this is a con3iderable
departure from the philosophy of the well-defined, six rigid-body degrees of
Mach number
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a
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fi.
freedom associated with the rigid and equivalent elastic mathematical models
previously discussed.
The equations of motion that represent both rigid body and internal motion
are developed in app. A and are repeated here combined into a single matrix
expression as
[al {^} +
	
} + H { q} {O}
J	 J	 J	 (5.17)
where {q) is the column matrix of rigid-body plus elastic motion variables.
Expressions for the coefficients [a], [B], and [C] are presented in app. A .,or
a residual flexibility formulation and for the case where all elastic degrees of
freedom participate dynamically. For the latter case, i. e. , the completely
elastic airplane, the coefficient [a] represents the generalized mass, [B] includes
the a^rodynamic damping, and [C] the generalized stiffness and generalized
displacement-dependent aerodynamic coefficients.
Taking the Laplace transforma ll-ion of equation (5.17) yields
r[a] SZ + ^^^ S+ ^^^^
	 { 5 1	 101 	 (5.18)
Norte that from the definition of perturbation variables [q],
10-01 = { -0*r (t=o)} 	 10}
which will have nontrivial solutions [ql only if
1 [H 5 + [8] S + [c]], = Q (5.19)
The characteristic equation (5.19) then yields a determinant with elements
ai]S2 + Bi]S + Ci] . When equation (5.19) is expanded, it yields a polynomial
of degree < 2n, where n is the order of the determinant. The roots of this
polynomial are the rocts of the characteristic equation (5.19). These roots are
obtained using an eigenvalue approach. The general solution is as follows:
The matrices (a!, [B,, and [C], square matrices of order ii, are input as
the coefficients of powers of S. In the program used at Boeing, the matrix
equation (.'.19) is reaueed to an eigenvalue problem such as
5 { X i — ED] { X }	 (5.20)
where	 (W 
_	
-
'^	 ;	 y	 s;q}
o = [01	 1 1C l	
to- 
DBI - [a] = ' [C]
The eigenvalues of [D] are then_ obtained using the "QR" technique described in
refs. 37 and 38.
The mechanization described above is adequate for the current linear
equation formulation of the completely elastic airplane. However, if nonlinear
characteristics are to be considered, the current mechanized eigenvalue approach
would not be adequate.
5.2.3 Approximate solutions. — Approximate solutions for rigid airplane
frequency and damping characteristics have lon g beon in existence. It is
assumed that the approximate solutions also apply to the equivalent elastic
mathematical model because of its similarity to the rigid model.
An extensive discussion of approximate characteristics, transfer functions,
{ etc., can be found in ref. 36. For a two-degree-of-freedom ( a and 9) longi-
tudinal short period mode approximation, the expressions for frequency and
damping are:
t^2(Jn SP ^^ Msw - VC, Mw
(5.21)
and	 -
,^ —
 (VC Mw -^ 7w + M3
s
P	
W 
n5P	 (5.22)
where
MC
 IC, Y - 
Cm^
Y^
1	 w
^w	 NIV , ` -CL °x -COI ) = M VC , CEOt
M	
5EMW
	
VC, IYY, Cm a
z
M • -5	 CmW	 2 Vc, s I Y Y,	 aC
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Data in both refs. 4 and 36 show these to be accurate expressions for
certain rigid airplanes when compared with the exact quartic solution of equation
(5.8) for longitudinal equations. These expressions have been, considered in
the light of the study airplanes and the data are discussed in par. 6.2.
The longitudinal phugoid mode can also be approximated by two degrees of
freedom, u and 8. Approximate frequency and damping expressions for the
phugoid are:
i2
G^ h P -: % P ?z K 9 / VC , J
	 (5.23)
and	 X u
P ti '_
2 WnP (5.24)
where
Zk =
	
9.5 C-CL,, - Z CL^} 	 CZuM Vt , M Vc^
XLt C D,,— 2Gp t)	 CX KM VC,
`-
	 MV ,
The accuracy of these phugoid expressions is also discussed in paa. 6.2.
A set of approximate expressions for the lateral-directional modes is given
in ref. 36. The Dutch roll, rolling convergence, and spiral modes are given as
	
GJn G ti ( NO) YZ	 (5.25)
1
_YV
 - Lp -N, - TS - T,.
^p ~
	 ^ ( NQ) ^iZ 	
(5.26)
6.1
(or a less complicated expression
D ^	 11 (5.27)
which, together with equation (5.25) gives good results in sonib cases)
YvLpNy- + L F,Np + 1 LQ
,r 	 v —	 N	 (5.28)I_	 p
9 (N^s L t. - Lp N I.)
VC,TS r..^	 YvLpNl.+ Lp Np+ v, Lp (5.29)
where
N	 -Q
S 
I^^^
Cn
p
YV — _^ 5M VC, C Cy
Lp = ^ S bZ CZ2VCjIxx I P
N r- _- bZ C n  rZVCI17-X
`^ 5 b 2 ^
& * 5 bLR	 VC, I xx l COQ
The reduced expression for Dutch roll damping (5.27) follows from a one-degree-
of-freedom approximation. Generally, the accuracy of equation (5.27) is con-
figuration dependent and, therefore, unreliable. The merits of using equations
(5.25) and (5.27) are illustrated in par. 6.3. The complexity of equations
(5.28) and (5.29) make their use almost ineffectual when compared with the
use of the small perturbation program. These expressions for 1/T r and 1/Ts
were not used in this study.
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Similarity between the rigid and equivalent elastic taathematical models
implies that the approximate expressions could also be used for equivalent
elastic cases with soiree minor redefinitions of terms involved,
Some studies have been made for the completely elastic airplane from the
viewpoint of approximate transfer functions. In "Analytical Study of Approximate
Longitudinal Transfer Functions for a Flexible Airframe" (ref. 39) some
approximate frequency and damping expressions were obtained for rigid-body
modes with one and two elastic modes for three dissimilar configurations. It
is appaeent from the study that the form and accuracy of approximate expres-
sions are sensitive to configuration, number of elastic modes being considered,
and dynamic pressure. The treatment of special problems for known significant
isolated elastic effects appears to be in the approximation category. The avail-
ability, speed, and versatility of di gital computer techniques ten; s to preclude
the use of approximate expressions for solving general problems in elastic
airplane dynamics.
5.3 Time Histories
i
The stability criteria for time history methods are those given in app. A as
follows.
If the motions of an airplane following a disturbance from steady-state flight
are determined by a time history (integration), then the stability behavior is
said to be:
• stable, if the motions remain in proximity to the steady state;
• neutrally stable, if the motions are undamped and oscillatory about
some steady state;
• unstable, if the motions diverge from the steady state either linearly,
exponentially, oscillatorily, or in any combination.
If the disturbance is temporary, then the reference steady state is the initial
steady state. If it is permanent — for example, a step elevator change -- then
the reference steady state is a differen` one determined by the new equilibrium
flight conditions. These criteria are utilized in Sec. 6 where analysis results
are discussed and illustrated.
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5.3.1 Rigid and equivalent elastic time history solutions. —The time
history technique for rigid and equivalent elastic models is essenti,;.11y that
written for the rigid airplane. This mechanized solution will gubsequently be
referred to as the "rigid-body, six-degree-of-freedom program" even though it
is also used for equivalent elastic solutions. The equations of motion solved by
the rigid-body, six-degree-of-freedom program, as described in app. A, are
the "equations of arbitrary motion."
These equations* are shown in table 7. The program used in generating
the time histories for rigid and equivalent elastic airplanes numerically inte-
grates these six equations. The Euler angles in these equations, 0 and 0, are
developed from the direction cosines that relate the earth-fixed axes and body
axes. If the body axes are described by the unit vectors 013, jB, kB) and the
earth-fixed axes by (il, jl , kl ); the relation between the two sets is given in
terms of the Euler angles by
8 - "(Cos 1P Cos 0) + j, ( 5in tP cos
	
k, sin g
c (cos tP sin  sin j^ — sin qj cos	 + J, sin g sin 0 sin
+ Cos t Cos SP) + k, ( Cos 0 sin fll	 (5.30)
kB = c CCas ^/ sin 0 cos h + gin tp $ir►
 fl + J, Sing 5 in000S !t
— Co5 tP sin
	 + k, Cos 0 Cos
or re-,vritten in terms of direction cosines
^B	 c, 1, + Ji js +k1-13
Jg = ,rn, 't j. M I + k, m j	 (5.31)
ks = ,j n, + d^ n Z + k, ns
*Used here in the body axis system,
6
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TABLE 7. — EQUATIOiVS OF AR.8ITRAR Y i^IOTIOV (STABILITY A.V F.S)
k,;"— pW ^sen 6 f -fyr 3
 + M
PAI
 - AN/  ^cos 0 Se i7 ^► ors	 Ys
^A^s FTi* 5QU _ f'Y f'g cos A CGS S3 ^' -""' ,^ /s'
Ix:=5
	 f I.rz=s	 f Iry s haj.
.Ixx= s ' 	 lxx=s PQ	 1"	 QE
=S
M.axs	 Mrxs
f-	 t
Ixxj s	 ^XXtS
Ix-- =s I: ia, — Ixr,
Iyr, (1P =—p=) t Irr	 s ,ate
z	
=S
-34- Mors f Mrrs
	' I^ '''1s	 'IYYts
Ix^=s	 Ix^re 	 .hxs - Ir,s
I^^=s P — I:2fs Q '^'	 Z"is	 ^'Q
-)L MASS f bras
	
1 .
 T^ ^rs	 I ^^s
Assumptions required:
D1
G1 G2 G3 G5 G6 G10
6 oS-') S3 SO) 08 Si S10 S11
ci
v
W
P
P
k* 1
Differentiation of each of the direction cosines yields:
J,= rn R -n,Q
	
mx R-n,,Q
	
-^3°m3R-n3Q
rI.P_.12 Rm. 3 -an3 P
	 3 R
(5.32)
A , X,Q - m,P	 AZ=.PZQ-m2P	 r^3=^3Q—m3P
By calculating the direction cosine rates at the midpoint of the time interval,
angular displacements are estimated in a linear fashion for the new time inter-
vals.
The Euler angles are calculated from the following: _
0 = sin-, (-'Ie3) =
_ i	 W1^
= Sin
	 ^n 6
t^/	 S ^'n ^ C o s 8
fan	 ( , ^'e3 Z 1
(5.'03)
For this technique, the equations in table 7 can be nonautonomous . Thrust
forces and moments may be input as explicit functions of time. Also, aero-
dynamic forces and moments due to controls may be explicit functions of time.
The forces and moments expressed as functions of force coefficients and
dynamic pressure are:
FAXs _ IC I X + c2 x .}....	 s
MA RS 
= IE I YL -F C2X+ ...^	 Sb	
(5.34)
MA YS =[C,y +G2y +. . j ^ 'S C
The coefficients may be functions of several arguments, e.g.,
C 1X C lx (a, g, M). Therefore, the coefficients may be represented in a linear or
nonlinear fashion as desired. The aerodynamic forces and moments are then
of the form:
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sFA,S c _ CD = C,X ld, ^y M^+CZx ld, ^^ , 5A^
t C3x (Ox, M, 5F^ + ^4X ( a , M • R) (5.35)
^ C
+iCsx d^ M, ` ^] zVC
MA,,s = C^ = C,x (CA, /a , M) + c zx (orz.
^ s 	 Pb
R) + UE4x td, [Vl, P) 2Vc.,
	
(5.36)
+
	
zv, + ^c6x (dc, M, f3)^ 2 6
In equation (5.36), CIx ( ^, /3, M ) corresponds to the C! ,, derivative
and may be represented hi a completely nonlinear manner as a function of
Ot , p , and Mach number. The coefficient C4x is the usual roll-damping
derivative CI p and, if desired, may be represented in the three-dimensional
tables as a function of a, Mach number, and roll rate, p. All the usually
important aerodynamic forces and moments ma y be represented in the six
force and moment equations, two of which are shown in mquations (5.35) and
(5.36). Negligible derivatives such as CX:i and Cyaa have been neglected.
Nonlinear aercdynamic cross-coupling may be represented if desired, e.g.,
CDO ,
 
Cm,,,
 
and CL 13.
For the time histories generated here, the aerodynamic coefficients were
14 of a linear nature as tabulated in par. S. 2, for both the rigid and equivalent
elastic airplanes. Some equivalent elastic characteristics were accounted for
by using Formulation II derivatives for the longitudinal equations and
Formulation I derivatives for the lateral-directional equations. Mass and inertial
properties are modified by y, D, and r in the later d- -directional equations
and Iyy is modified by A. The exact techniques were given by equations (5.4)
and (5.7). A detailed discussion of representing inertia relief implicitly
(Formulation II) can be found in app. B. The thrust forces and moments, FTic
and MTi , were assumed to be constant for the time histories of Sec. 6. The
thrust was equal to that needed for steady, unaccelerated flight.
n c)
The particular disturbances applied to the airplane are noted with the
respective time history plots in Sec. 6.
The equations in table 7 can be described as six shnultanwus, first-order
djfferential equations with variable coefficients. An explicit solution of these
equations is not possible. The approximate solution devised will not be discussed.
The method involves a linear approximation with one iteration (quasi-linearization).
The method can best be discussed in detail followi g a brief outline of the approach.
The solution of the equations for the first time increment is as follows.
(1) Equate velocities and displacements at t- l to velocities and displace-
ments at t
U'L-, = Ut	 ,	 x t -1 =: 	 t
(2) Calculate forces and moments at t-1
Fx t-1 	 f ` u t-1 I x t-r
(3) Calculate linear and angular accelerations at t-1
FxU
-t- i ° m - QW + RV) It-1
(4) Estimate linear and angular velocities at t, assuming the accelerations
at t-1 are constant across the time interval At
Ut	 U 	 + u ^_ 1 ^t
(5) Estimate linear and angular _displacements at t based on linear
variation of velocities
X  ' X c - i + :e (U t + U t -1 ) LS t
(6) Calculate forces and moments from velocities and displacements at t
FFx= = F( U t , Xt)
(7) Calculate linear and angular accelerations at t from estimates of
forces and velocities at t
uL t =(r,,; - Q W t R V)It
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(8) Calculate linear and angular velocities at t from linear variation of
accelerations ac--oss the interval At
a t
 = u=
-I + i ^ u e + u e - r) we
(9) Calculate linear and angular displacement at t from linear variation
of velocities across interval At
X^	 Xt-I + Z t,C t +Ut-,) of
(10) Advance time by the increment At and return to the first step and
repeat the cycle.
t= t -FAt
The integration technique described above is applied to each of the six
degrees of freedom. Following the method, values are computed for U, V, and
W by using the equation in table 7 fort, V, and *. From these velocities the
following additional parameters are calculated.
VC = tt 2 f- V 2 t W L	 (5.37)
pc = 0.n( u )
A-	 -'
 (y)s ^.,	
VC_
Similarly, using this same technique the body cxis angular rates (P, Q, R)
are developed by using the equations in table 7 for P, Q, and R. The body
axis angular rates are used in the computation of the direction cosine-rates,
equation (5.32), as well as being given as program output. A sufficient body
of information is given for each time increment as computer output to generate
complete time histories of the motion.
The rigid-body; six-degree-of-freedom program has the capability to
analyze handling-qualities problems. Part of the basic program output is the
velocity (Up, Vp, Wp) and acceleration (Up, Vp, ^Vp) at the pilot's station.
Also, because engine thrust may be input separately for each engine as an
explicit function of time, the program has the capability to analyze engine-out-
type time history solutions.
5.3.2 Completely elastic time history solutions. —The time history solu-
tions for the completely elastic airplane equations of motion (see Sec 9) for
this study were obtained using a special programming language called MI'-'IC.
This special technique is documented in ref. 40. The time histories are merely
the time-dependent analog of the frequency-dependent equation (5.18), with
initial conditions (equilibrium conditions) to which the perturbations are added
along with a disturbance to excite the system. The scheme is simple. From
Cle equilibrium conditions and the disturbance, the accelerations are calculated,
e.g.,	
f f
	
f	 1
,31 2 ^	 ..,rt
(5.38)
These are integrated by making the statements
IN  (^t ^i ^0)	 (5.39)
- C3i( 0) + f C.1 C1 	 =l, z^-- -,r1
and further by
=INT C4 (5.40)
l9Li. ( 0) 4-	 Cif.	 C'. = l^ Z, - • -, n
Included as a subroutine in the NI MUC program is a Runge-Kutta numerical
integration technique which accomplishes the integrations (5.39) and (5.40).
This approach is easy for the engineer since the programs are then physically
oriented. However, as one might expect, the easier the program is to write, for
aven problem, the more time is required to execute it.^ 
As was mentioned already, this solution is an analog of the frequency-
dependent equation (5.18). Indeed, aside from errors inherent in the numerical
integration technique, there should be no difference between the 1IItiIIC
solutions and those obtained from the explicit expression
 
S + EBJ s + Eel
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a where	 — I
indicates the inverse Laplace transformation.
t
0
7^
T	 6. DISCUSSION OF DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS RESULTS
6.1 Introduction
The preceding section consisted of a discussion of the techniques used to
calculate the dynamics. This section presents the results of applying these
techniques. The primary analysis tool was the characteristic equation method.
Time history solutions were generated to obtain a graphic presentation of the
motion variables. No attempt was made; to investigate nonlinear aerodynamic
or dynamic effects with the time history methods. The approximate expressions
for frequency and damping discussed in the last section were evaluated for the
study airplanes by comparing the results obtained with the exact quartic solution
roots.
General results obtained from the dynamic analyses are presented in
table 8. Table 8 summarizes the accuracies obtained from lifting surface theory
and handbook techniques in predicting the rigid airplane dynamic characteristics
when compared with wind t mnel stability derivative predictions. The relative
effect of elasticity on the various dynamic characteristics is noted, as well as
the approximate number of elastic modes needed for an accurate analysis. In
addition, the usefulness of approximate formulas for predictin g frequency and
damping is summarized. Paragraph S.2 should be consulted for details of the
derivatives used in an individual method.
Paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 present only those figures used to support the
discussion there. A great deal of supplementary dyna-- 	 -ibility data
generated for the rigid and equivalent elastic study airp__-::es may be found in
pars. 8.4 and 8.5.
6.2 Longitudinal Dynamic Stability Characteristics
6.2.1 Roots of the longitudinal characteristic equations. — Characteristic
equation methods were applied to the study airplanes at the study flight condi-
tions given in table 1. The rigid and equivalent elastic airplanes were analyzed
for all conditions given in table 1. The completely elastic airplane was analyzed
at only selected flight conditions from this table. The rigid and equivalent
elastic derivatives, coefficients, and inertial properties used in each case are
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tabulated in par. 8.2. The frequency, damping, period, and time to damp to
calf or double amplitude were determined from the quartic equation (5.8) for
the rigid and equivalent elastic airplanes. The dynamic stability comparison of
the latter two mathematical models for various sets of stability derivatives for
the short period and phugoid modes are all presented in par. 8.4. These data
tend to reflect the good and bad correlation evident in the derivative comparisons
of app. B. A summary of the results is given in table 8. The following section
illustrates and discusses primarily that rigid and equivalent elastic data for
those conditions at which the corresponding completely elastic airplane was
analyzed.
The short period characteristics of the 707-320B and SST at 72° leading
edge sweep were also calculated using the approximate expressions for frequency
and damping given in the previous section. The approximate expressions were
applied to the derivatives obtained from rigid airplane lifting surface theory, and
the results are plotted in figures 13 and 14 where they are compared with the
quartic solution, short period data. The data show that the differences between
the approximate solutions and quartic solutions for one set .;f derivatives are
small when compared with the differences in the data due to variations in the
derivative calculation techniques. These data illustrate the significant effect of
the accuracy of the derivatives on the short period characteristics as opposed to
the relative insensitivity to solution approximations. Thus, it is observed that
derivative accuracy will be of primary importance in determining the short
period characteristics.
The approximate expressions for the phugoid frequency and damping = e
not very accurate as compared with the short period cases. This is mainly due
to their small values and sensitivity to small changes in the derivatives.
The derivative Cm a is often credited with too much significance in
determining the short period characteristics. In many cases it dominates the
expressions determining the short period frequency and damping (equations
(5.21) and (5.22), but only when it is quite large. Also, a small, positive value
of Cm*1 for some of the subsonic SST cases (using lifting surface methods) did not
yield an unstable short period mode. This again raises the question of the
requirement of static stability that Cm. : 0.
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It is again pointed out that the data in figs. 13 and 14 are designed to
illustrate the rigid airplane short period characteristic sensitivity to derivatives
and insensitivity to calculation techniques. This trend carries somewhat into
the elastic models. This is illustrated in the data presented in fig. 15. These
data show the variations in short period frequency for four distinct but similar
mathematical models. The similarity lies in the use of aerodynamic influence
coefficients (lifting surface methods) and structural influence coefficients. The
differences are more detailed. Three rigid-body degrees of freedom, a , 0,
and u, are used for the rigid and equivalent elastic data (labeled "lifting
surface"), with the derivatives Cma and Cmn j included. Two rigid-body degrees
of freedom, a and 0, were used for the completely elastic airplane without
the derivatives Cma and Cm u, . The latter has been labeled as a "truncated"
model because of the way it is handled. The rigid-body modes are representative
of a two-degree-of-freedom rigid airplane. The elastic modes are included as
additional decrees of freedom up to some desired cutoff point where all of the
remaining elastic modes are ignored completely. This has been called
"truncated, completely elastic" data. The 2 x 2 is a rigid model and the 22 x 22
is two rigid-body modes with the first 20 lowest frequency elastic modes.
The effect of Cma for the equivalent elastic airplane was handled as dis-
I
cussed in app. B, i.e., it was used to modify the pitch inertia and, hence,
implies an effective frequency change (equation (5.21)) in the fashion
W~sP cc - 1 
_', 
=	
.1	
_	 _
Yl yr
	
A j " C'ine ^ SW CI
All of these subtle differences did not appear to have pronounced effects
on the data credibility, as fig. 15 illustrates. However, it can be observed
that the addition of dynamically participating elastic modes has much less
effect on the short period frequency (2 x 2 versus 22 x 22 modes) than does the
static-elastic type of correction (3 x 3, rigid versus equivalent elastic). The
effect of dynamic pressure is also illustrated in figure 15 at Mach 2.7. It
appears that an increase in q at that condition has an overall stiffening effect
as observed by comparing the elastic increments between the comparable models.
The worst correlation in fig . 15 is as go od as the best variable derivative
in comparison in fig. 14. This again emphasizes the need for an accurate set
of basic aerodynamic data fcr the rig id-body modes.
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T=- Tr 7 ;7
The dam, ing associated with the short period frequency just discussed is
presented in fig. 16. Th largest discrepancies are mostly attributable to using
Cmnderivatives for the 3 x 3 rigid and equivalent elastic cases and not using
these derivatives for the truncated, completel y elastic formulation. increments
in damping due to elasticity between rigid versus equivalent elastic and also
2 x 2 versus ?2 x 22 are small compared with the differences due to Cr ,^a . (Both
Cma and CLa are treated in the parametric studies in par. 7.1. )
A particularly disturbing quality of the data in figs. 15 and 16 is the lack of
consistency in the effects of elasticity. For example, the truncated, completely
elastic data show increases, decreases, and no changes in both frequency and
damping. Also, the change between rigid and equivalent elastic shows increases
in frequency for 30° and 42° leading edge sweep and decreases at 72° sweep.
This prec?uees making any general statements as to the overall effects of
elasticity. This inconsistency is even more evidel.t in figs. 17 and 18, where
the undamped natural frequenc y is presented for the SST at various sweep and
flight conditions. Ia each case shcwm, the effect of adding elastic degrees of
freedom (general ized cc-ordinates) is illustrated.
Li general, the frequency increased when the two lowest frequency elastic
modes were added, and then decreased when the ne.- t sets of two were added
out to eight total modes. From there on adding modes had rather unpredictable
effects, except that in all cases the frequency tends to approach a constant
value as more modes are added beyond 12. The apparent inconsistency is t1Lat
the constant value is not always less than or more than the ri gid 2 x 2.
The damping factors for the same SST cases are presented in figs. 19 and
20. The data show "he same consistency of trend up to eight total modes, as
did the frequency- data. However, the damping factor i p all cases settles to a
constant value less than the rigid 2 x 2 as more modes are added.
It is observed that elastic effects on the dynamics, as fotmd here, are not
very sib iificanL but were more significant in the sta-Lic trim considerations
discussed in Sec. 4 and illustrated in detail in par. 8.3.
It could be convenient to assign names to the free-free structural vibration
modes used in the SST analysis. The engineer could then call out L loa modes b
name and determine exactly what type of motion was being included in the
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analysis. Unfortunately, it is not very meaningful to assign names to the
natural modes of motion of the SST, since the wing, tail, and body all partici-
pate in each mode. Because the free-free modes are all coupled motion and
cannot be accurately described by words, it is necessary to represent each mode
in some type of graphical form to determine the type of motion involved in each
mode shape. Figures 21 and 22 are typical examples of visual displays used to
study the types of motion participating in each structural mode.
The initial trends for less than 12 modes, shown for the SST configurations,
also appear in the 707-320B data. This can be seen in figs. 23 and 24 where
similar data are sro«n. Note that dominant effects are listed in the figures.
The technique of coupling cantilever modes (as was done for the 707-320B)
to obtain free-free modes lends itself to quick determination of the type of
structural deformation that dominates each free-free mode. The determination
is based on identifying the largest element of the cantilever vector from which
the free-free modes are computed. Figures 23 and 24 show the variations In
the short period roots due to adding free-free modes to the equations of motion.
Each root has associated with it an identification of the largest element of the
cantilever vector that was used in computing the free-free mode just added.
Note that when the first mode is added there is an increase in short period
frequency and a decrease in damping. The first free-free mode is dominant
by the lowest frequency, wing-bending mode. As additional modes are included,
the effect on the short-period roots can be observed. The essential considera-
tion here is that the important deformations be reflected in the modes that are
included in the analysis.
Large differences can exist between a preliminary-design-type study and a
relatively well-defined, completely elastic airplane analysis. This is illustrated
in fig. 25 where rigid and equivalent elastic data using lifting surface derivatives
(supplemented by handbook data) are compared with the completely elastic
formulation. The aerodynamic influence coefficients for the completely elastic
airplane were obtained from a lifting line mechanization using experimental
pressure distributions. Note that increments in damping due to elasticity are
much less than differences due to the approaches used. The culprit here is
again Cm6.
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The frequency data show- ball-park-tyke correlation for the rigid or elastic
airpLuie, and the changes due to elasticity for consistent approaches are also
roughly the same.
The longitudinal stability derivatives used in the completely elastic 707-320B
anall-sis are listed in table 9. The rigid derivatives are shown, together with
elastic corrections from all modes treated as static elastic. The formulation
of static elastic equations is presented in par. 9.2. The rigid and equivalent
elastic derivatives for the 707-320B used in the comparisons of fig. 25 are
given in table 21 of par. 8.2.
The primary effect of lift growth (Wagner effect) is to alter the transient
response of the system. This can be verified by an ewamination of the roots of
the rigid-body modes, those calculated with lift growth versus those calculated
without lift growth (figs. 24). The inclusion of lift growth tends to reduce the
real part of the roots (a reduction in damping) leaving the imaginary part
essentially unaltered. The lift growth functions are sensitive to planform details
and Mach number, and the number of available functions is so limited that cal-
culation of precise effects is precluded in the absence of a complete unsteady
aerodynamic formulation. Solutions with the available lift growth functions can,
at best, be interpreter: as sensitivity indicators. Section 9 discusses the lift
growth functions that were used and the manner in which they were incorporated
into the equations of motion.
6.2.2 Longitudinal time histories. — Examples of the use of the six-degree-
of-freedom program and lII`IIC for longitudinal. time histories are presented in
this section.
Longitudinal time histories are shov-n for the following conditions:
(1) SST, M = 2.70, 49 000 ft
(2) 707-320B, ELI = 0.548, 10 000 ft
Figure 26 shows the results for an SST 72' wing sweep configuration at
M = 2.70. As can be seen, the equivalent elastic airplane mathematical model
utilizing aerodynamic lifting surface theory produces slightly larger pitch
amplitudes than the other models. Specific reasons for this are not apparent,
because all stability derivatives varied beh%-aen the rigid and equivalent elastic
r
~-s	 +	
-
TABLE 9. - LO:ti'GITUDI AL DERIV.4TIVF.S USED INCOMPLETELYELAST'IC 707-7203 AXAL YSIS
Values for lI = 0.55 M = 0.85
14 modes as
Derivatives* Rigid static elastic Rigid
i	 CLa 5.36 4.86 6.8
Cn)n -1.44 -1.44 -1.66
CL A
4
13.9 12.35 14.9
CMA -17.18 -14.73 -19.52
*All derivatives are nondimensional and are for angles measured in
radians
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models except the iic derivatives; also, the equivalent elastic pitch inertia,
IYYeq el, was approximately 27 percent larger than tbat used for the rigid
mathematica! model. There is not a great deal of difference between the rigid
model and the completely elastic mathematical model with eight dynamic modes.
The frequencies and amplitudes are very nearly equal. For all mathematical
models the time history of the Pitch perturbation shows a stable motion. For
this particular configuration and flight condition the rigid mathematical model
would probably be satisfactory to describe the short period longitudinal dynamics
for stability and control purposes.
The response of the 707-320B to an elevator pulse is shown in fig. 27 for three
mathematical models. The rigid model corresponds to the truncated, completely
elastic model resulting in the use of a 2 x 2 matrix. The inclusion of 14 dynamic
modes in a static elastic manner results in the greatest pitch amplitudes. If
four modes are allowed to p.irticipate dymmmically, the result is an effective
increase in the damping as reflected in the decrease of amplitude.
The same control derivatives were used to perturb the rigid and equivalent
elastic lifting surface theory mathematical models. The resulting time histories
are shown in fig. 28 along with the rigid response from the truncated, completely
elastic analysis. As can be seen, there is a large difference in the damping,
between the two rigid models. This is apparently due to the aifferen.^es in
treating the stability derivatives, Cmq and Cma. Fer the curve labeled "lifting
surface theory" in fig. 28, Cmq and Cma were obtained from aerodynamic lift-
ing surface theory and the USAF Stability and Control Handbook, respectively.
The rigid curve produced from the completely elastic analysis used a Cm
derivative obtained from a generalized forces approach, while no n derivatives
were used. The same results are shown in fig. 25 where the frequency and
damping obtained from the roots of the characteristic equation are presented.
The maximum pitch amplitudes in figs. 26 through 28 are found for those
mathematical models for which the forces are considered quasi-static; that is,
the forces and deflections are in phase. The equivalent elastic and static elastic
models are both of the preceding type.
Figures 27 and 28 illustrate the response to an elevator pulse with the
control derivatives the same for all mathematical models. Therefore, these
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time histories show differences due to stability derivatives. If the effects of
elasticity ar:: included in the elevator control derivatives, the resulting response
reflects this input. Figure 29 presents the 707-320B longitudinal response to an
elevator pulse using rigid and equivalent elastic lifting surface theory for the
control zis well as the stability derivatives. The most notable difference between
the motion shown in fig . 29 and that in fig. 28 is that the equivalent elastic
-pitch response is now smaller than the rigid response. The opposite result
occurs if the same control inputs are applied to the rigid and elastic airplanes.
The true restonse of the airplane is shown only when the control derivatives
are altered to reflect the elasticity of the structure.
6.3 Lateral-Directional Dynamic Stability Characteristics
6.3.1 Roots of the lateral-directional characteristic equations. — Lateral-
directional stability characteristics were determined for the rigid and equivalent
elastic study airplanes at the flight conditions given in table 1 using the
characteristic equation method (small perturbation program). The rigid and
equivalent elastic derivatives, coefficients, and inertial properties used in
obtaining the data are tabulated in par. 8.2 and the detail results are illustrated
in par. 8.5. The frequency, damping, period, time to damp to half or double
amplitude, and cycles to damp to half or double amplitude were determined from
the quartic equation (5.8) and are all presented in par. 8.5. These results
generally reflect the good and bad correlation evident in the derivative compari-
sons in app. B. The rigid and equivalent elastic data presented and discussed
in this section are primarily those used to compare with the results of the
completely elastic airplane analysis. A lateral-directional analysis of the
latter type was performed for the 707-320B airplane only.
The Dutch roll characteristics for the 707-320B and SST at 72 0 leading edge
sweep were alsu calculated using the approximate expressions for frequency and
damping given in Sec. 5. The approximate expressions were applied to the
wind tunnel derivatives for the rigid airplane. The results are plotted in figs.
30 through 32, where they are compared with the various quartic solutions.
The data show that the accuracy of the approximate formulas depends greatly
on the type of configuration. The 707-320B data show, except for one flight
condition, that the differences between the approximate solutions and quartic
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solutions for one set of derivatives are small or of the same order as the
differences in the data due to variations in the derivative calculation techniques.
These data illustrate that for the 707-320B the effect of accuracy of the derivatives
on the Dutch roll characteristics is usually a more important consideration than
the approximate formula. On the other hand, the SST data show that the approxi-
mate expressions (equations (5.25) and 15.271.a ve results that generally differ
considerably from the quartic solution. This is true especially for the damping.
It must be noted that the equations used were for a one-degree-of-freedom
approximation. The three-degree-of-freedom approximation may have given
better results, but the complexity of the expression for the damping reduces its
usefulness. Therefore, because of the unreliable nature of the simple approximate
equations for the lateral-directional modes and the availability and speed of
computer programs for solving the roots of the quartic equation, the engineer
should make use of these programs.
Comparisons of the 707-320B Dutch roll characteristics calculated by use
of the rigid wind tunnel and equivalent elastic handbook derivatives are made
with flight test data and the results of the completely elastic airplane analysis
in figs. 33 through 35. Appendix B contains a detailed discussion of the equivalent
elastic handbook stability derivative calculation. As pointed out in app. B,
a value for the aftbody bending parameter, K^ = 56.1 x 10- 8 rad/lb, was used
in the initial calculations. A value of 	 21.0 x 10-8 would be more realistic.
Appendix B illustrates the difference in the elastic lateral-directional derivatives
due to this parameter. As shown there, the differences in the derivatives d1le
to aftbody bending are small compared to the effect of vertical tail flexibility.
The dynamic stability characteristics illustrated here in app. C were calculated
with K Q = 56.1 x 10- 8 , and only very small differences would be noted if
K0 = 21.0 x 10-8 had been used. The poor correlation shown in figs. 33 through
35 between the equivalent elastic handbook method and the flight test data is
primarily due to the following (which are discussed in app. B):
(1) The vertical tail flexibility was calculated to be somewhat high;
(2) The handbook technique developed for the equivalent elastic analysis
has deficiencies and needs more development.
The data of figs. 33 through 35 show that for stability and control purposes a
static elastic analysis would probably be sufficient to estimate the Putch roll
y^
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characteristics. The Dutch roll period and damping are relatively insensitive
to the number of elastic modes included.
The variation of the frequency and damping for t'.e laterar^directional males
for the two flight conditions which were analyzed in detail is shown in figs. 36
and 37. The analysis predicts a lateral-phugoid mode (in addition to the usual
Dutch roll mode) at a Mach number = 0.85 which disappears when no elastic
modes are included and when more than 10 elastic modes are included. The
equivalent elastic analysis predicts a rolling convergence and spiral mode in
addition to the Dutch roll for ali cases (par. 8.5). A detailed discussion of this
unstable lateral-phugoid mode and its variation with the number of elastic modes
included would be useful mainly for academic purposes. The period of this mode
and the time to double amplitude are so long (200 to 300 sec) as to make this
motion of relatively minor importance. The completely elastic analysis was
based on the rigid Rind tunnel derivatives except that the Q derivatives were
not used. These rigid derivatives, :Mona with the values calculated for use with
the static elastic mathematical model, are listed in table 10 for M = 0.85. The
inertia values used in the completely elastic analysis are presented also in
table 10. These values are slightly different than those used for the rigid and
eS_:ivalent elastic models. This difference appears in the plots of frequency and
damping for the Dutch roll. The three rigid.wind tunnel modes mould give results
identical to those of the three truncated, completely elastic anodes if the inertia
were the same, except for the effect of the Q derivatives not appearing in the
latter mathematical model. The parametric study of Sec. 7 discusses the
significance of the ^ derivatives. Only Cn4 has any effect, and that is on the
damping only. Therefore, the plot of Dutch roll frequency illustrates the
difference due to the different values of IZZ used in the two mathematical models.
The most important results illustrated in figs. 36 and 37 are as follows.
(1) The Dutch roll frequency is relatively insensitive to elastic effects.
For stability and control purposes an elastic modal analysis is not
necessary to predict the frequency for this type of configuration. At
most, all that would be needed is a good static-elastic analysis.
(2) The damping of the Dutch roll mode decreases with the addition of the
first two elastic modes, but then remains relatively insensitive to any
additional number of modes.
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TABLE 10. - LATERAL-DI RF. C7IO.YAL DlRI VATI ['ES USED IV A:I AL YSES
OF CO.1PLETEL Y ELASTIC 707-320B
3
*
Derivative Rigid value
Static elastic
value
CYO -0.547 -0.54
CIO -0.215 -0.229
CnQ 0.165 0.162
Cyp^ -0.1118 -0.114
CIA -0.688 -0.54
Cno -0.0187 -0.0176
Cyr 0.354 0.34
Cpl 0.21 0.22
Cn r^\ -0.2032 -0.198
Inertial characteristics
IXX =	 4.8
IZ Z =	 11.0
IXZ =	 -0.12
Slug-ft2 x 10-6,
Stability axes
*All derivatives are for angles measured in radians. Static elastic
values are based on normal modes. NI = 0. 85, 35 000 ft (10 675 m)
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There was no lateral-directional analysis of the completely elastic SST. The
detailed results of the rigid and equivalent elastic analysis appear in par. 8.5.
The important conclusions of that study are as follows.
(1) There is no si4 iif?cant difference in Dutch roll period between rigid
and equivalent elastic airplanes. Elasticity generally decreases the
damping of this mode.
(2) The rolling com •ergence mode is highly damped for both rigid and
equivalent elastic mathematical models. Only a very negligible
difference exists between the time to damp to half amplitude for the
two models.
(3) Elasticity generally has a destabilizing effect on the spiral mode for
the sub:,onic cases. However, for the supersonic flight conditions a
small stabilizing effect due to elasticity is generally noted for this
mode.
Figures 38 and 39 are examples of the results of the rigid and equivalent
elastic lateral-directional SST analysis supporting the conclusions stated above.
Lift growth (Wagner effect) has the same effect on the lateral modes as for
the long, itudinal short period discussed in the last section. The period of the
Dutch roll mode remains unchanged, but the damping decreases with the addi-
tion of lift growth. Table .11 lists the value of the roots w th lift growth calcu-
lated for two different values of aspect ratio and for a basic case without the lift
growth function. For a particular Mach number the lift growth functions are
sensitive to only planform details. Therefore, ` the sensitivity of the Dutch roll
characteristics to aspect ratio is shown in the latter table.
6.3.2 Lateral-directional time histories. — This section presents some
typical Dutch roll time histories for the Boeing 707-320B. Figures 40 and 41
show time histories of the Dutch roll motion for the 707-3208 for the rigid and
equivalent elastic airplane at M = 0.85 following a rudder pulse. A stable motion
is shown for the rigid airplane; however, an unstable Dutch roll is predicted for
the equivalent elastic; airplane with the period increasing from 6 seconds for the
rigidiirplane to 8 seconds for the equivalent elastic airplane. Paragraph 8.2
lists the input data used to produce these motions. The unstable motion pre-
dicted in figs. 33, 40, and 41 does not reflect the true characteristics of the
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TABLF. 11. -DUTCH ROLL CHARACTERISTICS 111 THLIFT GROWTH FOR TRUNCATED,
COjVIPLETELYELfiSTICAIRPLAiVE, 17JlODES (1 .1 F.LASTICJWODES) - 707-320B
Basic case
without
lift growth
Aspect ratio
3 6
QD -0.0355 -0.031 -0.0281
w D	 rad/sec 1.26 1.26 1.264
t D 0.028 0.025 0.022
wnD rad/sec 0.201 0.201 0.201
M = 0. 85, 35 000 ft (10 675 m)
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Boeing 707-320B, as can be seen by referring to par. 6.3.1. An analysis of
flight test data as presented in fig. 33 shows the 707-320B to have a damping
ratio of 2.0 percent of critical damping at M = 0.85 and at 35 000 ft (10 675m)
(versus approximately 15 percent unstable damping predicted). The reasons
for the poor correlation of the equivalent elastic airplane Dutch roll motion with
flight test results were given in par. 6.3.1. Appendix B also discusses the
method of calculating the equivalent elastic stability derivatives that were used.
Time histories of * and 4^ are shown in fig. 42 for the completely elastic
analysis of the 707-320B. The results are not directly comparable to those of
figs. 40 and 41 because wind tunnel values were used for the basic rigid stability
derivatives in fig. 42 instead of the USAF Handbook values used in figs. 40 and
41. Figure 42 does, however, serve to illustrate the differences between three
different mathematical models, one of which includes some elastic mode partici-
pation. All three cases predict a stable motion even though the equivalent elastic
analysis, as illustrated by figs. 40 and 41, shows an unstable motion. The
structural dynamic analysis then predicts essentially the same motion for the
elastic airplane as for the rigid -- approximately the same frequencies and only
slightly larger amplitudes. It appears as if a static elastic analysis would be
sufficient for stability and control purposes for this case because the elastic
mode participation in the Dutch roll motion is negligible. Figures 36 and 37
present the change of frequency and damping factor with the number of elastic
modes included in the analysis.
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7. PARAMETRIC STUDIES
7.1 Relative Importance of Rigid and Equivalent Elastic•Derivatives
• It is reasonable to observe the equivalent elastic mathematicAl model as a
set of rigid airplane equations of motion with some rather sophisticated
"derivatives" that account for static aeroelasticity. Similarity between the
rigid and equivalent elastic equations of motion, therefore, allows the discussion
of their significant terms to be considered together. In the discussion to follow
the airplane may be considered to be either case with inertial elastic effects
implicit in the derivatives for the equivalent elastic airplane.
It is necessary to vary derivatives and coefficients one at a time in the
equations of motion to assess their influenee on the resulting characteristics.
However, it is obvious that this presents an isolated case in which all but one
derivative (or coefficient) is fixed and the results are relative only to a given
airplane and flight condition. The end results thus obtained are, therefore,
configuration and mission oriented. However, it is possible to gain some
insight into the significance of the derivatives in this manner. Some work has
been done along those lines.
Etkin (ref. 4) has covered some of these aspects in his textbook. For
example, he has shown stability boundaries based on relative values of Cm
q
and Cm  longitudinally, as well as Cno and C1. in the lateral-directional case.
Some other isolated special cases are also treated.
A much more extensive treatment has been presented in ref. 36. In
addition to the discussion of the approximate transfer functions and root expres-
sions already mentioned in par. 5.2, ref. 36 contains a study showing the changes
in longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics due to variations in the
derivatives. The derivatives considered are:
Longitudinal derivatives and coefficient:
COO , CL W J CW'u , Cc-t s CLa cw'a , CL¢ s Cam„$ s CLl , as
Lateral-directional derivatives:
CriQ C-40.0 	 CrP Y CAP Cr P s CYO, a C.r
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Variations in frequency and damping for complex roots and root values for
real roots are presented in detail. Also, there are discussions concerning the
affecting phenomena and the physical significance of the derivatives
 atives in relation
to airplane motions. Derivatives missing from the lists are CD q, CDa , CLa,
Cma, CyQ , C* and CnR . All of these except C D and CDa are treated
parametrically as part of this study. Basic sets of gdata for the study airplanes
were modified to reflect zero, basic, and double the individual derivative
values. This was not done for CD  because there is no provision for it in the
current small perturbation program. The six-degree-of-freedom rigid airplane
time history program could have been used, but it would have proven costly in
computer and engineering time considering the level of confidence in the values.
There is no known technique for generating CDa.
The detailed data for changes in the stability characteristics due to
variations in the & and ^ derivatives are presented in par. 8.6. The general
results are tabulated qualitatively in tables 12 and 13.
The 707-320B study airplane appears to be quite sensitive in the short
period mode to Cn:: & , as illustrated in fig. 43. It is observed that the values of
Cma as tabulated in par. 8.2 are much higher than what would seem realistic.
However, this does not negate the sensitivity of the configuration to the derivative.
The phugoid mode was not significantly affected. For the SST, only the damping
of the 72° wing sweep configuration was affected. This is illustrated in fi gs. 44
and 45, where the damping for the three sweep conditions is shown.
Special cases for comparison with the completely elastic airplane were
generated at other than 0.256 and 0.64 CR moment reference points for the
707-320B and SST. These can be utilized to illustrate the effects of c. g.
location on the stability characteristics. The detailed data are presented in
par. 8.6. Changes in frequency and damping due to moment reference point
c. g. variation for the 707-320B study airplane are shown in fig. 46. The
damping shows no change, but the frequency changes considerably. This is
due to the long coupled tail (damping), the small c. g. shift, and the significance
of the wing in contributing to Cma , thus changing the frequency. The SST
(figs. 47 and 48) has a short coupled tail and large c. g. shift, and the 30° and
420 sweep data reflect this in the large change in damping and not-so-large
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(in percentage) change in frequency. For the 72° sweep data none of the
changes are so pronounced. Note in figs. 46, 47. and 48 that the incremental
changes due to elastic considerations are relatively insensitivd to changes in
a. g. location for these cases.
It should be evident that the data presented here point toward uniqueness
affected by configuration with regard to the influence of various parameters on
stability characteristics. In this respect, general statements regarding similar
configurations may be made. Extrapolating or interpolating to treat new con-
figurations could generate misleading results.
7.2 Importance of Various Elastic Effects for Completely Elastic
Airplane Mathematical Models
Some of the effects of adding elastic degrees of freedom have been illus-
trated in the data presented in Sec. 6. The changes in longitudinal frequency
and damping due to adding elastic degrees of freedom were shown in figs. 17
through 20, 23, and 24. As was mentioned in Sec. 6, for the type of analysis
41 
used on the 707-320B it ie much easier to attach physical significance to the
elastic effects that change the stability characteristics. This is not true for
the analysis done on the SST. Differences in these techniques are discussed in
detail in Sec. 9.
A detailed analysis of approximate transfer functions and characteristics of
completely elastic airplane longitudinal mathematical models has been accom-
plished in the literature. The reader is directed to ref. 39 for a detailed dis-
cussion of approximate transfer functions for elastic airplanes. However, the
reader is also cautioned against using similar simplifications for too few elastic
modes. It should be recalled that in par. 6.2 the trend for both the 707-320B
and SST at all three sweeps was toward pronounced changes when the first few
low-frequency elastic modes were added and then an apparent convergence on
tome value as more and more elastic modes were included. These "few mode"
trends could be misleading in approximate techniques. Considerations of the
influence of the number of elastic modes with and without residual flexibility
were also discussed in ref. 5. Some of the conclusions drawn in the study are
quoted below:
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"2. An accurate approximation for the aeroelastic behavior of a structure
may be made in terms of its nor.-nal coordinates by including some of
its modes explicitly and the 'residual flexibility' approximation to all
higher modes. The modes explicitly included should be all those in
the frequency range front zero to the maximum frequency of interest
plus the next higher mode.
3. The inclusion of the residual flexibility in the representation suggested
in "2" is very important. Although the magnitude of the 'residual
flexibility
 decreases as the number of modes explicitly included in
the representation increases, it is inadv4sable to attempt to supplant
the 'residual flexibility' by additional modes. In the exxmples con-
sidered here better accuracy was obtained at frequencies below the
first elastic mode by including one mode explicitly plus residual flexi-
bility than was obtained by including five modes explicitly and no
residual flexibility.
4. An except to the rule of 11 2 11 occurs in the case of 'mode interaction',
which may be defined as a condition of potential or incipient aeroelastic
instability involving one elastic mode and one rigid body mode. This
condition, as observed in the example of configuration 4 of this report,
will require further investigation before conclusive statements can be
made concerning adequate structural representation.
5. All configurations studied showed that aeroelasticity can have very
large effects on the response of a system even at frequencies well
below the first elastic mode."
Also in ref. 5 is a treatment of variations in levels of flexibility. Varia-
tions are shown for the transfer function response levels for values of 40. 7, 0. 5,
0. 3, 0. 2, 0. 1, and 0 (rigid airplane) times the basic flexibility. For the delta
wing configuration treated therein, the effects were significant. The difference
between rigid and rigid-with-many-elastic-modes for the airplanes in this study
(shown in the previous section) indicates the elastic effects are not so 1. -ge.
The studies contained in refs. 5 and 39 should be viewed as guides ; how
to approach analyses. Most airplanes will present unique problems and answers
with regard to the effects of elasticity, i.e., the completely elastic airplane
mathematical model does not lend itself to generalized statements regarding
individual effects or handbook-type methods.
Similar studies have not been accomplished for lateral-directional cases.
-
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8.0 SUPPO1tTING DATA AND RELATED MATERIAL
8.1 Introduction
This section presents detailed input and output data and other supporting
material. Some of the static and dynamic characteristics presented and dis-
cussed in the other sections are included here also. All the data for the rigid
and equivalent elastic airplanes appear in this section, although there is no
discussion of the results.
8.2 Rigid and Equivalent Elastic Stability Derivatives,
Coefficients, and Inertial Properties
8.2.1 General considerations. — Paragraph 8.2 presents tables of the
data (derivatives, coefficients, etc.) used to calculate the static and dynamic
stability characteristics presented in Secs. 4 and 6. These data are separated
into two groups. Paragraph 8.2.2 presents the data used in the general com-
parisons of rigid and equivalent elastic airplane characteristics. They repre-
sent an accumulation of the data presented in app. B. Paragraph 8.2.3 presents
those data used in the special comparisons which included the completely elastic
airplane mathematical model.
All the input data of pars. 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 are tabulated in the English
system (lb feet sec). The conversion factors for the data into the metric
system are:
1 foot = 0.305 meters
1 lb = 4.448 newtons
1 psf = 47.880.newtons/meter 2
1 slug ft2 = 1.357 kg meter2
1 slug = 14.594 kg
8.2.2 Data tabulations - rigid and equivalent elastic derivatives and
coefficients - general comparison data. — The data presented in this section
have been extracted from those used to generate the derivative comparisons in
app. B. They are presented as a set of tables (16 through 19), preceded by a
list (table 14) of the various conditions and the number of the table in which they
are located. Table 15 is an example data table.
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TABLE 14. -LIST OF TABLES OF DERIVATIVES A,'VD COI:FFICIE.VTS USED
INGENERAL COMPARISONS
r
la
a.	 Longitudinal data
707-3 	 B
Dynamic Wing
Altitude, pressure, Mach Weight, Table leading edge
ft q,	 psf number lb number sweep
10 000 66.7 0.255 268 000 16a
136.0 0.365 16b
306.0 0.548 16c
35 000 223.0 0.800 16d
251.0 0.850 He
283.0 0.900 16f
SST
8 500 98 0.300 370 000 17a 300
9 500 260 0.500 17b
11000 470 0.700 17c
32 500 98 0.500 675 000 17d 42°
26 000 260 0.700 17e
23 500 470 0.900 17f
47 500 98 0.700 668 000 17g 720
37 000 260 0.900 17h
33 000 470 1.100 17i
30 000 750 1.300 520 000 17j
24 000 1300 1.500 17k
60 500 500 2.200 171
49 000 1300 2.700 17m
b.	 Lateral directional data
707-320B
10 000 66.7 0.255 268 000 18a
136.0 0.365 18b
306.0 0.548 18c
35 000 223.0 0.800 18d
251.0 0.850 18e
283.0 0.900 18f
1:A
TABLE 14. -LIST OF TABLES OF DFRI t -I TI VES AND COF. FFICIENTS USED
IN GENERAL CO,UPARLSONS (CONCL UDED)
b.	 Lateral directional data (Contirucd)
SST
Dynamic Wing
Altitude, pressure, Mach Weight, Table leading edge
ft q,	 psf number lb number sweep
8 500 98 0.300 370 000 19a 10'
9 500 260 0.500 19b
11000 470 0.700 19c
32 500 98 0.500 675 000 19d 420
26 000 260 0.700 19e
23 500 470 0.900 19f
47 500 98 0.700 668 000 19g 720
37 000 260 0.900 19h
33 000 470 1.100 19i
30 000 750 1.300 520 000 19j
24 000 1300 1.500 1S.k
60 500 500 2.200 191
49 000 1300 2.700 19m
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TABLE 15. — EXAMPLEDAIA TABLE.
Altitude, h, ft	 00 000
Cross weight, A', lb ...... 000 000
Dlach number, DI ............ 0.0
Dynamic pressure, y, psf 000
Density ratio.. 0. 00000 C. G. 0. 000I;.
Velocity, Vc l , ft; sec ... 000.00
Drag, CD0.0000
Lift, CL 1 1 ...................	 0.0000
Iyy, rigid, slut-ft- .....^ 00.0X000
Iyy, equiv elan, slug-ft - 00.000x000
Die t1wKI
Rigid	 Equivalen t elastic
Derivatives	 ,iftin-11andbook Wind
	
Lifting	 11'111(11)00(;
surface O methods tunnel O surface A' methods
(TA-67A)	 data	 (TA-67A)	 p
Not
0,00000
	 0.0('000 
-Axaj11,h
n'o 0.0000 0.0000
CL OY deg-10 .0000
_
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Cma ,den-1 -0.000_0_0 -0.0000 -0._0000 -0.00000
-1
y
LDa ,deg 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000
CI .& ,rad -1 N!i- 0. 00 0
-
Cma , rad-1 0. 00 O O
Cll& rad-1
C Lq -1rad 0.00 0.000 0.000
Cmq rad-1 -0.00 -0.000 O \CD -1 -q ,rad Not available
C L u -1rad
Cm .-1—
i
Indicates C L • and Cm
not calculated using lifting
surface method; data from
handbook methods used, i. e.
CLa (lifting surface)- CLa(handbook).
1:; 6
TABLE 16a. - 707-3 0B LO/VGITUDIN.4L DF.RIVATII L'S AAD COEFFICIENTS
USFD IN GFib'F.RAL COAIPARISO:VS
AltitUdt2 ,	 h,	 ft	 ..............	 10 000	 Velocity,	 N'c l ,	 ft/scc	 ...274.74
Gross ncight,	 «V ,	 lb	 ......	 268 000	 Drag,	 C D1	 ..................0.111
Mach number,	 I1,	 ............	 0.255	 Lift,	 CL1	 ................ 0..1.3895
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 	 66,7	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft".......5.025x106
6Density ra tio ... . 0. 7 3 859 c. g. C 0. 25c	 1% . y,	 equip • elas,	 slu:,'-ft-4.88 'x10
Methods
Rigid Equivalent clastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook ind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods WIIIIE'l	 O surface A methods:
(TA 37A) q 	 c data (TA 67A) v
CL0 0.2085 O O 0.1914
Cm 0
-0 Q83
O O - o
f,I a	 dea-1 0.089_ 0.088 0.0865 0.0861 0.084
CDI CY ,deg-1
-0.0208 -0.0312 -0.0188 -0.0189 -0.0188
CDa 	 deg-1 0.0475 0.01175b 0 0 .04 5
CLcr , rad
-1 q 4.15 O O q
Cma , rad -1 O
-10.95 O q O
CD&	 rad-1
C L	-1
q	 rad 9.85 8.53 0 9.10 4.89
Cn'(l	 rad-1 -16.5 -16.2 O -15.66 -12.2
CD q	 rad -1 0.135 0 O O O
C L u	rad-1 0.058 0.094 O 0.04781
Lniu , rad-1
-0.071 O O -0.01530
CDu	 rad-1 O O O O0.00169
- 1
CLeI
 , (rad/sec)
-0.0369 A
C me l , (rad/sce )-1 G0.0316
CL 6 1, ' dc,-10 .0070 0.0065 O 0.0065 A
-1Cni b	 '	 leg OL -0.0195 -0.0191 -0.01 8 1
CLil•l	
tea-1 O O v0.0133 0.0083 6
clili	 deg.
O O v
ll _-0..0388
a.	 Fot'IlMlation II	 b.	 NOt rcnce 4	 c.	 Reference G
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TABLE16b. - 707-320B LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVESANDCOl;FF1CIEJVTS
USED IN GENERA L COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
ir
Altitude,	 h,	 ft	 ...........,•„•	 10 000	 Velocity, Vc l , ft/ sec 	 ... 393.25
Gross tNei;ht, «',	 lb	 268 000
	
Drag,	 CD1 .................. 0.0352
Alack number,	 M	 ............	 0.365	 Lift,	 CL1	 .................	 0.6815
Dynamic pressure, q, psf . 	136	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft	 .....	 5.025x106
Density ratio ...... 0.73859 c. g.4 0.25 c IN-y, equiv elas, slut;-ft 2 4.762x106
Methods
Rigid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives I'iftinl; Handbook kind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods tunnel G surface o methods
(TA 67 A) O	 c data (TA 67A)
C1' 0.2118 O O 0.1767
`n'o -0.085 O O -0.0092
CI - ^ 	 deg-1 ^ 0,0825
Cma •del;-1
-0.0212 -0.0313 -0.0191 -0.0174 -0.0179
CDa , deg-1 0.0211 0. 0058b O 0.0165
C1 a, rad- 1 O 3.99 O O O
Cma , rad -1 O O O O
CDa , 'rad-1
Lq	 , rad- 1 O 8.61 4.51
`n,q , rad-1
-16.8 -16.45 -15.10 -11.50
C 1)	 rad -1 O O O Oq , 0.137
C I. 0
 , rad-1 0.068 .0.1055b O 0.04836
A
(,
niu , rad -1 O O o
C Du , rad- 1 O O O O0.00065
C ,..1	
,	 (	 2)-11 9	 rad/sec -0.0338 &
Cnlel , (rad,' see 2 -1
0.0295
CL 
6 1: ' de0-1 0.0071 0.0065 0 0.00623
-1
`111 d	 dca OF ' -0.0199 -0.0191 -0.0172
de"-1 O
O V
C I11•	 dc^
-1 O O v
1 11 -0.0393 -0.0239
a.	 Fbi• lltL11.1tio)n	 II	 1).	 lichurence 4	 c.	 Reference 6
sTABLE 16c. - 707-320B LONGITUDINAL DF,RIVATIVESA:VD COF.FFICII:'N7S
USED IN GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Altitude,	 h,	 ft	 ................ 10 000
	
Velocity,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft/sec
	 ...
	 590.42
Gross %%eight,
	 `t',	 lb	 ...... 268 000
	
Drag,	 CD1	 .................. 	 0.0145Alach number,	 Al	 ............ 0.548
	
Lift,	 CL1	 ...................	 0.3028
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 306
	
Iyy, rigid, slug-ft2 .... . i) 5.025x106Density ratio ...... 0.73859 c. g. CO, 0.25c	 Ivy, equiv elas, slug-ft" 4.497x106
Methods
Rigid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook Wind Liftina Handbook:
surface O methods tunnel O surface e methods(TA 67A) q 	 c data (TA 67A) p
CLn _ O O
Cnio -0.091 O O -0.0029
CLa 	deg-1 0.096 0.098 0.0875 0.08063 0.0806
Cn'a 
	 deg-1 -0.02325 -0.0325 -0.0205 -0.0145 -0.0163
CJa + deg-1 0.005 0.0049b 0.0035 0.0042
CLa	 rad -1 O 2.99 O O O
Cm& , rad -1 O O O O
CD&	 rad-1,
CLq	 , rad-1 11.1 7.9 O 7.64 4.35
Cmq	 rad-1
-17.7 -16.95 O 14.05 -10.4
CD q	 rad -1 0.144 O O O O
C L u	 rad -1 b
Cmu	 rad-1
-0.071 O -0.061 -0.01644
CDu	 rad-1' O O0.00037 0.00025
CL8 1
 , (rad/sec2 ) -1
E28
-
C mB I , (rad/sect)-1 0.0263 A
-1CL 8 E ' deg°
.0.00745 0.0068 O 0.0055 ^
-1
`n^ a E ' deg -0.02125 -0.01998 O -0.0151 A
`	
^r-1
CL• 	 de° O O1 1 0.0140 0.00799
(: m .	 deg; -1 O O OX 11 - 040 7,' -0-022
a.	 Formulation II	 b. 144crence 4	 c.	 Reference 6
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A4.
TABLE 16d. - 707 3208 LONGITUDINAL DERI VAT11'F.S AND COEFFICIENTS
USED IN GF.NERAL COMPARISONS (COV7INUED)
Altitude,
	
h,	 ft	 ..............
	
35 000	 Velocity,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft/sec
	 ...	 778.51
Gross weight, `V, 	 lb	 ......	 268 000	 Drag,	 CD1 ..................	 0.0210
Alach number,	 Al
	 ............
	 0.8
	
I.if
	 CL 1	 • • • • •	 ...... • • • . • •	 0.4164
Dynamic pressure, c, psf	 223	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft2 .....	 5.025x106^
Density ratio ...... 0.31058C.-'. Ca
 
  
0.25c
	
Ivy, equiv elas, slug-ft"	 4.549x10
Methods
Rigid	 I Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook Wind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface e methods(TA 67A) q data (TA 67A) v
CI"O 0.2677 O O 188
Cmo
-0.100 O O -0.0222
CLa	 deg-1 0.110 0.1065 0.105 0.09327 0.0933
Cn'a ' deg- 1 -0.0291 -0.0361 -0.0243 -0.01967 -0.0203
CDa	deg-1 0.009 0.00425 0.00975 0.0065
CL 	 rad-1 q -1.35 q q O
Cn,a	 rad -1 q
-21.00
q q q
CD • rad-14'
CLq	 rad-1 13.9 10.3 O 9.96 5.12
-1Cniq ' rad -20.1 -17.8 -16.52 -12.25
C D
	
rad-1 O O O Oq 0.162
CL u
	rad-1 0. 239 O 0-241 020A
Cmu 	rad-1
-0.196 O -0.208 -0.0780
CDu 	rad-1' O O O0.0020 0.0026
CL"	 , (rad/sect)-1
eI -0.0340
Cme l
 , (rad/sect ) -1 D0.0326
-1
CL 
6E , deg O0.00844 0.00698 0.00645
Cni6	 deb-1 O
E
-0.0251 -0.0204 -0.01 86
C" i H	 deg-1 q q0.0144 907
-1
C 121i 1i , deg
q
-0.0419 q v -0.0263_
a. Fnrmulatio^n II 	 b. f;efcrerce 4
	
c.	 Reference 6
1.11)
TABLE Me. - 707-3208 LONGITUDINAL DEPJVATI VES AND COF. FFICIFNTS
USED IN GEiVERAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
z
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................ 35 000	 Velocity, Vc 1 ,	 ft/sec	 ...	 827.17
Gross -wei ght, `1',	 lb	 268 000	 Drag,	 CDI ..................	 0.02305
:Mach number, 	 DI	 ............
	 0.85	 Lift,	 CL1	 ................r.	 0.3691
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 	 251	 Ivy, rigid, slug-ft-......^	 5.025x106
Density- ratio ......0.31058 C. g. @ 0.25c
	
Iv	 equiv elas, slug-ft-
	4.4881106
)Methods
Rigid Equivalent elas tic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook Wind Lifting Handhook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface s methods
(TA 67A) q data (TA G7A) p
C110 0.2825 O O 0.1885
n10
-0.104 O O -0.0257
CL a	deg-1 0.115 0.111 0.1095 0.09505 0.0950
Cma , deb
-0.0309 -0.0376 -0.02675 -0.01992 -0.0212
CDa 	deg-1 0.0074 0.0070b 0.0085 0.0045
Cla	 rad -1 q
-3.86 q q q
Cni&	 rad -1 q
-24.20 q q q
CDa	 rad-1
CLq	 rad-1 14.9 11.45 O 8.92 5.85
Cn'c1	 rad-1 -20.95 -18.1 O -16.69 -12.3
CD q	 rad -1 0.166 O O O O
CL u
	rad-1 0.2705 O 0.280 0.2295
Cmu	 rad- 1
-0.238 O -0.204 -0.08712
C Du	rad-1 O O O' 0.00191 0.00356
CLeI
 , (rad/sec `? ) 1-
-0.0334
Cmb I , (rad/sec`)-1 0.0327
-1
L	
^	
e
aE	
a 0
^0.00872 0.073 0.00630
-1Cm d
	
' de° OE -0.02 65 -0.0213 -0.0185
CLill	
deg-1 q q
v0.0 1 46 0' 91
-1deg q -0.04L5 q v -0.0267
a.	 Formulation	 II	 b, l;cference 4	 c.	 Reference 6
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TABLE 16f. - 707-320B LONGITUDINAL. DERIVATIVES AND COF,F'FICIFNTS
USED IN GENERAL COMPARISONS (COVCI. UDF_D)
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................ 35 000
	
Velocity,	 Ve l ,	 ft/scc
	 ...	 875.83
Gross weight, `t ,	 lb	 268 000	 Drag,	 C D
	
..................	 0.0378
&lath number,	 M	 ............	 0.9	 Lift,	 CLI	 ................ ;.	 0.3274
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 	 283	 I3,3', rigid, slug-ft" ...... 	 5.025x10 6
Density ratio ...... 0.310 58 c. b•L 0.25c	 IN-%, equiv elas,	 slu t;-ft-	4.414x106
Methods
Rigid Fqu ivalen t ela stic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook Rind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods tunnel O surface A methods(TA 67A) q 	 c data (TA 67A) v
`1'O O O0.3011 0.1891
Cni o -0.113 O O -0.0421
CI	 ' deb-I 0.121 0.0755 0.095 0.09733 0.0973
Cnla , do-
-0.034 -0.020 -0.0267 -0.02089 -0.0221
CDa	 de--1 0.0050
b
0.0097  0.0090 0.0037
CLa , rad -I q q q q
-13.74
Cnia , rad -I q
-27.10 q O q
CDa	 racd `1
CLq	 rad-1 16.1 8.55 O 8.73 5.62
Cm.	 rad-I
-22.2 1-33.0 O 17.01 -12.5
C D G	 rad -1 0.173 O O O O
C L u
 , rad-1 0.315 -	 O 0.307 0.26325
C m u , rad-1
-0.305 O -0.198 -0.10125
C Du	rad`1 O O O, 0.00185 0.00306
CLeI , (rad/sec2)-1
-0.0325
CmB I , (rad/sec 2 )-1 0.0329
CLa E	 de0-1 O0.00919 0.0070 0.00618
-1Cm	 deg OF , -0,0287 -0.0204 -0.0184
-1C Li H 'deg q 0.0145
q
v 0.00939
-I
`	
d
n' i ll	 '	
c o- q
-0. 04%2
q v
-0.0273
_
a.	 Formulati o n :I	 b. fiet' nrc nee 4	 e. Reference 6
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TABLE 17a. - SST LONGITUDINAL DER] VATI VES AND COEFFICIENTS USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS
Leading edge sweep = 30°
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................
	
8 500
	
Velocity,	 Ve l ,	 ft/sec	 ...	 325.01
Gross weight,	 W,	 lb	 ......	 370 000	 Drag,	 CD
	
..................	 0.098
Mach number,	 Al	 ............
	 0.3	 Lift,	 CL1	 ................ ,.	 0.419S
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 	 98	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft 2 .....	 40.2x106
Density ratio	 0.77408 eg C 0.64CII Iyy, equiv etas, slug-ft2 39.88x106......
Methods
Rigid Equival ent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook Wind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface A methods
(TA 17A) q data (TA 37A) v
CL.0 O O0.15761 0.21240
Cm 0 0.0105 O O 0.0088 0
C1,a ,deg-1
0.0564 0.0638 0.0532 0.0559 0.0526
Cma ' de,-- 0.00238 -0.00135 0.0003 0.00192 0.00129
CDa 	deg -1 0.0098 O 0.0058 0.01107
Cj_
	
rad-1 q q q q0.203
Cm« , rad-1 q
-0.0898 q q q
-1CDa	 rad
CLq	 rad- 1 1.275 0.748 O 1.218 0.988
C m q	 rad-1
-0.280 -0.167 O -0.276 -0.195
CD 	 rad -1 Aq	 ,
C L u	 rad 0.0288 . 0.0426b 0.038 0.0193
C m u ' rad-1 0.00166 O -0.001 0.0009
C Du	 rad-1 O O O0.0033 0.0033
- 1CL6,
	(rad/sec)
-0.0657
^
C m6 I , (rad/sec `? ) -1 0.0023
CL 6E , deg- 1 0.00705 O O O
O
Cm a
	
deg-1 O O O O
E	
zn
-0.00148
CLiII	 deg-1 q q v0.02205
-1
CmiII '	
c ^n^ q q v-0.0191 -0.00492
a.	 Formulation I	 b. Ieference 4	 c.	 Reference 6
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ITABLE 17b. - SST LONGITUDINAL DERI VATI VES AND COEFFICIEWS USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge  sweep = 300
.Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................
	 9 500	 Velocity,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft/scc	 ...	 539.69
Gross weight, W,	 lb	 ......	 370 000	 Drab,	 CD1 ..................	 0.032
A[ach number,
	 M	 ............	 0.5	 Lift,	 CL 1	 ...... • • • • • • .... 	 0.1581
Dynamic pressure, F1, psf	 260	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft2 ..... 	 40.2x106^
Density ratio ...... 0.75032 c- , C 0.64CR Iv y , equiv elan, slue-ft"	 39.201x106
Methods
Rigid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook wind Lifting .11andbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface o methods
(TA 67A) q data (TA 67A) v
CLO O O0.16888 0.20396
Cn'o 0.0120 O O	 - 0.0074
CL.a
 ,deg-1 0.0587 0.0646 0.0582 0.0570 0.0526
Cma ► deg-1 0.00206 -0.00145 -0.00165 0.00133 0.00057
CDa , deg-1 0.0102 O 0.00645 0.00204
CLa , rad -1 q 0.150 q q q
Cma , rad -1 q
-0.160 q q G
-1CDa	 rad
C L q
	
rad-1 1.340 0.805
O
1.151 0.949
Cmq	 rad-1
-0.290 -0.169 O -0.287 -0.209
CD 	 rad -1q
CL u , rad -1 0.0315 -0.054b 0.049 0.0233
Cmu , rad 0.0001 O -0.0047 -	 285
CDu , rad-1 0.0047 O 0.00715 O O
CLe I
 , (rad/sec2)-1
-0.0592
Cni6I 	 (rad/sec 2 ) 
-1
0.0017
CLa E , deg-1 O O O O0.0073
- 1Cma	 , deg O O OE
-0.00161
' deb -1CLiH Q v
0.0228 1 35
Cn,	 deg-1 q q v
1 11 -0.01978
a.	 Formulation I	 h. Reference 4	 c.	 Reference 6
1.1.1
TABLE 17c. -- SST LONGITUDINAL. DERI VATI VF,S AND COEFf ICILNTS USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTGVUED)
Leading edge sweep = 30°
Ir-
A
Altitude,
	 Ii,	 ft	 ................
	 11 000	 Velocity,	 Vc l ,
	 ft/sec	 ...	 751.39
Gross «eiglit,	 W,	 11)
	
......
	 370 000	 Drag,	 C D
	
..................
	
0.018
Diach number,	 bI	 ............
	 0.7	 Lift,	 CL1	 ................:.	 0.0375
Dynamic pressure, P	 q^ P s^f	 470	 Iyy,	 rigid,	 slug-ft2 ......	 40.2x10 6
Density ratio ......0.71568 ca @ 0.64CR
	 Iyy, equiv elas, slu g -ft2
 39.331x106
1Ie thud s
Rigid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Liftinb Handbook Wind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface A methods
(1'A 67A) q data (TA 67x1) v
CLO O O0.18239 0.19_414
CI"o 0.0135 O O 0.0039
C1	
,deb-I 0.0632 0.0652 0.0632 0.0587 0.0536
Cmci ,deg-1 0.00158 -0.00198 -0.00375 0.00040_ -0.00039
CDC]	 deg-1
0,0110 O 715 -
CLa	 rad-1 q q q q
-0.214
Cnla , rad -1 q
-0.262 q q q
CDa	 rad -1
-1C Lq rad O1.440 0.897 1.062 0.912
C m q	 rad-1
-0.31 -0.172 O -0.306 -0.224
CD 	 rad- I	 -q
C I. 0
	rad- 1 0.0392 4.0856b 0.063 0.0246
C m u	 rad 1
-0.0037 O -0.0098 -0.00399
CDrad 1 O O Ou
C L6 1
 , (rad/sec 2 ) - 1
-0.0523
C me l , (ra(-k	 '?sec )- 1
0.0013
-1
CL 6 E ,deg O O O O0.0078
C m 6	 de()*-I~ O O O OE ,
-0.00185
CL	 ' de;, -1 q 0 v 1 H 0.023_7
Cmill 	
11eg-1 q q v -
a.	 Formulation I	 h, Peference 4	 c.	 Reference -6-
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TABLE 17d. - SST LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES AND COF,FFICIEiVTS USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTLVUED)
Leading edge sweep = 420
Altitude,	 h,	 ft	 ................
	
32 500
	
Velocit3-,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft/sec
	 ...	 492.02
Gross weight, 	 W,	 lb	 ......	 675 000	 Drag,	 CD1	 ..................	 0.057RIach number, 	 Al
	 ............
	 0.5
	
I,ift,	 C L 1 	.............	 ;	 0.7659
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 	 98	 Iyy, rigid, slua-ft 2 ..... .^ 47.2x106
Density ratio ...... 0.35455 cg C 0.64CR, Iyy, equity- elas, slug-ft" 47.437 x106
Methods
Rigid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook «'ind Liftinb Handbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface A methods(TA 67A) q data (TA 67A) v
CLO
O O
0.1 9110
n'o 0.0109 O O 0.01 00
CI.a ,deg-1 0.0511 0.056 0.0500 0 .0498 0.0470
Cma , deg-1 0.00082 -0.00258 -0.00005 0.00071 0.00036
CDa ' deg-1 0.0089 0_.0191 0.00859
q
0._0237
q OCl a	 rad-1 q 0.155
Crna , rad -1 q
-0.1084 q O O
CD,	 rad-1
CLq	 , rad-1 1.37 0.932 O 1.267 1.021
`nicl	 rad-1 -0.32 -0.236 O -0.309 -0.204
C D q	 rad -1
CL u , rad-1 0.0748 0.254b 0.03525 0.0738
Cmu , rad -1 O r
rad-1C DII O O O, 0.011 0.005
-CL	 , (rad/sec 2	 1) O
© I -0.0433
Cme l , (racli'scc2
	
1
_ -0.0017
-1CL 8
	
,deg O O OE 0.0072 006
Cni6	 dea-1
_
O O
O
E
-0.00165 -0.00180
-1
CL i	dea O O v
lI ._^.Q.+l
r
-1
CWill ' de!;
q 	
- 0 .01845 	 q 	 _	 v	 -0.00491
I	 b. (deference 4	 c.	 Reference 6a.	 Forinulatio^n
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TABLE 17e. - SS7' L 0,N'GITUDIr1 AL DF, R1 i :4 TI VES A:VD COEFFICIENTS USED IN
GENERAL COMR4RISONS (CON7INUF.D)
Leading edge sweep =.42°
A
^f
7
Altitude,	 h,	 ft	 ............
­
*26  000	 Velocity,	 Vc 1 	ft; sec	 ... 708.32
Gross %%eight, W,	 11)	 ...... 675 000
	
Drag, C D
	0.0186
Mach number,	 i11
	 ............ 0.7	 Lift,	 C L 	10.2884
Dynamic pressure, d, psf	 260	 Ivy, ribid, slug-ft 2 .....^ 47.2.x-106
6Density ra tio .....0.4 3 30 0 ca a 0.6 •ICR	 Iy y, equi v e lan, slug- ft" 47.792x10
Methods
Rigid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives I,iftin- liandhook %\ i t , (] Lifting llandbool:
surface 0 methods c tunnel	 V surface 0 methods
(TA 67A) q data (TA 67A) v
CL0
00.12010 _0 0.11833
Cn'0
_
0.0124 0 0 0.0101
CI a ' de0 -1 0.0541 0:0572 0.0527 0.0501 0.0475
Cnaa '
deg-1 0.00033 -0.00340 -0.00022 0.00014 -0.00013
CDa	 dc- -1 0.0094 0.0035 0.0146
_
0.00719
C I a	
rad -1 0 0 q 00.0
cm& , rad-1 0
-0.200 0 q q
CD&	 rad -1
C L	 -1 0q	 ' rad 1.46 1.040 1.18 7 1.001
C lllq ' 	 rad	 1
-0.35 -0.245
0
-0.331 -0.230
C D	 rad -1q
C L u , rad-1 0.0904 0.274b 0.083 0.0557
Cmu , rad-1
-0.0091 O -0.0087 -0.0082
C Du	 rad -1, O O O0.0111 0 7
^ - 1
CLBI	 (rad/sec-)
^
-0.0392 
-^
C nie l , (rad,'sec2)-1
-0.0016
-1CL 
6E 
	 de° O O O0.0077 1 0.00685
Cm	 dc--- 1 O O O
 E' -0.00190 -0.00204
CL.	 ,deg -1 q q v
I H 0.02247 0.01736-
cI»de;-1	 q 	 q 	 v
Ifi
a.	 FOI'I	 UL iti011 I	 h.	 PC1erCnCC 4	 e.	 Refere nce G
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TABLE 17f. - SST LO.VGITUDI,N"IL DI•-PI {'ATI6 LS A,N'D COGFFICIG,VTS USED I V
GENERAL CO, ► IP,-IRL50.VS(CO;VI1,rL'GD)
Leading edge sweep = 42'
s
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................ 23 500
	
Velocity,	 V C1 ,	 ft; see
	
... 920.15
Gross weight,	 W,	 lb	 ...... 675 000
	
Dra„	 C D1	 .................. 0.014
blach number,	 M	 ............ 0.9	 Lift,	 Cl. 1	 ........... ^.... ' . 	 0.1596
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 470
	 Iyy, ri g id, sluff;-ft- .....^ 47.2x10 6
Densi ty ratio
	 ^ cg r 0.64CI1	 IVV, equiv ela S, Slug-ft-48.136x106r.	 . .....0.4728 Methods
R i g id Equivalent cl as tic a
Derivatives LiftinD flandhook ^^'ijul Liftii u . Handbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface e methods
(TA 67A) q data (TA 67 A) v
CL0 O O0.13745 0.11635
Cn'o 0.0139 O O 0.009 7
CI n ' deD-1 0.0602 0.0581 0.0579 0.0506 0.0495
Cn 'a	 de°-1 -0.0005 -0.00425 -0.0 098 -0, O(1^93 -	 ^()
CDn	 Cleo- -1 0.0105 0.0065 0.0147 0.00276
CLa	 rad -1 O
-0.771 O O q
Cnia	 rad -1 q
-0.480 O O O
CD&	 rad-
1
C Lq	 rad -1 1.61 1.174 O 1.074 1.002
c ru el	 rad-1
-0.42 0.258 O -0.366 -0.250
C D q 	rad-1
C L u , rad -1 0.1187 0-.669b 0.148 0.0538
cm u , rad
-0.0178 O 70.0_167 -0.0162
D
CDu	
rad-1 O O O, 0.0117 0.0117
2 -1CLBI	 (rad!see,
- 0 .0351
C me l , (rad%sec '? -1)
- 0.0014
C L6 E , de;-1 O O O0.00875 0.0068
Cm d	 Cleo- -1 O O O
E -0.00251 0.00222
CL-
	
, Cleo- -1 E3 q v
0.0203 0.01868
Cn^	 Cleo-1 O O vi H o .7'-lm _ --. -
a.	 Formulati M I	 h. Rctcrence 4	 c.	 Reference 6
-	
-
e
TABLE 17g. - SST LONGI FUDINAL DE'RI ; .4 TIl'F.S AND COEFFICIF,;YTS USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
t
I
Attitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................47 500
	
t'elocity,	 Vc l ,	 ft; sec	 ... 677.66
Gross %ceinht,
	 W,	 Ib	 ...... 668 000
	
Drag,	 CD
	
.................. 0.11
Mach number,	 Al
	 ............ 0.7	 Lift,	 CI 1
	
................ P.;.	 0.7580
Dynamic pressure, q, psf	 98	 13,3,, rigid, slug-ft2 ..... ; ) 48.3x 06
Densitc ratio ......0.172 61 e; (a 0.64Cg	 Ivy, eguiv elan,	 sluff-ft- 48.398x106
'Methods
Rigid F:gliivalent elas tic a
Derivatives Lifting Ilandbool: Wind Lifting Handbook
surface O methocls c tunnel	 O surface A methods
(TA 67A) q data (TA 67A .) v
C L O O Not
O 0.01542 _^,Q2108 Availa^} le
C
mo 0.0082 O O 0.0081
Ci.a'deb-1 0.0306 0.0278 0.0303 0_.0306
Lm,deg-1
-0.00018
-0.0014 -0.00025 0.00011
CDadeg-1 0.0053 0.0031 0.00975 0.0262
Ci	 rad-1 O
-0.32 q O
Cnia , rad -1 0
-0.262 O q
_CD&	 rad -1
CLy	 rad -1 1.17 0.410 O 1.122
Cm q	 rad 1	
-
-0.33 -0,150 O -0,327
CD y	 rad -1
C L u	 rad-1 0.089 0.731b 0.107 4
Cmu ' rad-1 0.0182 O 0.0129 -0.0248
C Du	 rad-1 O O O0.0011
-CLeI , (rad/sec 2	 1)
_ -0.0319
-Cmel , (radisce 2	 1 -
CL6 h. , deg-1 O0.0076 0.00725
-1Cm 6E , deg
-0.0021 -0.00258
C Lill	 de-1 ^
-1(
 
i11 i'	 de".
Not
{{ __ Available_
a.	 Formulation I	 b. Reference 4	 c.	 Reference 6
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TABLE 1733. -- SST LONGITUDIA'AL DERI6ATI VES AND COEFFICIENTS USED IN
GENERAL COAIPARISONS (CONTIVUEDI
Leading edge sweep = 723
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................
	 37 000	 N'elocity,	 N'c l ,	 ft, scc	 ...1371.27
Gross m-eight,
	 Nt',	 1b	 ......	 6G8 000
	
Drag,	 CD I 	..................0.0404
RIach number,	 11I	 ............	 0.9	 Lift,	 CL1	 ...................0.2854
Dynamic pressure, q, psf	 260
	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft` ..... 2 46.3x10 6 6
Density ratio...... 0.285 25 eg C 0.G4CR Lvy, eq uip• etas, sluff-ft 48.4lFxl0
Methods
Rigid Fquivalent elastic a
Derivatives Liftin- llanclbool: Wind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods a tunnel O surface o methods(TA 67A) q data ( TA 37 A) v
c L
O
O Not
3 4^ ai
c
n'o 0.0090 0 0 0.0086
C l.n 	de- -1'
	
--
0.0324 0.0298 22 0.,03_2Q
cina ,deg-1 -0.00035 0.0019 -0.0014 -0.00044
cDa	 cl-1 0.0055 0.0033 0.0100 0.00959
CI a
	
i ad - 1 0 0.25 O O
cni,	
rad-1 O 0.18 O O
cD&	 rad-1
cLq	 rad-1 1.37 0.570 0 1.150
cnlq	 rad-1 -0.44 0.340 O -0.362
cD 	 rad - 1q
cL u , rad-1 0.120 1.21b 0.128 0.0731
cniu , rad-1 0.0136 O 0.01.152 -0.0254
c D
	
rad-1 O Ou , 0.0204 0.0217
2 -1
CL ••	 , (rad/sec )6I
-0.0321
'^ -1
Cm •	 , (rad /sec-)
g I
-0.0004
-1
CL 6 E ' deg O O0.0092 0.0080
-1
Cm d E l deg -0.00261 0 -0.0031 O
-1
CL iH , dea
r -1
C11l iH , 
deb,
Available
a.	 Form ulation I	 b. Reference 4	 c.	 Reference 6
TABLE 174 - SST L OA'GITUDINAL DERI VATl6'ES AND COEF!ICIENTS USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................ 33 000
	
Velocity,
	 Vc l ,	 ft/sec
	 ...
	 1080.,07
Gross Ntici;;ht, 	 W,	 lb	 ...... 668 000
	 Drug,
	 CD1 •••••••••••••••... 	 0.0232
Alach number,	 Al	 ...........
	 1.1	 Lift,	 CLl	 ............... ^..	 0.1579
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 470
	
Iyy, rigid, slug-ft- ..... ^ 48.3x100
Density ratio ......0.335 13 cg C 0.64CR	 Iy	 , equiv elas, slu g -ft-	47.832x106
Methods
Rigid Equivalent elas tic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook Wind Lifting Ilandbu(')
surface 0 methods c tunnel O surface e methods
(TA 67A) q data (TA 67 A) v
CLO 0 0
Not
2^GG_ ..C
m 0 0.0110 0 0 0.0110
C'I.a , deg-1 0.0345 0.0325 0.0345 0.0323
Cnia ' deg-1
-0.00136 zQQQ22 -O,^Q16 -
CDa + deg-1 0.0061 0.0032 0.0097 0.00503
CI& , rad- 1 0 q q
-0.17
Cnia , rad-1 0
-0.11 0 q
CD&	 rad-1
CLq	 rad -1 1.43 1	 0.756 0 0.979
`n'cl	 rad-1 -0.48 -0.310 0 -0,383
^Dq	 rad -
l-u	 rad -1 0.0364 -0.902b 0.037 0.0311
Cm u ' rad-1 0.0071 O 0.0077 -0.0102
C Du	 rad -1 0.0088 O 0.0165 O
C L©I , (rad/sect)-1
-0,0295
Cme l , (rad/sect)-1
0.0007
-1
CL 6 E ' 
deb
0.0094 O 0.0055 O
Cm d E , deg -0.00323 O -0.002'22 O
CLill	 deg-1
Cam•	 de-1 Nottl{ Available
a.	 Formulation I b. Reference 4	 c.	 Reference 6
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TABLE] 7j. - SST LOXGITUDINAL DF.RI bAI'16 ES AND COEFFICIENTS USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISavS (Cavnvum
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................ 30 000	 velocity,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft/sec	 ... 1293.31
Gross %`;eight,	 W,	 11)	 ...... 520 000	 Drag,	 CD 	 .................. 0.0133
1	 ................%lach number,	 Al	 ............	 1.3	 Lift,	 C L	; 	 0.0770
Dynamic pressure, q, pz-f	 750	 13,3-, rigid, slug-ft )
	47.6x106
6Densit y' r4ti.o ...... 0.374 73 ca C 0.64 CR Ic%, equiv elas, slug-ft- 49. 62=x10M	
Methods
Rigid F.qui%-alent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook %Vind Lifting handbook
surface O methods c tunnel 0 surface A methods(TA 67A) q data (TA 67A) p
C L O O Notp 0.02429 0.04192 Available
Cm 0 0.0097 O O 0.0066
CL a	deg-1 0.0336 0.0344 0.0323 0.0317
Cma ,deg-1
-0.00151 1 -0.00232 1 0.0019 -0.00160
CI)o. 	 deg-1 0.0059 0.0021 0.0092 0.00215
C16	 rad -1 O
-0.16 O O
Crna	 rad -1 O
-0.04 O O
CD&	 rad-1
CLq	 rad -I 1.21 0.800 O 0.746
C niq
	rad-1
-0.43 -0.205 O -0.358
CD	 rad -1q
-1CLu rad
-0.191b-0.0013 0. 0.0182
C m rad-1
u -0.0013
C Du	rad-1 0 00.0039 -0.0015
2 -1CLeI	 (rad/sec"),
-0.0215
CnI6I , (rad,/ sec t -1
-0.0019
CL	 ' 
dc,-1
0 06 0.0053 0.0037
-1C m b 1; , deg-1
v 0 0
-0. 00161
-1
CLiII	
deg
-1
111 d c".]	 7 NotiII Available
a.	 Formulation I	 b. Reference 4	 c.	 Reference 6
1 LM	 ".f-	 Rat .1
is
TABLE 17k. - SST LONGITUDLVAL DERI VA TI VES AND COEFFICIENTS USED IN
GENERAL, COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Altitude,	 h,	 ft	 ................ 24 000
	
Velocity,	 Vc l ,	 ft; sec
	 ...
	 1530.45
Gross weight,	 «,	 11)
	
....... ^'
	 v0U	 Drab,	 CD1	 ..................	 0.0092DIach number,	 1I	 ............ 1.5	 Lift,	 CL1	 ...........^ ...r.	 0.044-1
Dynamic pressure, q, psf 1300
	
Iy%	 ribid, slug-ft-f 	 47.6x106
6Density ratio ......0.464 62 ca Cq' 0.64CR	 Iffy, equiv elan, slu -ft` 56.295x10
'Alethods
Rihid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Liftinb Handbook Wind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface A methods
(TA 67A) O data (TA 67A) V
LI
O O Availbl"O 0.03166 .04792
Cnlo 0.0089 O O 0.0041
CLodeg-1 0.0325 0.0329 _ 0.0313 0.0296
Cn'a 	deg-1 -0.00158 -0.00221 -0.00145 -0.00173
L DS ,deb-1 0.0056 0.0010 0.0087 0.0010
CI a	 rad-1 0
-0.114 0 0
Cm« , rad -1
_
O 0.024 D O
CDa	 rad-1
IC Lq
	 rad -1 1.04 0.595 0 0.502
Cn' q 	rad-1
-0.385 -0.230 O -0.341
C D q	 rad-1
-1CL u , rad
-0.0Sb-0.0048 -0.0101 0.0019
C m 
u
	 rad-1
-0.0039 O -0.003 -
C Du	 rad-1 0.0007 O -0.001 O
C L61 , (rad/sec")
-0.0164
C me i , (rad/sec '? -1)
-0.0047
-1
CL bE , deg O O0.0041 0.003
1Cm b	 deg - O OE ' -0.00158 -0.00126
CI'1Fl	
deg-1
-1C n'iIi , deg Not
a.	 Formulation I	 b. Reference 4	 e. Reference 6
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TABLE 171. - SST LONGITUDIN^IL DL'RI VATI G ES AND COEFFICIENTS USED IN
GENERAL C0A1PARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep = 720
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft	 ................ 60 500
	
Velocity,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft/sec
	 ...	 2129.78
Gross Nceight, `t',
	 11)	 ...... 520 000
	
Drag, CD 1 	0.0098Mach number,
	 11I	 ............ 2.2	 Lift,	 CL1	 ...................	 0.0770
Dynamic pressure, q, psf	 500	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft" ..... 	 64 47.6x10
u Density ratio...... 0. 092 704 cg (« 0 .64C	 Ivy, equiv elan, slg -ft `' 52.082x10 6
Methods
Rigid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook ^% ind Lifting Handbook
surface O methods c tunnel 0 surface A methods
u
(TA 67A) O data (TA 67A) v
CLO O O
Not
0.03618 n, Oble
C1110 0.0079 O O 0.0056
CI	 -1a 'deg 0.0283 0.0289 0.0271 0.0265
Cma , deg-1
-0.00143 -0.00183
-0.00107 -0.00144
CDa , deg-1 0.0048 0.0010 0.0065 0.00206
CLa , rad -1 O
-0.104 O O
Cma , rad -1 O 0.06 O D
CD&	 rad-1
CLq , rad-1 0.575 0.310 O 0.331
Cmq	 rad-1
-0.300 -0.225 O -0.293
CD 	 rad - 1q
-1CL u rad b 7
Cmu	 rad-1
-0.00154 -0.0003 -0.0028
CDu	
rad-1 O,
-0.0012
-0.0006
2-1
^L'	 (rad/sec )6I ,
-0.0193
2 -1
C1r6 ,(rad/sec),
-0.0042
-1
CI_	 , deg6E 0 00.0024 0.0020
Cm d	 , cletr O OF
-0.00093 -0.00069
CL iH ' deg-1
Citt	 deg-1  Not!Availablei{{
a.	 Formulation I	 b. Reference 4	 e. Reference 6
:,4
tTABLE 17m. - SST LONGITUDINAL DER] VATI YES AND COEFFICIEN7S USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONCLUDED)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Altitude,	 h,	 ft	 ................
	 49 000
	
Velocity,	 Vc l ,	 ft/sec	 ...
	 2613.82
Gross Nvei uht,	 W,	 lb	 ......	 520 000	 Drag,	 CD 	 ..................	 0.007
bIach number,	 Al	 ............	 2.7	 Lift,	 C I,1	 ...................	 0.0444
Dynamic pressure, y, psf	 1300	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft	 .....^ 47.6x106
Density ratio ......0.16061 cg C 0.64CR
	
Ivy, equiv elas, sluff;-ft y
 60.180x106
Methods
13igid Equivalent elastic a
Derivatives Lifting Handbook
_
«'ind Lilting Ilarndbook
surface O methods c tunnel O surface e methods(TA 67 A) q data (TA 67A) o
CLD
Not
0.03141 0.03723 Available
Cln o 0.0077 O O 0.0041
-CLa ,deg-1 0.0255 0.0257 0.0238 0.0229
CmU , deg-1
-0.00118 -0.00142 -0.00095 -0.00133
CDC ,deg-1 0.0045 0.0013 0.0050 0.00106_
CI_& , rad -1 q -0.101 q q
'-
Cnla , rad -1 q 0.077 q q
CD&	 rad-1
-1C Lq rad 00.370 0.205 0.089
Cni,	 rad-1 -0.273 -0,161 0 -
CDq	 rad-1
C I. 0 	rad-1
-0.0375 -0.0516b -0.0193 -0.070
C m u , rad-1
-0.00162 O -0.00068 0.0072
CDu	 rad-1 O O, -0.0014 _
CL©I , (rad/sec2)-1
-0.0223
Cmel , (rad/sec) -1
-0.0068
CL 6 E ' deg-1 0.0020 O 0.0016 O
Cm b	 deg-1
E -0.0007
r
 9
O
-0.00058
O
CL iH ,deg 
-1
-1
W ill ' de
T
,
Not
Available
a.	 Formulati on I	 b. Reference 4	 c.	 Referenc e 6	 _
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ITABLE 18v. - 707-320B LATERAL-DIRF,CTIONAL DELI VATI YES USF,D IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS
Altitude, h, ft ......................
	
10 000	 Ix	 rigid, slug-ft2............4.925x106
Gross wei ght, W, lb ............. 268 000 	 Izzb , rigid, slug-ft, ............9.900x106
Mach number, 1I .................. 0.255	 Ixzb, rigid, slug-ft`.0..._.......0. 210x106
Dynamic pressure, q, psf...... 66.7
	 blass,Dl, rigid, slugs ,,,. _	 8335
Density ratio .............. 	 1Yxb^ equiv etas slug-ft 	 4.922x10 6
274.74	 2 ....9.876x106Velocity, VC 1 1 ft/sec............
	
I'7zb, equiv etas slug-ft ,
Lift, C L 	1.3895	 1xzb, equiv elas slug.-ft^.......0.202x4u6
 .g.@ 0.25 c	 Nlass, NI,equiv elasslug......8316
Methods
Rigid	 Equivalent 
Handboo k methods	 O	 elasticDerivatives 
R1098(r-' f.i-' tiSAF(ref. G q Wind tunnel	 HandbookT	 V)O	 )	 method
C 1 , deg -1
	-0.00603b	 -0.00425	 -0.00275	 -0.00706
Cn
	 deg- 1
	0.00268	 0.00198	 0.00243
Cy Q ,deg-1 	
-0.00808	 -0.0088	 -0.00750
C1Q , rad -1 	 q 	 0.00044°	 q 	 q
Cn ^ , rad -1	 O	 -0.0098°	 q 	 q
Cy ^ rad-1	 q 	 +0.0229e
	 O	 q
C1 	 rad-1	
-0.440
	 -0.384	 -0.522d	
-0. 455d
-0.379
Cnp rad -1
	-0.1495	 -0.230
	
O	
-0.1499
CYp rad -1 	0.1066	 0.301	 q 	 0.1077
C I r , rad-1	 0.2817	 0.535	 q 	 0.281
C n 
r rad-1	 -0.2015	 O	 O	 -0.192
Cyr rad-1	0.318	 O	 O	 0.294
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbo ok me thod
C 1 b , see 2 /rad	 7.4 x 10-6
	CYip see 2/rad	 -0.00234
I
C np , see 2 /rad	
-1.63 x 10-4	
C1 y
I ,  sec2 /ft	 8.94 x 10-7
I
Cyp sec /rad
	 3.82 x 10-4 	 nil, see2At	 -1.98 x 10-5
I
C 1  sec2/rad	 -4.52 x 10 -5	 CYyj, sec 2/ft	 4.63 x 10-5I
C ni•I , sec /rad	 9.99 x 10-4
a. Fol't11111ation I	 b. (ref. 73)	 c. V.T. Only	 d. TA 67 A
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TABLE 18G. - 707-320B LATLRAL-DIRF.CTIO.1AL DF.RIVATI VF.S USED IN
GENLRAL COAIPARISaVS (CONTLVUF'D)
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft ......................
	 10 000 Isxb ,	 rigid,	 slug-ft9............ 4.925x106
Gross «eight, VC, lb .............
	
268 000 Izz	 rigid,	 slug-ft. ............ 9.900x106
Alach number,	 AI .................. 0.365 Itzb,	 rigid,	 slug-ft^ ............0.210x106
Dynamic pressure, q,	 psf.	 ....	 136 Alas s,Ai, rigid,
	
slugs „ 8335
Density	 ratio .................. Iti^b, equiv elan slug-ft	 ......4.923x106Velocity,	 Vc l ,	 ft/sec............ 393.25 IZZb, equiv elas slug-ft 	 ......9.851x106Lift, C L1
. 0.6815
@ 0.25 c
I,{ zh
 , equi p' elas slug-ft^....... 0.199x106
c. g. Mass, AI, equi p elas slug ...... 8308
Methods
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent caHandbook ine t :ud
----r -TIt1095(I ef.i'__);^ C'S:11"(rel. 	 6) q
O
^Vind 	tul-0101 Handbook
book
method v
C I O , deb -1 -0.00418 -0.00300 -0.00264 -0.00515 b
Cn	
,deg-1 O 0 .00154 0.00203 0. 00108
Cy(3 ,deg -1 O
-0.00805 -0.00892 -0.00698
C 1Q	 rad -1 q 0: 00165° q q
q qCn a , rad -1 O -0.0097°
CyQ , rad -1 q 0.0228x. q q
C1p 	 -1 -0.413d, rad
-0.414 -0.389 -0.533 _0. 320
C p , rad -1
-0.0531 -0.0938
_ 
q
-0.0568
Cyp	 rad -1 -0.0122 0.0308 q -0.0037
C lr , rad-1 0.2183 0.280 q 0.215
Cnr	rad-1
-0.1513 O O -0.130
CYr	rad-1 0.318 0 0- 0.268
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial der ivatives H andbook method
C lp , see 2/rad .
I
7.3 x 10-6 CYrI, sect /rad -0.00213
Cnp	 see 2/rad -4.31 x 10-5 Clyl^ sec 2 /ft 3.05 x 10-6,
I
C Y . 	 , see 2 /rad 1.01 x 10-4 n'I• sec2/ft -1.80 x 10-5
I
C l r
 , see 2 /rad
-1.545 x 10 -4 CYYI, sec 2/ft 4.21 x 10-5
I
Cnr	 sec /rad 9.09 x 10-4
I
ra. Formulation I b.	 (ref.	 73) c. V.I'. Only	 d. TA 67A
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TABLE 18c. - 707-320B LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DL'RI t ATI VES USED LN'
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CON'TIAVED)
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft ......................
	 10 000 Ixxb , ri p-id,	 slug-ft2........... 4. 9251106
Gross veiaht, W, 11)
	 .............
	
268 000 Izz
	 , rigid,
	 slug-ft2........... 9.900x106
Mach	 number,
	 Al .................. 0.548 Ixzb, rigid,
	 slug-ft-,.......... 0.210x106
Dynamic pressure, q,	 psf.... .. 306 DIass,li, rigid,	 slugs........... 8335
Density	 ratio ........................ 0.73859 1 'X equiv elas slu g -ft, .....4.873x106Velocity,	 VC
 1 ,	 ft/sec............ 590.42 Izzb, equi p• elas slug-ft"..... 9.800x106Lift,	 C L 1
 ............................ 0.3028 Ixzb, equity* elan S111---ft2...... 0.195x106
c .
 g. @ 0._25 c :Mass, 11,equiv elas slug ..... 8292 
Methods
_r..^..._..
Derivatives Rigid EquivalentelasticaHandbook methods handbookT '	 r ci'.i'^R10J8('
	 )O r el.	 ^^IBS 1F('	 ) q Xind	 tunnel vmethod 
-1C 1 R , deg
-0.003291) -0.00258 -0. 00 268
_
-0. 0011.0
-Cn	 1, deo O 0.00136 0.00219 0.000'14_
Cya , deg -1 p -0.00829 -0.00919 -0.00613
C 1 4 	 rad -1 O 0.00254° O ^ O
C n ^	 rad- 1 O -0.0100° O O
Cyr	 rad -1 O 0.0235° O O
C 1	 1
p	 rad
-0.412
-0.408
d
-0.562
-0.339
-0.248
Cnp 	 rad-1 0.0015 -0.0131 O -0.0091
Cyp , rad -1
-0.1431 -0.1235 O -0.1183
C lr , rad-1 0.1947 0.148 O 0.184
C nr
	rad-1
-0.1465 0 0
-0.105
Cyr	rad-1 0.329 0 0 0.231
Inertial derivatives Handbook method
_
Inertial derivatives
_
Handbook method
C lp	 sec 2/rad
I
5.4 x 10-6 CyrI, sec'/rad -0.00187
Cnp , see /rad 2. 13 x 10-5 C1yj, sec 2/ft 3.98 x 10-6
I
Cyp , sec /rad -5 . 0 x 10-5 c ny I, sec 2 /ft -1.57 x 10-5
I
2C lr	 sec i rad -2.025 x 10-g C yyl, sec 2/ft 3.68 x 10-5
I
C n T	, sec /rad 7.98 x 10-4I
a. Formulation	 I b.	 (ref.	 7.^) c. V.T. Only	 d. TA 67A
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TABLE, 18d. - 707-320B LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES USED IN
GENERAL C0.11PARLSONS (C0AWNUED)
t
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft ......................
	
35	 000 Ixv rigid, slue -ft2
	4.925x106
Gross ^^ciglit, W, ]h .............
	
268	 000 Izr	 ,rigid, slug-ft^ .......... 9.900x106
Alach number,
	
AI ........ Ixzb, rigid,	 slug-ft2.......... 0. 21.0x!.06
Dynamic pressure, q,	 psf......	 223 Aiass,AI, rigid,	 slugs .......... 8335
Density ratio...........
...........	
0.31058 Irxb^ equiv elas slug -ft? 	 4.924x106Velocity,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft/sec............ 778.51 1Xb, equiv elas slug-ft^ ....9.826:1066Lift,	 C I,1 	.................. 0.4161 Ixzb , equiv elas slug-ft ..... 0. 199x10
c. g. @ 0.25 c AIass, AI, equiv elas slug .... 8300^. ^	
Methods
Derivatives Rigid EquivalentelasticaHa ndbook methods O Handbook
'11:1095(ref.72 )0 t'_S:1I'(1'cl.	 6) q
-
`Find	 tunnel m ethod
c	 deg-1 -0.00407 -0.00305 -0.00350 -0.00488b
cnp 1 deg -1 O 0.00162 0.00260 0.00076
Cyr	 deg -1 O -0.00876 -0.00965 -0.00677
C 14	 rad -1 q 0.00244c q q
Cn Q	 rad -1 O -0.0107c O q
Cy	 rad-1 q 0.0250c q q
Clp 	 rad -1 -0.4 12 -0.437 -0.658d -0.411 -0.243
Cnp	 rad -1 -0.0123 -0.0290 q -0.0211
Cyp	 ,rad -1 -0.1150 -0.0850 O -0.0943
C 1 r , rad-1 0.2446 0.222 q 0.231
C nr 	rad - 1
-0.1995 O O -0.119
Cyr 	rad -1 0.349 O 0.259
Inertial derivatives Handbook method
_
Ine rtial der ivatives Handbook method
C 1 P , sec 2 /rad
I
4 . 5 x 10-6^ Cyi l , sec 2/rad -0.00192
Cnp , sec /rad 1.96 x 10
-5 C lyl, sec 2/ft 3.76 x 10-6
I
Cyp , sec2/rad -4.6 x 10-5 C^I, sec 2/ft -1.64 x 10-5
1
C lr	 , sec /rad
-1. 876
 
x 10-4 yyl, sec 2/ft 3.85 x 10-5
I
C n I	 , sec /rad 8.20 x 10-4
I
a.	 I'orn;ulation I b.	 (ref.	 73)	 C. V. 1'. Only	 d. TA G7A
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TABLE 18e. - 707-3208 LATLRAL-DIRE.CTIOIVAL N.RI GAT1 VF,'S' USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONMVED)
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft........... .	 .......... 35 000 1x b ,	 rigid,	 slug-ft-
	......... 4.925x106
Gross weight, W,	 lb	 ............. 2G8 000 slug-	
-
Izzb ,
	 ri g id,
	
	ft-,........•. 9.900x106
D[ach ntttithei, ll,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, O.gS Ixzb,
	 rigid,
	
slu g -ft- .......... 0.210x106
Dynamic prestiurc, 71,	 psf,,,,•, 251 1llass,ilI, ri ll-id,
	 sluts„	 •... 8335
Density-	 ratio ........................ 0.31058 Ixxb, equiv elas slug-ft2 4.925x106
Velocity, VC
 1 , ft!sec..........,. 82I. 17 1 zZh, equiv elan slu,.-ft` ..,. 9. 819x106
Lift,	 C L1 .......... .... 0.365: Ixzb, equiv elas slug-ft l..... 0.199x106
c. g. @ 0.25 c M ass, M,equiv elan slu .. .... 8298
.--
1
- -	 -
IVIethods
Derivatives R iai d EquivalentelasticaHandbook m ethods O HandbookZ'H1098( ref.i '_ _ )O ref.	 GL'SAF(	 ) O Wind tunnel omethod
C 1 0 , deg -1 -0.0040513 -0.00314 -0.00375 -0.00-13613
c no , deg-1 O 0.00162 0.00288 0.00 068
CyQ , deg -1 O
-0.00883 -0.00955 -0.00663
C 1Q	 rad -1 O 0.00260c O q
Cnp , rad -1 O -0. 0108c O q
CyQ	 rad -1 O 0.0254 c O O
Clp 	 rad -1 -0.413 -0.451 -0.688d -0.402d_0.245
Cnp 	 rad -1
-0.0050 -0.0187 O -0.0155
Cyp 	 rad -1 -0.1321 -0.1118 O -0.1078
C l r	 rad -1 0.2554 0.210 q 0.245
Cnr	 rad -1 -0.2032 O O -0.118
Cyr	 rad -1 0.354 O O 0.253
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives ( H andbook method
C lp , see 2 /rad
I
-7.7 x 10-6 Cyrl, sec2 /rad -0.00185
Cnp , see 9 /rad 3.20 x 10 -5 CIyI, sec 2 /ft 3.80 x 10-6
I
Cyp , sec /rad -7.5 x 10 -5 ^il, sec 2 /ft -1.58 x 10-5
I
c I -	 , sec /rad
-1.894 x 10-4 c yyl , sec 2/ft 3.71 x 10-5
I
2
^'n l• ,sec /rod
	 7.90 x 10"4
a. Fo I'M Ulation I	 b. (L-cf. 73)	 c. V. T. Only	 d. TA 67A
I ;i)
`t
TABLE18f. - 707 120BL,17'F'R11L-DIRE•C770A"IILDIRII'A7'11'1.'SUSI:ULV
GENE.UAL CO,t1P,-iRISO.VS (CO,VCLUDl:D)
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ......................
	 35	 000 Ix:	 , rigid,	 slug-ft"^.......... 4.925x106
Gross Freight, W, 11) .............268
	 000 Izz rigicl,	 slug-ft ,,.......,.. 9.900x106
Dlach	 number,	 bI ..................0.g Ixzb, rigid,	 slug-fL ........... 0.21Ox106
Dynamic pressure, rl,	 psf .. .... 283 itla	 s,li 1 rigid, slu0 . 8331
Density	 ratio ................... 0.31058 ItiXh, equi p• elas slug -ft2 
	
4.926x106
equiv eIns slu g -ft 	 ....	 9.834x106Velocity, `'e	 ft 875.831 ,	 /sec............ I l zb ,
Lift,	 C I
	1............c. ......,...0.3274 Ixrh, equiv elas slob-ft"..... 	 0.203x106g. C0. 2 5  c csMa..	 , ll, e_duiV cla _• „	 ...slu,.	 8302
Methods
Derivatives R igid Equivalentelasti caHandbook, meth ods O Handbook
TIt10N(I' e f.7'_ )O t8.-^I .	rei.	 v	 U'	 (	 ) Wind tunnel method
CIO	 deg
-1 -0.00394b -0.00308 -0.00213 -0.00472
-1c 	 ,deg O 0.00128 0.00360 0.00036
Cya	 dog -O.00SO8 -0.0099 -0.00593
C 14	 rad -1 O 0.00275° O O
Cn4	 rad
-1 O
-0.011113 O O
Cya	 rad- 1 O 0.0229° O O
C1p 	 rad -1
-0.415 -0.459 -0.7224 -0.3924-0.230
Cnp 	 rad-1
-0.0028 -0.0141 O -0.0131
c37 rad -1 -0.1383 -0.1167 O -0.1141
C1	 raga -1 0.1600 0.176 O 0.150r
Lnr	rail-1
-0.1542 0 0 -0.114
Cyr	rail -1 0.33.8 0 0 0.222
Inertial derivatives llandhool: method Inertial dericati^cs Handhook method
C lp	 see 2 /rad
I
-1.56 x 10-5 Cyr I , sec 2/rad -0.00134
C nP
 , sec2 /rad 6. 28 x 10-5 CIyI, sec 2 /ft 2.94 x 10-6
I
Cy•	 , sect /rad -1.47 x 10-4 Cnyl, sec 2 /ft -1.19 x 10-5
PI
C 1r ,
 sec-
-1.419 x 10-4 ^yyl , sec/ft 2.78 x 10-5
I
C nr	 , see-/rad 5.72 x 10-4
I
__
a.	 Furttiulatirul	 I h.	 (ref.	 7:;)	 C.	 V. T. Uuly d. TA 67A
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TABLE 19a. -SST LATL'RAL-DIRF,CTIO^V.4 L DERIVATIVES USED LV
GENERAL COMPARISONS
Leading edge sweep = 300
Altitude,	 h,	 ft..............
	
8	 500 Ixc, rigid, slug-ft^ .......... 4.2x106
Gross «eight, R, lb .............
	
370	 000
0.3
Izzb ,	 rigid,	 slit ,......... 46. 11X106
Mach number, 1I....... Ixrb, rigid, slug-ft- ^ 0.242x10
Dynamic pressure, q, psf
	 98 blass,RI, rigid, slugs
	
11 491
Density	 ratio ........................ 0.73859 I^` b, equiv elas slu;-ft
	
4.209x106
Velocity,	 Vc l ,	 ft/sec............	 274.74 Izzb, equiv elas slu g-ft2	 46. 062x166Lift, C Ll ..
...
	
0.4198 Ivzb + equiv elan slug.-ft ..... 0.252x10C. 9 . CO. 64 CR Mass, Al, equiv e las slug.... 11 475
Methods
Derivatives
_
_
Rigid Equivalent a
elasticHandbook methods	 O _Handboo kTR1O93
 
rcf.7'_'(	 )Ol'5:1I'( ref. G 0	 Wind tunnel)	 method Vd
CI O , deg
-1 0
-0.00214 0 -0.00213
Cn	
, deg -1 0 0.00208 0 0.00208
CyQ , deg -1
_
O -0.00382 -0.00363 -0.00382
C i4 , rad -1 0 0.00242° 0 0
CnQ , rad -1 0 -0.0138° 0 0
CyQ	 rad -1 0 0.0232° 0 0
C1p 	 rad -1 O
-0.68 -0.543d -0.512 . 0.6836
Cnp 	 rad -1
-0.0574 0 0 -0.0615
Cyp , rad -1 0.228 0.183 0
0
0
C lr , rad -1 0.111 3 0.1090 0.1090
Cnr , rad-1
-0.1495 0 0 -0.1338
Cyr , rad-1 0.226 0 0 0.2136
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives handbook method
C lp, sec2 /rad
-61.67 x 10 -6 CYr I , sec 2/rad -761.6 x 10-6
I
Cnpl
 , sec /rad 382.1 x 10 6 Cl* sec2 /ft 1.241 x 10-6
C2y^ , sec /rad 638.9 x 10- 6 C	 2nyl, sec /ft -11.12 x 10- 6
I
C lr	 , sec2 /rad -44.07 x 10 -6 CYy I , sec 2 /ft 17 .93 x 10-6
I
c  -	 sec /rad 479.6 x 10-6
I __
a.	 Foc°ruul;atiurn	 I b.	 (t-cf.	 7r)) C. V.T. Only d. TA 67A
I . )"
f1
TABLE 191. -SST LA TERAL-DIRFCTIONAI, DFKI VATI VES USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep = 300
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft ......................
	
9	 500
370 000
11,	 , rigid, slug-ft 2^ '. 4.2x106 6
Gross weight, W, lb	 ...........,
0.5
Izzb ,	 rigid,	 slut-ft2..........	 46. 11x10
Mach number,	 DI ..................
Dy namic pressure,
Ixz	 , rigid, slug-ft 0.242x106
q,	 psf ......
	
260 Alass,bI, rigid,	 slugs,,,..,,,,, 11 491
Density	 ratio ....................... 0.75032 Ixxh. equiv elas slug-ft2 .... 4.229x106
Velocity, VC1 ,	 ft/se.............	 539.69 Izzb, equiv elas slug-ft 2 .,.. 45.988x1d"Lift, C L1 0.1581 2I 	 elas slug	 ..... 0.276x106xzb	 equiv	 .-ft
e
.Is• c^-v 0.64 CR Mass, M,equiv elas slug.... 11 450
I<Iethoda
Derivatives Rigid Equivalentelastics Handbook methods HandbookTIt109S ref.7'_'(_	 )4 USAF(ref. 6) O Wind tunnel Vmethod
-1C la , deg O -0.00132 O -0.00131
Cn	 -1, deg O 0.00209 O 0.00203
CY 	 , deg -1 0
-0.00387 -0.0033 -0.00373
C 14 , rad -1 O 0.00382e O O
Cnp , rad -1 O -0.0138e O O
Cya	
rad -1 O 0.0233c O O
Clp 	 rad -1 0 -0.713 -0 .571d -0.4 ,.	 -0.6196
C p, rad -1 0.0013 0 Y 0 -0.0034
CYp , rad- 1 0.0631 0.042 O 0.052
C 1 r	 rad -1 0.0668 0.0650 0 0.0611
C nr	 rad -1
-0.1453 0 0 -0.1214
CY r	 rad-1 0.229 0 0 0.2063
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
C lp	 see 2?
-103.23 x 10-6 CYr I , sec 2/rad -760.1 x 10-6
I
CnP , sec"/rad 418.2 x 10 -6 CIyiI, sec 2/ft 2.112 x 10-6
I
C2
Y6, 1 sec /rad 6699.5 x 10-6
C	 2sec /ft
-6
-10.98 x 10
C lr , sec9 / rad -82.42 x 10-6 CY-I, sec 2 /ft 17.68 x 10-6
I
C nr	 , sec2 /rad 478.6 x 10-g
I
U.	 1'o1 - 111LlLlti011	 I b.	 (ref.	 73) C. V. T. Onl_.-	 d. TA 67A
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I
TABLE ]9c.- SST L.4TEPAL
-DIRL'CTIO.%ilL Dl: RIbSL'L)IIV
GENERAL COMPARisays (CavavuF-D)
Leadin-ed-e sweep = 30*C^	 CP
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ......................	 11	 000 1zxb , rigid,	 slu g -ft; ......... 4. 2x106
w	 WGross	 eight,	 , 11) .............
	
370
	 000 Izz
bt
rigid, slug-ft ......... 46. 11x106
Mach number,	 III .................. 0.7 Pxz bs
rig id,	 slug--ft-0	 0	 .#. ....... 0. 242xIO 6
Dynamic pressure, q,	 psf ...... 470 Mass,IM, rigid,	 slu gs
.0	 11 491
Densit"
	
ratio ........................
.1 0.71568 1 
-.LXb equiv e las slug--ft-	 4.251xlO 
6
Veloci 'v,	 Vc	 ft ,'see ............ 751.39 1zzb, equip alas slug-ft 2 ... 45. 892XI 6
Lift, CL1 0. 0875
I xzl_) , equip- elasslu g.-ft .... 0. 311x10
C-9. Ca 0. 64 C -Mass, .11 ' equiv elan slop; ... 11	 416
Methods
Derivatives
R i(rid Equivalent
elastica-flandl)ook- met'iods O Handbook
11"RiODS rcf.-I-'))O USAF^ref. 6) qci Wind	 turuiel method
C 1
	 deg,- ' q -0.00110 q0 -0. 001OG
c
n
	 deg-1g q 0.00213 q 0. 00197
c yo	 deg -1 -0.00390 -0.0031 -0.00364
cip	 rad -I q 0.00394C q q
C
nr	
rad -1 q -0. 0140c q q
Cy -
	
- 
1
y 3	 rad q 0. 0236 C q q
C, p
	 rad -1 0 -0.820 -0.625d -0.4674-,0.5571571
Cn 
P	 rad -I 0.0173 0 0 0.0121
C 
Yp	 rad -1 0.0166 -0.013
q 0.0067
c 1
	
rad -I 0.05200 0.514 0 0.0475r
c 
n 
r	
rad 
- 1
-0.1411 0 0
-0.1251
Cyr
	
rad-1Yr 0.231 0
0 0.2031
Inertial derivatives Handbook method I inertial derivatives -Handbook method
c 1
	 see 
2 /rad
-111. 0 x 10 
-6
Cyr I, sec 2/rad -77 U. 4 x 10-6
c 
n . , see 
2 
/rad 416. 8 x 10-6 c lyl, sec2/ft 1.685 x 10-6
Pi
c Y
P
 . see 
2 
/rad 696. 9 x 10-6 Cn^ V sec 2/ft -10. 94 x 10-6 
I
cl r, , see 
2 /rad
- 93. 13 x 10-6
c Y
Y;j I sec 2 /ft 17.63 x 10-6
c 
nr	 , see //
*)	
rad 484. 6 x 10-6 ,
1).
	
(ref.	 713)	 c.	 V. T.	 Onl%- d. TA 67A
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TABLE 19d. -SST LA T ,' R:1 L-DIRL'C i lO1VAL DERIVATIVES USh D IN
GENERAL 170.11PARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading eage swecp = 42°
s,
t
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ......................
	
32	 500 Ix.:b , riffid,	 slug-ft ;^  ........., 9.6X106
Gross wei ght, W, 1b ............. 675	 000 Izz	 ,rigid, slob-ft ,.........67.3x106
DIach number,
	 1I ..................0.5 Ixzb, rigid, slub-ft2 • 0.763x106
Dynamic pressure, q,	 psf ...... 98 blass,lI, rigid,	 slugs ..........
. ........
20 963
Density	 ratio ........................ 0.35455 Ix^b. eq^.iiv elas slug-ft^ ,.., 9.598x106Velocity, Vc 1 ,	 ftlsec ............492. 02 Izzb, equiv elas sluff-ft;^ ,.., 67.182x106Lift, C L ...,..,..,..0.7659 h zb, equiv elas slug-ft"..... 0.743x106
c. g. @ 0. 64 CR Alass, 1I, equiv elas sluff.... 20 928
Methods T
Derivatives Rigid Equivalentel_icaHandbook methods O Handb
ook
ool.TR1Qs(rei.^'-')O USaF(ref. 0)U Wind tunnel omethod
c 10	 deb -1 O -0.00134 -0.00324 -0.00126
Cn R , deg -1 O 0.00212 0.00205 0.00210
Cyo	 deg-1 O -0.00387 -0.00543 -0.00384
C 14	 rad -1 O 0.00004c O O,
CnQ	 rad -1 O -0.0148c O O
Cy Q	 rad- 1 O 0. 0249 ' O O
p	 rad -1 O -0.575 -0.425d -0.338-0.5294
Cnp 	 rad -1 -0.1706 O O -0.1763
Cyp , rad -1 0.699 0.866 O 0.698
C l r	 rad -1 0.1806 0.1686 O 0.1748
Cnr	 rad-1
-0.1595 O O -0.1422
Cyr	 rad -1 0.0288 O O 0.2143
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
C lp	 see 2/rad -2 . 406 x 10-6 Cyj sec 2/rad -2087.8 x 10-6
I I
C np	 sec /rad 259 . 0 x 10-6 1y,, sec2/ft 4.3 x 10-6,
I
Cyp , sec /rad 431.9 x 10-6 n sec2 /ft -24.73 x 10-6
I
C lr, see 2 /rad 636.54 x 10 C3'yi , sec 2/ft 40.25 x 10-6
I
C n T	, sec /rad 1:1288. 3 x 10-6
I
ra - F ormu.ation I b.	 (ref.	 73) c. V.1'. Onl y "	 d. TA 67A
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TABLE 19e.-SSTLATER-IL-MECHOVAL DFRIVATIVF.S USED IN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sxveep = •12°
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ..................
	
26	 000 Ix^b , 'rit id,	 slug-ft's .......... 9.6x10 6
Gross Height, `l", lb .............
	
675	 000 Izz
b
rigid,
	 slug-ft9.......... 67.3x106
Vlach number,
	 AI.......... 0.7 Ixz rigid, slug-ft-. 0.763x106
Dynamic pressure, q, psf
.. .... 260
,
AIass,Al, rigid,
	
slugs 20 963
Density	 ratio ........................ 0.43300 1-ckb, equiV elas slug-ft2 ....	 9.617x106Velocity,	 VC 1 2	 ft/ sce............ 708.32 1zzb, equiV elas slug-ft2 ,	 66. 980x10
"'Lift, 1,1........ ...	 .......	 0.2884
c.g.^
Ixzh , '?equiV elas slug-ft"..... 0.751x106
0.64 CR Mass, :,[, equiV elas slug.... 20 869
Methods
Derivatives Ri OJd° EquivalentelasticH andb o ok methods --- O Handbook
71'11109^(rei. 2)p USAF (ref. 6) O Wind	 tu n-nel method
C IO , d eb-1 O -0.00114 -0.00198 -0.00106
Cn 	 , deb-1 O 0.00215 0.00203 0.00206
C'yQ , deg-1 O -0.00393 -0.00558 -0.00378
C14 , rad -1 0.00274c 0 O
Cn4 , rad -1 0 -0.0150° O O
Cya , rad -1 0 0.0252c 0 0
Clp 	 rad -1 O
-0. E00 -0.456d -0.3E0-0.4719
Cnp 	 rad -1
-0.0417 O O -0.0467
Cyp , rad-1 0.234 0.298 O 0.230
C 17, , rad-1 0.0869 0.0819 O 0.0852
Cnr	 rad -1
-0.1485 O O -0.1290
Cyr	 rad -1 0.231 O O 0.2123
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
Cl p	 see2 /rad
I
63.541 x 10-6
C
Yip sect/rad
-2082. 1 x 10-6
Cnp , sc	 /rad 378.1 x 10-6 IyI, sec t /ft 3.21 x 10-6
I
Cyp , see 2/rad 632. 3 x 10 -6 Cnyl, see 2 /ft -24.58 x 10-6
I
C lr, sec /rad
-160.72 x 10 -6 Cyyl, sec t /ft 40.0 x 10-6I
C n r	 sec /rad 1281. 8 x 10-6I
a.	 F01- 11IU1i1ti011	 I b. (ref. 73)	 C. V. T. Only	 d. TA 67A
I1q;^;
iI
TABLE 19f -SSTLATERAL-DIRIxTIONAL DERIVATIVES USEDLV
GENERAL COMRARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sNN,eep = 42*0
Attitude,	 li,	 ft ......................	 23	 500 1,-x	 rio-icl	 sjLju-_iE`)
b'	 0	 '	 "	9 ... 
9. 6x1066
Gross wei ght, NN',0 lb ...	 675	 000 Izz	 rigid	 slug-ft-
0
67. 3xlO 6
Alach nunil)or, I\j
..........	 0.9
b	 2
Ix z 	 rigid, slug-ft &
	
0. 763x10 6
Dynamic pressure, Fl, psf ...... 470
.
bt'	
..........
Alass,'Al rigid, s lugs	 20 963
Density ratio .................. 0.47285...... 1	
6
0-	 9. 642xlO,	 ecluiv etas S111-ft	
****XXI)	Velocity, V.	 ft/sec
............	 920.15 1	
-	
**** 66.
736x106
 zzb, eqUiv etas slu e ft)
Lift, C L l	 ......................
* * *	
0 .1596 0	 21Nzb , eCjUiv etas slug-ft ..... 0. 760x106
C. g. @ 0.64'Cll Mass, M,ccjuiv etas sit,g....	 20	 798
Derivatives IR i-id0 Equivalente las ticHandbook methods
HandbookTR109s(ref.',	 USAF(rct. 6) O 	Wind tunnel	 method
C 1	 deb-1 0 -0.00104 -0.00139 -0.00101
c 
n3 . deb
-1
0 0 0.00219 0.00201 0.00202
c yo , deg-1 0 -0.00396 -0.00575 -0.00370
c	
rad-1 El 0.00350c 0 0
c nQ , rad -1 0
-0. 0150c 0 0
Cyr , rad__ 
1 0 0.0255c 0 0
C, p , rad-1
-0.675 -0.518d
-0.337 _ 0.4227
Cn 
p	 -1
, 
rad
-0.0147 0 -0 -0.0131
c 
yp , rad- 
1
0.112 0.123 E3 0.106
c I E , rad-1 0.0636 0.0602 0 0.0604
c 
n r , rad- 
1
-0.1425 0 0 -0.1278.
Cyr 9 rad 
1	
1 0.233 0 0 0.2071
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
L 1.	 , sec 
2 /rad
PI
-86.921 x 10-6 CYr*I' sec
2/rad -2030. 8 x 10-6
c 
n.	 , see 
1) 
/rad 401.4 x 10-6 %i, sec2/ft 4. 232 x 10-6
Pi
c Yp 9 sec 
2 
rad 671.2 x 10-6
ic
^,, see 
2 /ft -24. 0 x 10 -6I
c 1 
i	
. see 
9 
/rad -213.8 x 10- 6 c YyJ' SeC2 /ft 39. 01 x 10-6 I
c 
n.	 see 2 /rad
r 1254. 3 x 10-6
1
a. 	 I b.	 (ref.	 73) C.	 V.T. O p.1% . d. TA 67A
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TABLE 19g. -SST LA Tl:'RAL-DIRECTIONAL DE. RI V. ! TI V"ES USED LV
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONTIVULD)
Leadin-edge sweep = 72°
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft ......................
	
47	 500 Iti	 , rigid, slug-ft ..........	 6. 27x106
Gross %%-cight,	 W,	 lb.........., 668 000 Iz b, rigid, slu--ft- ..........	 54.68x106
AIach number,	 Al ..................0.7 Ixzb,	 rigid,	 slug-ft';;,, 0.684x10
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ...... 98 Alass,M, rigid, slugs
.,
20 745
Density	 ratio ........................0. 17261 1xxb, equiv elas slug-ft2 6.261x106
Velocity,	 Vc 1 ,	 ft,/sec............ 677.66 1zzb, equiv elas slug -ft2 
	
54.569x1 6
Lift, C 11 0.7580 Ixzb , equiv clas slug-ft ..,.. 0. 650x10
0.64 Cp Mass, M,equiv elas slug.... 20 710
^ Methods
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent aelasticHandbook methods O
wind tunnel Handbook	 VmethodT111098(	 f.72 )Orc ^. ^)LSAF(ref. lip
C 1 Q	 deg -1 O -0.00172 -0.00225 -0.00116
c 	 , dcg -1 O 0.00312 0.00225 O
Cya , de -1 O -0.00605 -0.0066 -0.00388
C 14 , rad-1
Cn a , rad-1
-1Cya rad
Clp 	 rad -1 O -0.150 -0.164d -0.1621
C p	 rad -1
-0.401 O O -0.4488
Cyp	 rad-1 1.59 O O 1.36
C1 r	 rad -1 0.1810 0.1713 O 0.1502
Cnr	 rad -1 -0.1392 O O -0.1155
Cyr	 rad- 1 0.225 O O' 0.2169
Inertial derivatives handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
C 1P , sec2 /rad
I
24.502 x 10-6 CYrI, sec 2/rad -2040.9 x 10-6
Cnp 2, sec /rad 128.3 x 10-6 ClyI, sec 2 /ft -5.218 x 10-6
I
yp , sec /rad 212.5 x 10-6 nyl, sec2/ft -24.7 x 10-6
I
C 1	 sec /rad 327.96 x 10-6 Yy,, sec 2/ft 40. 19 x 10-6
I
C nr	 , sec /rad 1260. 0 x 10-6
I
F, . Formulation I b.	 (ref.	 T3) c. L'. T. Only d. TA 67;1
1;1
-1
I
TABLE 191t.- SST LATk,'RAL-I)IRECI'10:N IAL DERIV^JHVES l,'St,.'DLV
GENEP-4L COJlPAPdSOVS (CONTINULD)
Leading edge sweep = 72*
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ...................... 37	 000 lx.	 , rigid,	 slug-it9
9
	 6. 27x106
Gross weight, '"',C., lb ............. 668	 000 Izz	 rigid,	 sl	 slug -ft;) ............
bl
 54. 68xlO 6
'MAlach	 number,	 .................. 0.9 Ixzc)
	
0rig id,	 slu-ft-.., .......... 0. 684x10	 6
Dynamic pressure, q, psf.	 260 Alass,111	 ri g id,	 slu gs ..... . ......$	 0	 0 20 745
Density	 ratio ........................0.28525 2	
......
	 61 xxb, equiv elas slu g-. -ft	 6. 28x106
Velocity,	
.... 871.27V C I t	 ft , "	 cc ........S 1 zzb, equiv etas slu g -ft0	
2	
54. 38 106......
I'ift,	
cz	
.......................... 0.2854 1	
2
x 2,, b ,	 ccilliv clas slu-'.-ft .......	 0. 648x106
C.	 Ca 0. 64 C It "sluqMass,	 elan ......	 20 653
Methods
Derivatives
Rigid Equivalent
elastic aHandbook methods
Hand book
TR1098(ref.72)0 T7S, F(ref. 6) C3 Wind tunnel mthode
cja . deg- 1 0 -0.00228 -0.00265 -0.00119
c no , deg- 10 0.00362 0.00245
cy3 , deg- 1 0 -0-00712 -0.0075 -0.00382
C 14	 rad- 
1
,
c 
n4 , rad 
1
Cy a rad-1
C 1 p
	 rad -1 -0.161 -0.175d -0.1578
C n	
rad - 
1 -0.1466 0 0 -0.1515p
c y p
	
rad- 
1 0.492 0.500 0 0.488
C! I rad 1 0.0840 0.0690 0 0.0637
r
c 
n rad -1 -0.1442 0 0 -0.1281
r
c Y
	
rad-1 0.233 0 0 0.2129
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
c 1 -	 , see 
2 /rad
PI
-24.64 x 10-6 cYij, see2/rad -1993. x 10-6
c 
n. , see 
2 
/rad
PI
318.7 x 10-6 %J, sec2 /ft 1. 029 x 10-6
c
YPf see 
_90 
/rad 532.3 x 10-6 Cny,, Sec2/ft
-24. 19 x 10-6i
C l.	 , see 
2 /rad -44. 82 x 10-6 c YyJ, sec 2 /ft 39. 34 x 10-6
r 
I
c 
n •	 see 2 /rad 1231.5 x 10-6
r 
I ,
a. Formulaticn	 I b.	 (rcf.	 73)	 C. V. T. Only	 d. TA 67A	
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TABLE 19i.-SSTLATF.RAL-DIRFC71OiVAL DF.RIVATII LS USF.DIN
GENERAL CO.IIPARjsa% ,S (CONNATIFD)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ......................33	 000
9
I_xb, rigid,	 slug-ft •)
-
............ 	 27x106
Gross weight, «', lb
.............	 668	 000 Ir_zb , rigid,	 slug-ft;, ............54. 68x106
Mach number,
	 PI .................. 1. 1 Ixzh,	 rigid,	 slug-ft`; ;	 0. 684x106
Dynamic pressure, q, psf...... 470 blass,ll, rig id,	 slugs .. ......20 745
Density	 ratio ........................ 0.33513 Ix^b, equiv elas slug-ft ......6.298x106
Velocity,	 Vc1 ,	 ft/sec............ 1080.07
Lift, C
	 0.1579 I
zzb , equiv elas slug-ft;	 ......53. 788x106
I	 ^-ft ....... 0.640x106L1 lzf" eciuiv elas slue
C. g • C 0.64a	
_6 CB :Mass,	 ;1I, ec{uiv elas slu ......... 20 496
^Methods
Derivatives Rigid
Equivalent
elasticaHandbook methods llandbool,:_
T'Y.109	 (I'^ t•^-')O t:	 :1I (lei.	 6) q Wind tunnel method
CIO	 deg-1 -0.00280 -0.00304 -0.00158
Cn , deg-1 0.00420 0.00275M
CYQ	 des -1 -0.00789 -0.008 -0.0071
C 14	 rad-1
Cn4	 rad-1
Cy 	 -1a	 rad
C1p	 rad -1 -0.181 -0.181d -0.1475
C p	 rad -1 -0.0045 -0.0750
CYp 	 rad -1 0.145 0 O
C l r 	 rad -1 0.0400 0 0.0360
Cnr 	 rad -1 -0.240° 0 0 -0.168
Cy r , rad -1 0.306° 0 0 0.320
Inertial derivatives Handbook. method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
C IP	 see 2/rad
I
-55.37 x 10 -6 CYr'I, sect /rad -3072 x 10-6
C nP , sec` /rad 435.9 x 10 -6 CIyI, sec 2 /ft 2.275_ x 10-6
I
Cyp , see 2 /rad 714. 7 x 10-6 Cnyl, see 2 /ft -37.68 x 10-6
I
C lr	 see 2 /rad -102.2 x 10-6	 CYy,, sec2 /ft 58.75 x 10-6
1
C nr	 sec /rad 1984 x 10-6
-U.	 l•'orr;ulation	 I h. (ref.	 7 i)	 c. V.T. Only	 -a, IA 67A
II
TABLE 19j.-,5,57 - LATLR IL-DIREC"I7O.VAL DERIVATIVES USI:DIN
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONMUED)
Leading ed-e sweeu = 72°
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ...................... 30
	 000 Ix-x,, rigid,	 slug-ft9 ............ 3.92x106'
Gross t\cinht,	 fit - , 11) .......	 ..... 520
	 000 Izz^,	 rigid,	 slug-ft"......., ... A9. 84x106
Mach number,
	 'M .................. 1.3 Ixzb, rigid, slug-ft^ *.0.564x106„•...
Dynamic pressure, q,	 psf...... 750 Alass,M, rigid,	 slug-s ... ......16 149
Densit y	ratio ........................ 0.37473 I	 equiv elan slug-ft
	 4. 087x106xxb ,Velocity,	 Vcl ,	 ft,/sec............ 1293.31 Izzb, equiv elan slug-ft^ ......48.751x10Lift,	 G I 1
..... 0.0770 Ixzl)+ equiv elas slug-ft .......0.814x106
C. g. @ 0.64 CR Mass, M, equiv e lan slu........15 7 99
Method s
 Maid EquivalentDerivatives elasticaHandbook, methods
TR1098_(rc f.-i2)0
 
USAI'(rc• t. 6) q Wind tunnel Handbook.method
c lo deb -1 -0.00178 -0.00239 -0.00139
Cn	
,deb -1 0.00496 0.00302 0.00399
C3	
,deg -1 -0.00839 -0.00905 -0.00651
C14 rad-1
CnQ rad-1
C3, -1rad^
Clp rad -1 -0.182 -0.1744 -0.123
Cnp rad -1
-0.011 -0.273
cYp , rad -1 0.0165 O
1
0.0152
c 1
, rad -1 0.0317 O 0.0139r
c n
, rad -1
-0.232c O O -0.1925r
CY 
r ,
rad -1 0.341c O O 0.2928
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
c 1.
I
see 2/rad
-;68.3 x 10-6 CYrI, sec t/rad -2202 x 10-6
C n•
PI sec) /rad 1068 x 10-6 Cl '	 2yI, sec /ft 2.569 x 10-6
. p ;'rad,sec 1721 x 10
-6 Cnyl, sec2 /ft -34.24 x 10-6
I
cI .	 , sec /rad -99.91 x 10-6 c Y ,, sec 2/ft 51. 90 x 10-6
I
c a - sec  irad 1460 x 10-6
I
U. Y W ...;ll''iin!i	 1 1).	 (rcf.	 7:3)	 C.	 V. T.	 Only' d. TA G7A
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TABLE 19k.-SST LA TERAL-DIREC770AAL DERIVATIVES USED IN
GENERAL COI[PIRI.50,%S(CO.V7'1,%-UL--'I))
Leadin.,, edge sweep = 72*
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft ......................	 24	 000
I
I.A, rigid, slI" 	 S ug-ft 2.............. 3. 92xlOG2Gross meight,	 NN',	 lb ............. 520 000
c'	
r
Iz	 rigid, slug-ftz	 ,	 g-
	
84x106
'b'	 0	 L,	 2 *** '''' - -
49	 l0 
61^lach	 number,	 Al .................. 	 1. '-INZ 	 rigid,	 S11.1 1 " -ft	 0. 564xlOC,	 0
Dynawic pressure, q, psf ...... 1300
bo	 ..... 11.1 ....
Alass,Al, rigid,
	 slu g s..	 16 1 ,19CD	 -.)	 .	 .......
1
	 ensity	 ratio,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,	 0.46462 1	 equiv clus slug--ft
2 
..... .4. 165x106X-\])	 . X
Velocity ,	 VC1 5	 ft/scc ............ 1530.45 1	 2zzb	 equiv elan slu g-ft	 48.063x]0C,
Lift,	 CL	 ................	 0.0444 I\Z b	 equiv clas sill .-ft	 0. 989XI06.1	
C.	 4 0. 64 C R i SHass,	 Ill, equiv ela n slu	 .... . 15 581
Alethods
Derivatives
R igidC, Equivalent  
elastica
Hand])ook nicthods, 0 -
Wind	 tunnel
-0.00219
Handbook
method v
-0.00078
1'ljjOq.^(ref.i2)0 T - SAY(ref.	 ,;)D
-0.00130c
c 
na , deg 
- 1
0.00502 0.00263 0.00362
C yo , deb -1 -0.00851 -0.00945 -0.00594
C 14	 rad- 
1
,
c 
n	 rad 
1
c	 1
y ^	 rad
c 1 p
	 rad -1 -0.182 -0.165d -0.1095
Cn 
p	 rad - 
1
-0.0070 0 -0.0081
C 
Yp 	 rad -I 0.0029
0 0.0003
c 1
	
rad 
1
0.0374 0 0.0150
c 
n	 rad-1 -0. 225c 0 0 -0.1712
Cyr
	
- 
1
Y 	rad 0. 331c 0 0 1
	 0. 25 8 5 
Inertial derivat i ves Handbook method Inertial derivatives Handbook method
c 1
	
see 
2 /rad
-167. 2 x 10-6 c YiI, sec2 /rad -2121 x 10-6
c 
nb	 see 
1) 
/rad 950. 1 x 10-6 ClYp sect /ft 3. 577 x 10- 6 ,
c 
yb	 sec 
2 
/rad 1523 x 10-6 Cn y--I, sec t /ft -32. 09 x 10-6 I
c 1
	 sec 
2 
/rad -131. 1 x 10-6
c 
Yyj , sect /ft 4'3. 54 x 10-6
c 
cl i-
	,	
See	 / ra,] 1405 x 10- 6,
u.	 1'o.inulation	 I	 b.	 (. 1-cf.	 7:3)	 c.	 V.T.	 On l,:	 d.	 TA	 67.1
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TABLE' 191.-SS7'LATL'RAL-DIRECTIOrNf1L DERIVATIVES USF,D IN
GENERAL, COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep = 72'
..............
AItitudc,
	 h,	 ft......	
.60 500 Ixxi),	 rigid,	 slug-ft2
 ...........3.92x106
Gross weight, W, lb ............520	 000 II z	 rigid, slug-ft 49. 84x106
Mach number, AI, 2.2 Ixzb,	 rigid,	 slut-' -ft 0.564x106
DYnan;ic pressure, q,	 psf.....500 Nlass,M, rigid,
	 slugs„.... ,.,,,, 16 149
Density	 ratio ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,0.092704 lrxh, equiv elas slu"'-ft^ 	 .....4.077x106Velocity,	 Vcl ,	 ft/sec........... 2129.78 Izzl), equity elas slut-ft^ ......48.802x106Lift,	 C 1 1 ...... 0.0770
C
I	 eciuit
	 elan slu	 ft	 .0.788x10`......	 6xzh >	 g-
C. g • @ 0. 64	 R :M ass,	 ^I, equit	 elan slug...... 15 81_7
Methods
_-.
Derivatives -	 _	 Ii:gid Equivalent aela_ticHandbool: i^tethods
^-
--
Handbook,TIt1095(rcf.i'-)0 L-SAF(ref. 6) 0 Wind tunne l Vmethod
-1C 1 Q ,deg -0.00092 -0.00175 -0.00074
C ng	 deg
-1
0.00383 0.00177 0.00312
Cyo	 deg-1 -0.00705 -0.00632 -0.00617
C 14	 rad
-1
C 	 rad-1
-1CYQ rad
C I p
	
rad -1
-0.150
-0.140d -0._1170
C p	 rad -1 -0.0082 O
-0.0246
Cyp 	 rad -1
-0.0040 0 0.0011
C1-	 rad-1
i
0.3350 O 0.0188
C	 -1
n 	 rad -0.20° O O -0.1722
Cyr	 rad -1 0.296c O O 0.2656
Inertial derivatives Handbook method Inertia l derivatives Handbook method
C1PI , sec 2 /rail -167.2 x 10 -6 CYrI, sec 2 /rad -2162 x 10-6
CnP	 see 
2,
 /ra d 991.5 x 10 -6 CIyI, sec2/ft 3. 115 x 10-6
I
C YP 	 sec') /rad 1611 x 10-6 Cnyl, sec 2 /ft -31.84 x 10- 6
I
Clrsec 2 /rad -135.3 x 10 -6 CYyI, sec 2 /ft 49. 15 x 10-6
I
C n i,	 , sec /rad 1402 x 10-6
I
a. 1"01-Muhttion	 I	 b. (ref. 7J)	 c. V. T, Onlv	 d. TA Wi A
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T,- BLL' 19nt.-SST LATE.'It.4L-DIREC770.%:4L DERIVATIVES USEDLV
GENERAL COMPARISONS (CONCL UDED)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
.)Ix^b , rigid, slug-ft. ............ 3.92x106
Izib , rigid, slu' -ftZ.,....,,,...49.84x106
Ixz h , rigid, slug-ft	 0.564x106
11ass,i\I, rigid, slugs „
	16 149
Ixx}„ equi p•
 elas slug-ft2 ...... 4. 179x106
IzZ}„ equi p elas slub-ft? .....48. 180x106xz}„ equiv clas slug- ft-....... 0.891x106
Mass, M, equi p• el as slu ...... 15 623
_	 lletito cl	 •^
Derivatives 	 _ Rigid	 _	 _ . 	 EquivalentHandbool: methods
	 O	 elastica
1RMS(rel'.7:!	 USAF(ref. ii p Wind tunnel	 1}an^li^c-th
	
)^_^^ )	 method
Attitude,
	 h,	 ft ..................
	 49	 000
Gross Nvei ght,	 «',	 11)
 .............520 000
Mach number,
	 Al ..................2.7
Dynamic pressure, y, psf ...... 1300
Density	 ratio ........................0.16GG1
Velocity,	 Vc1 ,	 ft % sec ............2613.8}2Lift,	 6 1. 1 ......................... 0.0416
C• 9.00.64 R
0.00084 -0.00115 -0.00071
0.00359 0.00140 0.005106
0.00573	 I -0.00 .179 -0.00568
6 1 3 deg-1	 -
C n	 deb-1
Cyp deg-1	 -
C1R rad-1
Cn^ rad-1
Cyt	 rad-1
Clp rad-1
Cnp rad-1
Cyp rad-1
c 1	 rad-1
Lnr
 rad -1 	-0.181°
Cy„ , rad -1 	 0.270°
Inertial derivatives flandbool: method
Clp see 2 /rad	 -168.2 x 10-6I 2c
np , sec / rad	 891 . 1 x 10-6
I
-0.124d -0.0966
0 -0.0060
0 -0.0009
O 0.0194
	
O	 -0.1520
O	 O	 0.2353
Inertial derivatives I Handbook method
	
CYr I , sec2 /rad	 1 -2021 x 10-6
CIyI, sec 2/ft	 I 3.584 x 10-6
-0.136
0.0125
-0.0004
0.0342
O
Cyp 	 sec /rad 1450 x 10 -6 Cnyl, sec 2/ft -28.95 x 10-6
I
c 1 T	 sec 2 /rad
_
-162 . 4 x 10-6
_
CYyI, sec 2/ft 44 . 95 x 10-6
I
`il l. 	 sec/rad 1301 x 10-6
1
a.	 1'v r 	:,' iti^t	 I	 b.	 (ref.	 7:)	 c. V. T. Onl y 	d.	 TA	 67A
8.2.3 Data tabulation - rigid and equivalent elastic derivatives and coeffi-
cients - special comparisons. — The data presented in this section are those
used for the special comparisons with the completely elastic airplane mathe-
matical model. The stability derivatives differed because the e.g. positions
were something other than 0.25E for the Boeing 707-320B and 0. 64 CB for the
SST configurations. Table 20 lists the flight conditions used to investigate the
longitudinal motions and the corresponding location of the data. The lateral-
directional data were not adjusted for the e.g. changes; instead, the data pre-
sented in par. 8.2.2 for the general comparisons were used.
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TABLE 20. -LIST OF TABLES OF DERI V.4 TI [ ES AND COEFFICIENTS USED LV
SPECIAL COMPARISONS
Wing
Altitude,
Dynamic
;pressure,	 Mach	 Weight,	 Table
leading
edge
ft q,	 psf	 number	 lb	 number sweep
707-320D
10 000 306 0.548 268 000 21a
35 000 251 0.850 + 21b
SST.
8 500 98 0.3 370 000 22a 300
9 500 260 0.5 + 22b i
32 500 98 0.5 675 000 22c 420
23 500 470 0.9 + 22d i
47 500 98 0.7 668 000 22e 720 	 I
33 000 470 1. 1 + 22f
49 000 1300 2.7 520 000 22cr
65 000 600 i 22h
s
. , s';.,Cti:^`^sdsws.:=-E,..:..r	 s•' r' ,^" 4 ^-^' —,-r .+i. s^ :r	 ".. n-r,
1TABLE 2]a.-707-320B LONGITUDINAL DLRIVATI VES AND COEFFICIENTS
USED IN SPECIAL COJIPARISONS
Altitude,	 h,	 ft .................. 10 000	 Drag,	 C	 0.0145
D1Gross weiglit,	 ',	 lb ........... 268 000V-9
;Hach number, NI .............
	
0.543	 Lift,	 C	 0.3028L1Dynamic pressure, q, psf ... 306
	
S
,	 rigid,	 slug-ft..............5. 025x106IyyDensity ratio .....................0.73859
Velocity, Vc l , ft/sec .........590.42	 Iyy, equiv elas slug-ft ........ 4.497x106
C9 @ 0.23E
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastics
Method Method
CLo 0.2275 TA 67A 0.1548
_
TA 67A
Cmo -0.091 -0.0029 f
CL	 deg-1 ' 0.096 0.08063
tY
Cm a , deg
-1
-0.0252
-0.0161
CD a , deg-1' 0.005 0.0042
CLa 	 rad -1 2.99 Ref. 6 2.99
Ref.R 16
Cm .
a
	rad-1 -13.27 + -13.27
CDa , rad-1
CLq , rad -1 11.1 TA 67A 7.64 TA 67A
C m rad -1 -17.7 -14.05 TA 67Aq
CDq
	
-ad -1 0.144 0.144 TA 67A(Rigid)
CLu	 rad -1 0.109 0.04658 TA 67A
Cmu	
rad -1 -0.071 -0.01644 TA 67A
CDu	
rad-1 0.000375 i 0.00025 Wind Tunnel
CLe	
, (rad/sect) 1
I
b -0.0281 TA 67A
Cm 
g I , (rad/sec2) -1 b 0.0263
C L 6 E
	
. deg-1 0.00745 TA 67A 0.0055
Cma	
. deg-1
E
-0.0214
-0.0152
a. Formulation II
	
b. Not Applicable
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PTI
Altitude,
	 h,	 ft ...................35
	 000
	
Drag,	 C	 .......................... 0. 02305D
Gross weight, W, lb........... 26S 000
	 1
Mach number,
	 Al ............... 0.85	 Lift,	 CL ............................ 0.3691
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ... 251
	 1	 2Iyy, rigid, slug-ft	 025x106Density	 ratio .....................
	 0.31058
	
..............5.
Velocity, VC 	 ft/sec......... 827. 17	 Iy}', equiv elan	 slug -ft 
	
........ 4.488x106
c am'	 C 0.23c
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastics
Al thod Me thod
C Lo 0.2825 TA 67A 0.1885 TA 67A
Cmo -0.104 -0.0257
CI. 
a
	 deg -1 0.115 0.09505
Cm	
, deg-1 -0.0342 -0.0218
CDa , deg-1 0.0074 0.0045
CLa 	 rad -1 -3.86 Ref. 6 -3.86 Ref id
C111 a , rad -1 -24.20 + -24.20
CD& , rad-1
CLq , rad -1 14.9 TA 67A 8.92 TA 67A
Cmq ,rad -1 -20.95 -16.69
CDq	
, rad -1 0.166 0.166 Rim 67AA
CLu	 rad -1 0.2705 0.2295 TA 67A
Cm
	-1
,rad -0.238 -0.08712u
CDu	 , rad -1 0.00191 0.00356 Wind Tunnel
CLb	 , (rad/sect) 1I b -0.0334 TA 67A
M6 I , (rad/sec2) -I b 0.0327
CI deg -I 0.00872 TA 67A 0.00630
C m 6
	
deg-1
E
-0.0267
-0.0186
a. Formulation.	 II	 b. Not Applicahle
I
TABLE 21 b. - 707-3201)' LO VGITUDL%,;IL DERI6 ATI VES AND COEFFICIENTS
USED LV SPI.`CL4 L COUP.-I RISONS (COAVI. UDED)
i
tTABLE. 22a.-SST LONGITUDINAL DF.RIVATI GTS AVD COEFFICIENTS USED
INSPLUAL COMPARISONS
Leading edge sweep = 30°
.Altitude,	 h,	 ft ................... 8	 500	 Drag,	 CD ,..,...,.,...,.,..........0 098
Gross wei ght, `t', lb ........... 370 000	 1
Mach number, 	 bI ............... 0.3
	
Lift,	 CL
 ............................ 0.4198
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ... 98 	 1	 2IYY, rigid, slug-ftDensity ratio ..................... 0.77408 	 .,.,...,.....,40.2x106
Velocity, Vc , , ft/sec ......... 325.01 C	 Iyy, equiv elas
	
slug-ft 	......... 39. 88x106
cg	 (Q 0.574 	 R
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastic 
Method Method
CLo 0.15761	 TA 67A
_
0.21240
	 TA 67A
Cm
0 0.0105 0.0088
CL	 , deg-1 0.0564 0.0559et
Cm a , deg-1 -0.00135 -0.00177
CD a , deg-1 0.0098 i 0.01107
CL& , rad -1 0.462 Ref. 6 0.462 Ref.
Cm .	 rad -1a! -0.1725 + -0.1725
CDa , rad-1
CLq, rad-1 2.06 TA 67A 1.96 TA 67A
Cmq	rad-1 -0.412 -0.406
C D
	
-1q	 , rad
CLu	, rad-1 0.0288 TA 67A 0.0193 TA 67A
Cmu	 rad -1, 0.00166 0.0009
CDu	
rad-1 0.0033 0.0033 Wind Tunnel
CL6	 (rad/sec t) 1I
b -0.0657 TA 67A
Cm 
b i t (rad/sect) -1 b 0.0023 I
C
I 6	 deg-1E
0.00705 TA 67A 0.00705 TA 67A(Rigid)
Cma	 deg-1
E
-0.00195 -0.00195
a. Fo rmulation II	 b. Not Applicable
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cTABLE 226. -SST LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES AND COEFFICI ENT S USED
IN SPECIAL CO UPARISONS (CON7IVUED)
Loading ed p): e sweeu = 30°
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ...................9
	
500	 Drag,	 CDi.........................0.032
Gross weight, W j
	lb ........... 370 000
Mach number,	 Al ..
	 ...........0.5	 Lift,	 CL ..........................0.1581
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ...260	 1	 2Iyy, rigid, slug-ftDensity ratio .....................0.7502	 .............40.2x106
Velocity, VC 1 , ft/sec , @ 09569 CR
	
Iyy, equiv elas slug-ft .........39.201x106C ....
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastics
Method ^_^ Method
`Lo 0.16888 TA 67A 0.20396 TA 67A
Cm 0.0120 0.00740
CL 	 deg-1 0.0587 0.0570a
Cm a , deg -1 -0.00181 -0. 00243
CD	 , deg-1, 0.0102 0.00204a
CLa , rad -1 0.329
_
Ref. 6 0.329
(Rigid)___
Cm .a	 rad -1 -0.237 + -0.237
CD& , rad-1
—
CLq, rad -1 2.08 TA 67A 1.79 TA 67A
Cnlq	 rad -1 -0.420 -0.416
C	
-1Dq rad
CLu	 rad -1 0.0315 TA 67A 0.0233 TA 67A
Cmu	 rad-1 0.0001 -0.00285
C D
rad-1 0.0047 1 0.00715 Wind Tunnelu
CN5	 , (rad/sect) 1I b -0.0592 TA 67A
Cn'g I , (rad/sect) -1 b 0.0017
C	 -
L6E	 deg- 0.0073 TA 67A 0.Ou73
TA 67A
Rio d)
Cm6 	 deg-1'
E
-0.00209 -0.00209
a. Formulation H
	
b. Not Applicuhle
I a
TABLE 22c.-SST LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES AND COEFFICIENTS USED
IN SPECIAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leadiikz edSTe sweep = 42°
:Altitude,	 h,	 ft ...................32 500 	 Drag,	 C D ..........................0.057
Gross weight, V', lb ........... 675 000	 1
DIach number,	 bI ...............0.5	 Lift,	 CLi...........................0.7659
Dynamic pressure, q, psf .. .98	 2Iyy, rlaid, slob-ft	 47.2x106Density ratio ............. 	 .....0.35455	 .............
Velocity, Ve 1 , ft/sec ..	 4902603 CK
	
Iyy, equiv elas slug-f t .........47.437x106C ...
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastic 
Method Method
CLo 0.11181	 TA 67A 0.12110	 TA 67A
Cm 0.0109 0.01000
CL	 deg-1 ' 0.0511 0.0498
a
Cm a , deg -1 -0.00056 -0.000635
w
CDa , deg-1 -0.0089 0.0237
CLa , rad -1 0.364 Ref. 6 0.364 Rigid)
Cm .a , rad -1 -0.193 -0.193
CDa , rad-1
CLq, rad
-1 1.62 TA 67A 1.49 TA 67A
Cmq , rad -1 -0.389 -0.376
D 	
, rad-1
C Lu	rad -1 0.0748 TA 67A 0.0738 TA 67A
Cmu	 rad -1 -0.0015 -0.002
CDu
	rad-1 0.011 1 0.005 Wind Tunnel
CL6	 , (rad/sec2) 1I b -0.0433 TA 67A
Cm g l , (rad/sec2) -1 b -0.0017
CL6E	 , deg-I
0.0072 TA 67A 0.0072 TA6(Rigid)
Cm3 	 deg-1-E
-0.00184 -0.00184
a. Formulation II	 b. Not Applicable
s?4_TT"sTC _r,--,--r .,.. ^.-	 -	 ..i1+EF =.>r_^osa ^=r:^Naym•;
•TABLE, 22d. -SST LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES AND COEFFICIENTS USED
IN SPECIAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep = 42°
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ..................23 500
	
Drag,
	
CD" ........................
	
0.014
Gross weight, Nk, lb .......... 675 000
	 1
1llach number,	 N1..	 .......... 0.9
	
Lift,	 CL
 ..........................
	
0.1596
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ..470
	
1	 2Iyy, rigid, slug-ft	 47.2x106..............Density ratio .................... 0.47285
Velocity, V
.1 , ft/sec ....... 920. 15 C	 Iyy, equiv elan slug-ft ......... 48. 136x106@cg	 0.610	 R
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastic 
method Method
CLo 0.13745
_
TA 67A 0.11635 TA 67 A
Cm0 0.0139 0.	 .37
-1 .
CLa , deg 0.0602 0.0506
Cm. , deg -1 -0.002125 -0.00229
CDa . deg-1 0.0105 0.00276
CL .	 rad -1 -0.544 Ref. 6 -0.554 Ref. 6
a (Rigid)
Cm a , rad-1
-0.428
-0.428
CD& , rad-1
CL , rad -1 1.785 TA 67A 1.19 TA 67A
Cmq	 rad -1 -0.492
-0.428
Dq	 , rad-1
C Lu	rad-1 0.1187 TA 67A 0.0538 TA 67A
Cmu	 rad -1 -0.0178 -0.0162
Du	 rad-1 0.0117 0.0117 Windi T nnel
CLe
	
(rad/sect) 1
I
b -0.0351 TA 67A
Cm g , (rad/sec2) -1I b -0.0014
C
LaE
	 deg-1 0.00875 TA 67A 0.00875 A 67AT d
g	 )
CM 	 , deg-1 'E
-0.00275
-0.00275
a. Formulation II	 b. Not Applicable
yo
ITABLE 22e.-SST LONGITUD1X4L DERIVATIVES AND COEFFICIFA TIS USED
IN SPECIAL COMPARISONS(CONYLVUED)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Altitude,
	
h,	 ft ................... 47 500
	
Drag,	 CD ..........................
	
0.11
Gross weight, `C, lb........... 668 000
	 1
Mach number,	 M ..............
	 0.70	 Lift,	 CL...................^........	 0.7580
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ... 98	 1	 2Iyy, rigid, slug-ft	 48.3x106..............Density ratio .....................
	 0.17261
Velocity, Vc
 
i t ft/sec ........ 677.6GCR	Iyy, equiv elas slug-ft2........ 48.398x106
0.618
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastic 
Methcd Method
CLo 0.01542 TA 67A 0.02108 TA 67A
Cnio 0.0082 0.0081
CL	 , deg-1 . 0.0306 0.0306
a
Cm a , deg-1 -0.000853 -0.000563
CDa , deg -1 0.0053 0.0262
CLa , rad -1 -0.32 Ref. 6 -0.32
^Ri •id
Cn'a , rad
-1
-0.262 -0.262
CDa , rad-1
CLq , rad-1 1.20 TA 67A 1.15 TA 67A
Cmq
	rad-1 -0 . 352 -0.348
CD	
-1
q	 ,rad
CLu	rad-1 0.089 TA 67A 0.0934 TA 67A
Cmu	rad-1 0.0182 --0.0248
C u	 ,rad
-1D 0.0011 0.0011 TA 67ARi id
CL9 	 (rad/sect) 1I b -0.031.9 TA 67A
Cm g
I , (rad/sect)
-1 b -0.0007
CL6E	 , deg-1 0.0076 TA 67A 0.0076 Rigid A
C M 6
	
, deg-1-
E
-0.00227 -0.00227
a. Formulation H
	
b. Not Applicable
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TABLE 22f,-SST LONGITUDINAL DERII ATI YES AND COEFFICIENTS USED
IN SPECIAL COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Leading edge sweep 7-.72*
3
Altitude,	 h,	 ft ...................33 000	 Drag,	 C D ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,.,0.0232
Gross weight, W, lb ........... 668 000 	 1
Mach number,	 M ...............1.1	 Lift,	 CL...................x... .  0 1579
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ...470	 1	 2	 6
Iyy+	 rigid,	 slua-ft ,.,,,,,,,,,,. 48.3x10Density ratio .....................0.33513
Velocity, Vc
	
, ft/sec .........1030 . 0 7
	Iyy, equiv elas	 slug-ft .........47.832x106
1	 CRcg C 0.618
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastic 	 ^
Ale hod Method
CLo 0.01176	 TA 67A 0.02966	 TA 67A
0.0110Cm 0.01100
CL	 , deg-1 ' 0.0345 0.0323
a _
Cm
	 deg -1 -0.00212 -0.00193
CDa , deg -1 -0.0061 0.00503
CL .	 rad -1 -0.17 Ref. 6 -0.17
e
(Rigid)a
Cma , rad -1 -0.11 -0.11
CDa , rad-1
CI, , rad-1 1.46 TA 67A 1.00 TA 67A
Cmq , rad -1 -0.511 -0.408
D 	 rad-1
CLu	 rad -1 0.0364 TA 67A 0.0311
TA 67A
Cmu	 rad -1 0.0071 -0.0102
CDu	
rad-1' 0.0088 0.0165 Wind Twinel
CLb	 , (rad/sec2) 1I
b -0.0295 TA 67A
Cm 6
	
(rad/sec2) -1I b
0.0007
C	 -
LaE
	 deg-1. 0.0094 TA 67A 0.0094 TA 67A(Rigid)
c 	 , deg-1-
E
-0.00344 -0.00344
a. Formulation 11
	
b. Not Applicabic
1^4
TAI3L 22g.-SSTLOVGITUDI1tiALDERIVATIVESANDCOEFFICIENTSUSE&
IN SPECIAL CO.MPARISO.NS (CONIINUFD)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Altitude, h, ft ...................49 000
	
Drag,	 CD
	0. 007
Gross weight, NC', lb ........... 520 000	 1
Mach number,	 Al
	
2.7
	
Lift,	 CL,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,0.0444
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ...1300
	 1	 2Iyy, rigid, slug-ftDensity ratio.................... .0.16061	 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,47.6x106
Velocity, V. 1 , ft/sec ......	 2613
' 8
9
0
	Iyy, equiv elas slug-f t .........60.180x106
g @ 0.63 R
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastic 
Method Method
CLo 0.03141 TA 67A 0.03723 TA 67A
Cmo 0.0077 0.0041
CL	 deg-1 ' 0.0255 0.0229
n
Cm a , deg-1
-0.00144 -0.00156
CDa , deg-1 0.0045 0.00106
CL& , rad -1 -0.101 Ref. 6 -0.101 Ref. 6
Cm& , rad -1 0.057 0.057
CD& , rad-1
CL , rad -1 0.421 TA 67A 0.101 TA 67A
Cmq , rad -1 -0.319
-0.317
Dq	 , rad-1
CLu	, rad-1 -0.0375 TA 67A -1.615 TA 67A
Cmu	 , rad -1 -0.00162 0.0072
CDu	rad-1 -0.0014 -0.001 Wind Tunnel,
CLbI , (rad/sect) 1 b -0.0223 TA 6'7A
Cm g I , (rad/sec2) -1 b -0.0068
CL6E	 , deg-1 U. 0020 TA 67A 0.0020 A 67A(Rigid)
Cma
	
deg-1.
E
-0.00081 -0.00081
_
a. Formulation H	 b. Not Applicable
8
0
^x
i
s
TABLE 22h.-SST LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES AND COFFFICIFNTS USED
IN SPECIA L COMPARISONS (CONCL UDED)
Leading edge sweep = 72°
Attitude,	 h,	 ft ................... 65 000	 Drag,	 CDi,,,,,,,,.....,,,.,,...... 0.007
Gross weight, W, lb........... 520 000
Vlach number,	 M	 2.7	 Lift,	 CL ............................ 0.0964
Dynamic pressure, q, psf ... 600 	 Iyy, rigid, slug-ft 2.....	 ...... 47.6x106Density ratio ..................... 0.0741	 "'
Velocity, V
	
, ft/sec ......... 2613.	 Iyy, equiv elas slug-ft ......... 53.4x106cl cg	
. F3	 R
Derivatives Rigid Equivalent elastica
Method Method
CL0 0.03141 TA 67A 0.03517 TA 67A
Cm 0.0077 0.0041
CL * 	deg
-1
 
.
0.0255 0.0242
CM a , deg-I -0.00144 -0.00132
CDot , deg I 0.0045 0.00106
C
	 rad -1 -0.101 Ref. 6 -0.101 Ref.. d
Cma , rad -I 0.057 0.057
CDa , rad-1
CLq , rad-1 0.421 TA 67A 0.178 TA 67A
Cm	
, rad -1 -0.319 -0.317
D 	 , rad-1
CLu	 , rad -1 -0.0375 TA 67A -1.615 TA 67A
Cmu	 , rad -1 -0.00162 0.0072
CDu 	 , rad -1 -0.0014 -0.001 Wind Tunnel
CN5I , (rad/sec2) 1 b -0.0223 TA 67A
Cm A 
I , (rad/see2) -1 b -0.0068
C	 "
L6E	 , deg-I 0.0020 TA 67A 0.0020 TAg6d7A
Cm6	 deg-1'
E
-0.00081
-0.00081
a. Formulation H
	
b. Nnt Applicable
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8.3 Static Stability Data
This section presents all the substantiating data (figs. 49 through n0) for
the static stability data discussed in Section 4. The stability derivatives and
coefficients used to calculate the data of this section have been tabulated in
par. 8.2.
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8.4 Rigid and Equivalent Elastic Longitudinal Dynamic Stability Data
This section presents the figures that illustrate the results of applying the
stability criteria associated with the roots of the longitudinal ckaracteristic
equation. This is done for the rigid and equivalent elastic airplane mathematical
models. The data presented here supplement those shown and discussed in
Sec. 6. The details of the determination of the roots and associated parameters
` have been discussed in Sec. 5.
The data in figs. 61 through 78 are for the study conditions of table 1 and
follow the general order of frequency and damping, period, time to damp to
half or double amplitude, and cycles to damp to half or double amplitude for
the short period mode; this is followed by data in the same sequence for the
phugoid mode. These data illustrate the variations in disturbed motion char-
acteristics as predicted by various rigid and equivalent elastic derivatives. A
comparison of rigid and equivalent elastic characteristics using the lifting sur-
face method illustrates the effect of static elasticity. The data of this section
and par. 6.2 are used in arriving at the conclusions of Sec. 10.
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8.5 Rigid and Equivalent Elastic Lateral-Directional Dynamic Stability Data
This section presents the dynamic stability characteristics obtained in
applying dynamic stability criteria to the lateral-directional cl&racteristic
equations. The details concerning the methods for obtaining these characteris-
tics were discussed in par. 5.2. Some of the data presented in this section has
been discussed in par. 6.3. All the discussion concerning the lateral-direc-
tional da`a is in Sec. 6. The conclusions reached, however, reflect the data
of pars. 8.5 and 6.3.
The data in this section (figs 79 through 91) are presented in the general
order: (1) Dutch roll frequency and damping, period, time to damp to half or
double amplitude, and cycles to damp to half or double amplitude; (2) spiral
mode, root, and time to damp to half or double amplitude; and (3) rolling
convergence, root, and time to damp to half or double amplitude. These data
are shown for the 707-320B and SST at the study flight conditions listed in
table 1.
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8.6 Parametric Study Data
This section presents the complete set of data calculated for the parametric
studies. Section 7 contains selected material from and all discussion of the
parametric studies. The data in this section show the changes in short period
and phugoid frequency at ►? damping due to variations in C La and Cm- for the
study airplane at the study i::riit conditions. Changes in Dutch roll frequency and
damping and the spiral aad rolling; convergence roots due to variations in CyQ,
C f4, ' and Cn4 are also shown for the subsonic study flight conditions (except
for the SST at 72' leading edge swoop). Figures 92 through 108 and tables 23
through 25 give the parametric study data.
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9. COMPLETELY ELASTIC AIRPLANE ANALYSIS
9.1 Introduction
This section presents some of the details of the different approaches used
in the completely elastic analysis of the Boeing 707-320B and the SST study air-
planes. Two approaches were used to calculate the free-free vibration modes.
Both analyses used quasi-steady aerodynamics; however, a subsonic liftin g line
theory was used for the 707-320B analysis, whereas a subsonic-supersonic
lifting surface theory was used for the SST. Several cases were analyzed using
lift growth functions with the 707-320B airplane, but in general the analysis
S12 used quasi-steady aerodynamic theory. In addition, both analyses used beam
theory to compute the structural influence coefficients.
9.2 707-320B Analysis
9.2.1 General considerations .—The
 
707-320B is a subsonic jet transport
with a high aspect ratio wing. The choice was made to base the equations of
motion on lifting line theory for the aerodynamic representation and on simple
beam theory for the structural representation. The reference axes for rigid-
body motion are stability axes, which are defined as rectangular Cartesian axes
with origin at the center of mass of the airplane. The stability axes are fixed
to the center of mass and the translations and rotations of the axes represent
the translations and rotations of the center of mass. The z-axis is positive
down and the y-axis is positive toward the right wingtip. The x-axis is positive.
forward and is oriented so that, in the reference condition of steady, symmetrical
flight, the x-axis is parallel to the undisturbed freestream vector.
Generalized coordinates, defined as any set of quantities that completely
describe the configuration of a system,are used to describe the perturbed motion
of the airplane. The choice of generalized coordinates is arbitrary, with the
stipulation that the product of a generalized coordinate with its appropriate
generalized force must have units of work. The equations of motion are based
G8 on small perturbation assumptions; therefore, the generalized coordinates that
describe rigid-body rotation (rotation of the stability axes) are the Euler angles
and Euler rates as described in app. A. The analysis considers the case of zero
1254
climb angle; therefore, the relations between the Euler rates and angular
velocity components are simply:
.	 P	 (9.1)
w = r
The two-degree-of-freedom, rigid-body approximation for the short period D15
motion was made in the present analysis, i. e. , velocity perturbations in the
x-stability direction were ignored. The equations that relate the velocity per-
turbations in the stability axes to the velocities in the earth-fixed inertial system
(ref. 4) are :
hX '^ UO
Fi y = tr t u o lj/	 (9.2)
h^ = w — u o 8	 .
The generalized coordinates associated with the flexible degrees of freedom
are measures of the displacements in the structural modes. The term "strut- O
tural modes, " as used here, refers to the normalized mode shape of the free
airplane in free vibration (free-free modes).
9.2.2 — Structural representation.— The airplane structure was idealized as
a set of slender beams with each beam cantilevered at a selected reference sta-
tion, as shown in fig. 109. The cantilever stations chosen for the wing and
	
S12
stabilizer were the side of the body; for the forebody, the front wing spar; and for
the aftbody, the rear wing spar. The influence coefficients were computed for
structural displacements relative to the cantilever stations. These coefficients
were used to calculate cantilevered modes, which were then coupled to produce
the free-free modes.
Equation (9.3) can be used to write the deflections of selected points on the
cantilevered structural members.
{SS} = [CI {F}	 (9.3)
where [C] is the flexibility influence coefficient matrix. The calculation of (C]
S1
S2
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FIGURE 109, TYPICAL, CANTILEVER STATIONS FOR AIRPLANE COMPONENTS
from beam theory was described in app. B. The displacements {ds} are
rotations or translations, or both, depending on what is of interest.
The mass distribution of the airplane was approximated by lumpin g
 the sys-
tem into a finite number of discrete masses. Each discrete mass is located at S
the center of mass of a grid panel. The displacements of concern, then, are
the displacements of the mass centers of each grid. This system can be
	 S7
visualized as a set of springs equivalent to the elastic structure.
Free vibration stipulates that no eternal forces are acting on the system;
therefore, the only forces acting to deform the structure are the inertia reactionsS9
	
acting at the mass centers of the lumped masses. These inertia forces are 	 S3
given by the expression
G2
G3
The equations of free vibration are then
{bs} = [C] {F} = — [C] lvn] {bs}	 (9.4)
where (•ma = mass matrix
The equations of motion, in this form, are an eigenvalue problem. That
is, the equations are satisfied only for particular values of a quantity called A .
Physically, A is the natural frequency of undamped vibration. Thus, for simple
harmonic vibration with all displacements in phase with each other in a manner
such that all points reach maximum deflection at the same time and pass through
zero at the same time
{bs} _ {^} a at 	 {a 5} _ = {la} e 4 At	 (9.5)
By substitution into equation (9.4)
^s { u } eL^ t = CC [^ M^ {N} e 	 (s.$)
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A = natural frequency of undamped vibration for a cantilevered component
{ p} = cant ilever mode shape - characteristic shape or eigenvector
Note thgt any scalar multiplication of {µ} would divide from both sides of equa-
tion (9.6). Therefore, the mode shape gives information only about the relative
amplitudes of the displacements of the masses as they vibrate together, and the
mode shape is independent of the amplitude of vibration. The actual motions at
any time, t, are the real parts of equation (9 . 5). Equation (9.6) has a number
of solutions, n, equal to the total number of Cartesian degrees of freedom of
all the masses (equal to the number of rows in { p ; . )
The solutions of eigenvalue problems have the property of being orthogonal
to each other. Orthogonality relations that can be shown between the i th and nth
mode shapes are
{Ju } , LP J .i = O
LPj j [OA]	 0	 Oj
The n solutions of equation (9.6) may be written separately
	
CC] C M] ['^(},. =	 z {P},
CG^ C M] {}A } z = -, i {r` }s
Or, the total number of solutions of equation (9. 6) written in matrix form is
CG^ LM^ C^J
	
C^J \2^	 (9.8)
where [µ) = matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors {F! }l
through { A} n
The frequencies of the cantilever modes that were used in computing the free-
free modes for the 707-320B are listed in table 26.
The previous paragraphs have discussed the calculation of mode shapes
with the cantilever stations fixed in space. When the constraints are removed
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so that the cantilever stations can translate and rotate, the situation is defined
as the free airplane in free vibration (that is, if there are no externally applied
forces).
Two axis systems were used to describe the free-free vibration state. The
G10	 X-Y-Z axis set shown in fig. 110 is the master reference system and its origin
remains always at the cg of the airplane. A second axis system, Xs
-Y-Zs,
coincides with X-Y-Z when the structure is quiescent in the reference condition.
If the structure near the cg translates or rotates, the motion is represented by
a translation and rotation of the Xs-Ys-Zs
 axes and then a displacement relative
to the Xs Ys-Zs
 axes. This sequence is depicted in the three sketches of
fig. 110 which are drawn for plane motion. The derivation that follows is for
motion in the X-Y plane in order to keep the mathematical expressions less
S13	 cumbersome. The assumption was made that the grid for lumping the masses
is fine enough that the inertia of each mass about its own c. g. is negligible. Also,
Sll	 elongations of the structure in the direction of the X-axis were not considered;
therefore, each lumped mass moves only in the Y-direction. These Y dis-
placements can be written in matrix form for all the lumped masses as
1
S2
	
	 {s} = {i } dT + f X} v'R t {es}	 (9.9)
where:
{ d } = rectilinear displacements relative to the X-Y axes
QT = rectilinear displacement of the origin of the Xs-Ys axes
aR = rotation of the origin of the Xs-Ys axes
J6S} = rectilinear displacements of the structure relative to the Xs-Ys
axes = elastic displacements
{X} = X coordinates of the reference points along X
The deformations, f 6 S} , are the structural displacements relative to the canti-
lever stations, as discussed previously.
S
The free-free vibration problem can now be formally constructed. The
free vibration state required that there be no external loads acting on the system;
Stherefore, the center of mass and the X-Y axes do not translate or rotate.
These two conditions can be expressed in equation form
	
rni i i - L i J [m] 1 0 } - 0	 (9.10)
60
S,
b
X, XS
a. Reference condition
UT +x OR
b. Rigid translation and
rigid rotation
(small angle approximations apply)
c. Elastic displacement relative to X S Ys
FIGURE 110. STRUCTURAL-INERTIAL .AXIS SYSTEM RELATIONSHIPS
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and
^h1^Xl S ;, = l_X:J^m^{a} — ^
Ob
 
(9.11)
c
Equations (9.10) and (9.11) state that thr. summations of inertia forces in the
Y-direction and inertia moments about the c. g. are zero. The third relationship,
which states the connection between inertia forces acting at the lumped mass
c. g. I s
 and elastic displacements relative to the X s -Ys axes is
	
{a s } 
- [c] {F} = — [C] [m] {a}	 (9.12)
where M = matrix of flexibility influence coefficients for elastic deflection
relative to the cantilever stations
In order to establish the eigenvalue problem, simple harmonic motion is
assumed. This results in the following relations
	
{6} — {$} e lwt 1 {a} = — w 2 {,b} ecw*	 (9.13)
Q.T =
	
UT e t w t ' a,R	 a'R e E w t ' { ^s
	
} = { bs } e i w t
where:
w = frequency of oscillation
The foregoing relations are substituted into equation (9.9) , and e i w t
is divided from both sides to obtain
{0} _ {1} 
v-T + {X}dR + J5 1 (9.14)
The procedure used in the 707-320B analysis to calculate the free-free
modes, equation (9.14), was to apply Lagrange's equations using the cantilever
modes as degrees of freedom. Lagrange I s equation was used so that the calcu-
lations could be systematized to use the same procedures and digital programs
to formulate the unforced (free vibration) and forced motion equations. Lagrange's
equation for an elastic conservative system is
d
6 T )
t \	
+ a V 
= 0	 (9.15)
^.	 ^4
where:
T = kinetic energy
U = strain energy
qi = generalized coordinates
The relative displacements in the cantilever modes, q, and the translations
and rotations of the Xs-Ys axes, a T and a R , were chosen as generalized
coordinates. This includes the assumption that displacements relative to the
structural axes are represented by a superposition of deflections in the canti-
lever modes. The deflections relative to the X-Y axes are described by equa-
tion (9.9) and repeated here.
-^ 3 QT ^` { X I °R + ^^ S}	 (9.9)
If equation (9.9) is rewritten in terms of cantilever modes
{^	 T + .f^ ^R + LJ `	 (9.16)
equation (9.16) can be written in matrix form
Fi^ ,^ Cod C^a	 {_,}f- - -1---r--,
L[O^' [01 U-37 ' I^R^	
(9.17)
i
allowing for three cantilever components in the system. The 707-320B
actually had four cantilever components, but three are used in the following
discussion. The shorthand notation (to the right of the second equal sign) will
be used for equation (9.17) throughout the remainder of this discussion.
S4
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The kinetic energy and its contributing term to equation (9.15) is written
[G]as T=2m`s`_ 2 L'-J L,FrA
	 ° z L% (?-j T ^ "'^ CGJ
[G] CY-n CG	
al	 (9.18)
T ^_[
r, LmG]^ [jjc—,'
 
Cdr, ,	 l	 L	 1.	 o
The strain energy is
J 2	 kzj 55i 5 S 2 LSsJ C^^{ 65} 2 L^^Cu^ TC^^ C^► ^ { }
	
`	 (9.19)
where:
t
	
C^ J = ^C]	 = cantilever stiffness influence coefficients
From equation (9.8) it is seen that
I MI P] = M [p] 121	 (9.20)
For three cantilever stations equation (9.20) has the form
0] 11 [0	 [IA,] [0] [Of
1 071Im =J, I o I	 C°l [?0 C61
10 1;C 0 7; Im3j	 C01 C01 v31
C-Q 101101
= 101 CN=7 C0 1[CD Cal Ctt37
CP13C 01103 C41E01[01
101- LAO [ 0 1	 It]Co^
[07[01031 [01[010=7
.j(;4
CAzJ
	
[hi C{1} ^ {X}'	 (9.26)
[A3] _ [
	
[m ] [P]	 (9.27)
	
[Aa] = [^ Ij X [Yn] C{ ! J 1 { X ,^ 	 (9.28)
[Es) ! CN]T^m^ Cu^ L^Z^ '" LA'] ^ \tj = [P
]
T
[
C
]
-I [P
]
 
(9.29)
Equation (9.24) can be put in eigenvalue form by first removing vT and aR
by multiplying the partitions of equation (9.24), with the result
[A,] { } + [A 2] { R } + B,j { $ } = 0	 (9.30)
[A3^ { } + [A4] 1 6' 
	
&Ot — 
0	 (9.31)
Equation (9.31) can then be solved for 
°T and FR
1 ar	 CA 4	 [A a^ { ^- }	 (9.32)R^
which can be substituted into equation (9.30) to obtain
[CA S, _ [Al.] [A 4] I[A3]j {} + ^gl {} = 0	 (9.33)
When the assumption of simple harmonic motion is made in which all of the
cantilever components of the free airplane are simultaneously in free vibration,
equation (9.33) becomes
Ws [B]
-' ^[A 'J — [A=] CA4J-I [A3]1 {c'z,} ^ { }	 (9.34)
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Equation (9.20) can be written as
t	
fit`	 FF	 r	 ('	 ('	 ('
T^^^ Cud L^2^ '	 T l^^ ^^]	 T - 'lN^ (9.21)
Which is a diagonal matrix, as can be seen from equation (9.7). Equation (9.21),
substituted into equation (9.19) , gives
f-	
t	
(9.22)
aT —^`^T^m^C^`^^^^{^}
When equations (9.22) and (9.18) are substituted into equation (9.15), the follow-
ing results
[G]T [m) [rj]	 + CP ] T ^m ^ Cud ^ a2^ {^ _ °
	 (9.23)
Equation (9.23) can be written in partitioned form as
IiC4^1j:[A43 {Q?R}	 Co d; C oa 1 { 0 }	 °	 (9.24)
From equation (9.17) it is seen that
(9. 25)
where:	 {$} = { ^ } e ' w t
w - vibration frequency
The eigenvectors, { q } , and eigenvalues, w , are calculated from equa-
tion (9.34), and a 1
 and &R are determined from equation (9.32) as
ffr- I	 [A.]0"R
The free-free mode shape is found by applying equation (9.14) and the following
relation between the elastic amplitudes and the eigenvectors
{:5 I = [.,Q1 f; 1 	 (9.35)
to obtaint
w = [P ] {%-} + {i} o`-T t { X } &R	 (9.36)
The matrix involving all of the free -free mode shapes can be written as
101	 i I [CrTj. + 1XI [IFR] + [Y114-1 	(9.3:)
where (11 is a square matrix of all unitary elements.
The symmetrical and antisymmetrieal free-free mode frequencies and
associated cantilever vectors, { q } , are listed in tables 2 7 and 26, respectively.
9.2.2.1 Aerodynamic representation: The external aerodynamic forces were
represented by a modified quasi-steady lifting line theory. The modifications 	 ^►il
were corrections for Roach number and three-dimensional effects. The Hach
number corrections were from wind tunnel data and the three-dimensional correc-
tions were derived from Weissinger's lifting line theory, as described in ref. 68.
The derivation of the strip theory is discussed in chanter 5 of ref. 26. Downvash
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effects were included by applying an average value of ( 1 - Ea ) to the rigid-body
component of the wing
 angle of attack. The equation format for the angle of
attack of the stabilizer lifting panels is
	
{ag} _ „ l ti _Eat Qj tsR}	 (9.38}L	 { 
a 
SP}
where:
= rigid-body angle  of attacka S R 
a S F = angle of attack from structural deformation
a S
	
= total angle of attack of stabilizer panels
The equations for the panel lifts and moments take the following forms (ref.26):
{L 1c1, Z P U; [° y] C5 7 ^a ^ L I{ P } + {8g} + LLka Bz 1 OS }J
{ L }uc = q ^ay] Eel t P} t 4 [C j {es } + u o {es }	 (9.39)
{M}N^ = 8 EP- y1 [C] I- 5  {hp} t .787 [c^ {6S } + uo {es }J
where:
Ay= spanwise panel width
[SJ= matrix of aerodynamic influence (ref. 68)
`C = local chord
a = local lift curve slope
6s = streamwise rotation of panel
6P = velocity of panel normal to streamwise direction
The subscripts "cire" and "nc" indicate circulatory and noncirculatory compo-
nents. Lift growth was included for several cases by multiplying the circulatory
lift by the Wagner function. The details of how the lift growth functions were
handled will be described later.
i0
The velocity of the panels normal to the streamwise direction, { hp } , can be
written by applying equation (9.16)
^1	 dT{hp} _ {d} - ^{ {i} ; {X} ^/a,^ dR-
	 9.40{ C.
9.2.2.2 The equations of motion: The equations of motion are the relations
between the accelerations, velocities, and displacements. The normal mode
shapes for the airplane were used to reduce the number of degrees of freedom
required for an adequate approximate representation of the airplane's elastic
motion. These normal modes are introduced into the problem by startin g the
deveiopment from the viewpoint of Lagrange's equations of motion and utilizing
the concept of generalized coordinates. The use of Lagrange's equation leads
to the equations of motion as:
LA^ dtf4) + r'^.7	 f l'y=J^^^ f L wi^L ^^/L ^^
} TA {$1 'R ^M^ M^¢^^$^ f ^M^ M^sJ f ^ = O	 (9.41)
This matrix equation constitutes the complete equations of motion for the elastic
airplane. In equation (9.41) 	 4^ ] tMJ [4^ J which is called the
generalized mass, where:
C SSJ7 ^I` 9TJ ^R7 i 195EII
1 O O
141r]
 0 t o
 = O 0 1
0 1 0
O O t
1^^1 = fifiRrl	 where: zvee7 =
I^Rq^
and
0 rety
-I'c,i O rc(=
re,y - rc;z O
['t E ] are the 3n-6 elastic mode shapes (if three translational degrees of free-
dom are considered for each lumped mass)
The matrix [ w 2j contains zeros for the first six diagonal elements
corresponding to the airplane mass center degrees of freedom. The three
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matrices, [ M1 j , [ M2 1 , and[M3 j , contain the generalized aerodynamic stiff-
ness, aerodynamic damping, and apparent mass aerodynamics, respectively.
For the 707-320B analysis [M 3 ] was set equal to zero. The remaining terms
are as follows: o o o j o	 (g oos s,)
/' 7	
O	 o (g 6670, ato.¢st) (-^ cos ar cos fir) I o
O -- O ($sin O f Cos q3' — ^ color 561 'P' to —•-
	
^	 Q	 ^ O
O	 '	 ^
O O 010	 Wt -Y,j o o	 o
O O O I -Wt C U1 O O	 • O
O— O —O 31 _ U— O O O _ y • O
O O 01
•	 •1	 O	 O
Eci r)
f^} _ {igOe3
P41.
tr^here
49-41T} 	 , ox) _ ® 11	 {$E} ° coordioates Poo- tlse
vldst c cree p -es of
A-redow.
The equations of motion (9.41) may be separated into a longitudin. ' and a
lateral-directional set. For longitudinal motion
g = = Yo
	
u
Therefore
	
= ter
4q = i^ = o	 ^ ^^^	 3
Qb a * _ ^	 SE
and the {qE } correspond to only the symmetric mode shapes. Also,
M
M	 o
IYOI— s — -- -- s
° iC^f.1 ^^^ CAE J.
	
,7151^7
	 ) ( L W. =af ^^EJ T^\M^^^E,
and the [ O E ) denotes symmetric mode shapes. The remaining matrices of
equation (9.41) for longitudinal motion are given by:
O	 O fA^^ « ^Az, 4 cl ^.Os, iL-;
O	 O
CMt.7 =	 O
^A^, a -foe
^lv,gcj
^if i, Sci
O
0	 O
rs,^y,a
^*
:,,,
rr
	 s r
Tl, s.l ^J, pFa• .
	 .	 .
0	 0
LO 	 C> 
a_A 7Az ee
^Qx' 3 fAz'ct3 u ^o
a ^4
CM^7 =
e.4-Z  a
a u0
may,
VC
ar(
As stated earlier, [M3 1 was set equal to zero for both the longitudinal and
lateral-directional analyses. Similar expressions for [Ml) and IM21 could be
shown for the lateral-directional case.
The equations of motion were analyzed in several ways, as listed below.
(1) The roots of the characteristic equation were computed with varying
numbers of elastic modes included in the equations.
(2) Roots and time histories were computed with the modes treated in
a static elastic manner, as described later in this discussion.
(3) Roots were computed with Wagner lift growth functions applied to the
circulator aerodynamic forces.
(4) Terms in rigid body positions of the matrices were multiplied by the
appropriate dimensional constants to reduce them to stability derivatives.
The rigid-body derivatives were compared to the comparable terms from
the static elastic formulation in order to observe the effects of elasticity
on the rigid-body derivatives.
The results of the elastic analysis of the 707-320B were shown and discussed
in Sec. 6.
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9.2.2.3 The static elastic equations: The static elastic formulation assumes
that the designated flexible modes displace in a static manner; therefore, the
velocity and acceleration coefficients are set equal to zero. The first step in
forming the static elastic equations is to sum the terms of equation (9.41)
1Q1j4j 4 !,61"I -f- fc7f fj = fol	 (9.42)
where
1,47 - L eJ .. L Wj,/ *Z,-4ft J -- ZIqJ`My7
1.61 = CM=J *!`M.--7[MS]
jc.7 = fx-2 -A Z-1 37 ; L ,`413J =10.7
Equation (9.42) is written in partitioned form,
	
s1l1 j Arz
	 g t 	 get is
	
CIA j o gs
	
O	 (
	
— -1 — —	 + —	 =	 9.43)
	
Azt I A:z	 `3z + Blt (—O
	
iz	 Czi i O:
where
{ ql
 } = generalized coordinates to be retained as dynamic
{q2 } =
 generalized coordinates to be treated as static elastic
The partitions of equation (9.43) are multiplied out
C	 (9.44)
Z^4aY.7f-W AlAiz,7f*si ,lBrt,7{^,j v-zc rw{ ;1	 (9.45)
Equation (9.45) is solved for {q2 }
IS, I _ ^/^sz7 1(^A21T^^i7'- rBzt7f 9, 	 (9.46)
Equation (9.46) is substituted into equation (9.44) to obtain the final form of the
static elastic equations.
(l'-f(d- ,gz)[^js7 t^ A21^^f^^j ^
/
^
^
l^fl^-1Q:11A^Z7 1B^17JI ,I (9.47)
1-4ll.YQ?2J L CIt- 4f
Rigid derivatives and elastic corrections from all modes being treated as
static elastic were compared in tables 9 and 10.
9.2.2.4 Lift growth functions: Two lift growth (Wagner) functions were
selected from ref. 42 and incorporated into the flexible equations for two cases
to study their effect. The Wagner functions are indicial (step) response func-
tions for lift growth on an airfoil that has experienced a step input in angle of
attack. The exponential functions that are listed in ref. 42 are approximations of
the exact solutions. The exact solutions are for incompressible flow for an
infinite wing, an aspect ratio 6 wing with elliptical lift distribution and an aspect
ratio 3 wing with elliptical lift distribution. The aspect ratio 3 and 6 functions
were selected for study and are listed below.
A = 3 avpro -ziw rt'eo7r
KeZ-; = ! -.2S3 @' S4?'	 ^= t2/et
^	 (9.48)
A2 - 6 8Rprbxiz.?e"6
Arr; - 1- .36Y e- - '581 2'
The lift growth functions were incorporated into the equations of motion by
applying the convolution (Du_hz mel's) integral. The equations of motion were
written in the form
,C1t.Y9.7 f Zw- WfsV -, 1As,7fgV ,l'`^y.1^3} *Jk 41.-4s_7,(jI '* A _ {o] (9.49)
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where Alzr fw=^^^^ L`M^7lMyJ
2.411 = generalized structural stiffness and gravity perturbation
7 = noncirculatory aerodynamic velocity coefficients (ref. 26)
1,43_7=f 7, = generalized inertia coefficients
fAY]=j A* 1 = circulatory aerodynamic displacement coefficients (ref. 26)
1'47 = circulatory aerodynamic velocity coefficients
!6=1 ,,,lAsj7=lw=1 ,, M7 vs7
and the symbol, *, denotes the convolution integral as
t
!F,-K = fX'Ie
	 c) d r
The Laplace transformed equations of motion appear as
LL 1--417 oI,4jYS -AlAs1 S = ­- lAv^ K(s) ,z^es75K(s).7 (s)] = [c] (9.50)
The Laplace transformation of the first time derivative of the Wagner func-
tion is
ac S (t - a) 5 4^0
^^K] = S^TKJ = K = 1 -sf^ - 5+^a	 (9.51)
where
	
a - .263 or .361
S9 ZA6r or .381 MV
ZW
Substituting equation (9.51) into . (9.50) and clearing the fraction gives
fj'(Ste)QCsti7jZAr7S --l eJ7s'Il •^^sjaSrsJlll.4vlfCAs7Sjfffy45,4-[o}
(9.52)
Equation (9.52) was solved with the aspect ratio 6 function for a longitudinal
case and with the aspect ratio 3 and aspect ratio 6 functions for a lateral-
directional case. The rigid-body roots with and without lift growth were listed
and discussed in Sec. 6. Caution is in order when interpreting characteristic
roots when lift growth functions , re included in equations. The clearing of frac-
tions to obtain equation (9.52) is an operation that introduces extraneous roots.
S4(9.54)
9.3 SST Analysis
For the elastic dynamic analysis of the SST, the airplane yeas idealized by
panels the same as for the calculation of elastic derivatives described in app. B.
The completely elastic SST analysis was accomplished only for the longitudinal
mode. The longitudinal motion was approximated by two rigid-body degrees of
	 15
freedom. This approximation does, of course, delete the phugoid motion. The
equation of motion for the completely elastic airplane was written in the form	 S2
[M] { i } + [g] { i } + [K] { Z } + [KA] {Q(} = J01 	 (9.53)
	 S10
sll
where
Zi = vertical displacement of each panel about equilibrium position
Cti = panel angle of attack consistent with the displacement Zi 	 12
% = mass matrix	 13
(B] = matrix of aerodynamic velocity coefficients
[ K 1 = structural stiffness matrix
[KA) = q [A) , where [A ) is the matrix of aerodynamic influence coefficients
as discussed in apps. A and B
Equation (9.53) is changed to generalized coordinates by substituting
The angle mode matrix [ 0 1 is defined such that the structural deformations,
Zi , are consistent with the twist deformations, a I. The procedure used to find
[0) will be described later.
When equation (9.53) is premultiplied by	 T , the follov",ing form of the
equation of motion results
[M] { } + Eq { } + [R] 131 _ O	 (9.55)
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Equation (9. 55) was rooted by a standard complex eigenvalue routine. Time
histories were also determined from equation (9.55) using a standard numerical
integration routine. Section 5 presents a discussion of the chaxaeteristic equa-
tion and time history methods used for the completely elastic airplanes. The
discussion of results for the elastic analysis is contained in Sec. 6.
The three coefficient matrices of equation (9.55) are formed as follows:
CM^ [O
]
T [M] 
[
0]	 (9.56)
CG, = V [q,]T [A] ^^^	 (9.57)
where
[A] = aerodynamic influence matrix described in app. B
q = dynamic pressure
V = flight velocity
[K] ' [0]r [K] [41] + $ [0] T [a] [8]	 (9.58)
where
	
	 i
[ K) = structural stiffness matrix
OEquation (9.56) needs no explanation, except to say that it is diagonal and
that tMj is merely the mass lumped at each panel point.
Equation (9.57) was formed by first considering the relation between panel
airloads and the aerodynamic matrix [A] .
{p} _ $ FA' {OC}	 (9.59)
where
{ p } = panel airloads
{a} =panel incidence
r^
The relation between velocities normal to the freestream, {Z} , and the
change in incidence is
i(00 = ty }	 (9.60)	 G8
using small perturbation approximations. Therefore, equation (9.59) becomes
(P}	 - [A]' }	 (9.61)
Equation (9.61) is equivalent to the second term of equation (9.53), which
gives the forces due to panel velocity normal to the freestream. Equating this
term and equation (9.61), we get
[B] = v [A]	 (9.62)
Therefore, the expression for equation (9.57) follows
C^^ = -V C^] T CAS C^1
The term ( ¢ ) T ( K ) ( 0 ) is identical to (M) rw2J , which has been shown in
par. 9.2, equation (9.21). The matrix rw 2,j is a diagonal matrix of frequencies
associated with the individual mode shapes. The generalized stiffness was
computed by the (M) rw 2j formulatiotl since it is so simple and the frequencies
have already been calculated.
The components of equations (9.56) and (9.57) were determined by techniques
previously described in apps. A and B. The calculation of the term (e) has not
been described previously and is described in detail in the following paragraphs.
Since the aerodynamic forces are a function of the angle of attack of each
panel, it is necessary to convert each structural mode shape to a set of angles
of attack corresponding to the mode shape. The problem thus becomes one of
defining an angle matrix, (A) , such that
{a} = [e] w	 (9.63)
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where {a } is the column of angles of attack resulting from a defined deflection
shape in terms of the generalized coordinates {q} . The procedure for finding
f A ] is to require the structural deformaLions, Zi, to be consi$tent with the twist
deformations, ai, where
{z} — [$1{0
	
(9.64)
The total structural influence matrix is generated such that when it is
partitioned it appears as
S1 Et 	 i C1z { F^}
S2	 OcE	 C 2^ i Gtt M	 (9.65)
Since the moments on each panel are zero as generated by the current aero-
dynamic theory, equation (9.65) can be rewritten as
{ ZA = [C „] { F }	 (9.66)
and
{pCE} = [Cti] IF }	 (9.67)
In equations (9. 66) and (9. 67), 1ZE} and lad are displacements and
rotations resulting from elastic deformaticns. To find the total displacement
for any particular position of the reference point, one must include the rigid-
body motion associated with the reference point displacement. The vertical
displacement then becomes
{Z} = [C.,]{F} + 2 r { 1} + oCr {X}	 (9 .68)
and the angle-of-attack displacement becomes
{o(} 
= [C-z] { F} + a r { 1 1	 (9.69)
Solving equation (9.68) for IF } and substituting into equation (9.69) yields
{oc} _ [c21^c,^!{7} - ^r {i}- cx,. {x}^ + ar { I}	 (9.7 0)
2-^o
Substituting equations (9.63) and (9.64) into equation (9.70) for the i th mode
shape yields
{ 0 Ii C4 = C^ -s1 [C - 1-1w i'q • — cc,s] [C„] - { I } (o%) 	 (9.71)
_ [Ct?-] [CITE {x } (8?-J aL + { I } (01%) q
where
(fir .i = element of [ 01 corresponding to structural reference point, r
and ith structural mode
Sr i = same definition as above for element from angle mode matrix, 10
(Ori)gi = displacement at the structural reference point, r, due to mode i
(0r i)gi = rotation of the point r due to mode i
Since qi is a nonzero constant it can be divided out of equation (9.71),
yielding {0} for the ith mode shape. Equation (9.71) can be written for many
mode shapes by an expansion resulting in
[a] = IC, - [Cu] -^1101— { I } L$Jr { X } L8 J r + .{ I } LBJ r (9.72)
The 10 J r and t 0 J r matrices are from the A row corresponding to the
structural reference mass point and have m elements, where m is the number
of modes considered. The matrices [ 01 and [ 0 1 are of order n x m, where n
is the number of mass points and m the number of structural modes. Equation
(9.72) was used for determining the angle mode shapes during the current study.
The sequencing of computer programs used for the SST completely elastic
dynamic analysis is shown schematically in fi g. 111.
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Calculate structural influence
coefficients for airplane components
from E I and GJ
Matrix manipulation (merge, sort
and delete 3 (55 x 55)-01 (80 x 80)
structural influence coefficients
Calculate free-free modes and
generalized mass and stiffness
	
Matrix manipulation	 Aerodynamic influence
	
determine angle modes	 coefficients
Matrix manipulation (generalized
equations of motion)
Time history	 Roots
FIGURE 111. SCHDIATIC OF PROGRAM SEQUENCING FOR SST DYNAAfIC ANALYSIS
"^2
10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
10.1 Conclusions
t
The airplanes used in the method comparisons are subsonic and supersonic
jet transport types. Most of the conclusions could be applied to similar airplane
types that fly within the study flight envelope. However, nearly all the conclu-
sions regarding static elastic and dynamic elastic effects are highly configuration
dependent and care should be followed. A general conclusion is that the effects
of aeroelasticity appear to be more significant for the static than the dynamic
stability characteristics.	 ,
Results of the static stability investigation (Sec. 4) show the following.
(1) The lifting surface theory (aerodynamic influence coefficient method)
gives better predictions than handbook methods for some cases (using
rigid wind tunnel data as the basis for comparison). Changes in the
lifting surface theory mechanization program are expected to improve
the predictions, as discussed in app. B.
(2) The lifting surface theory (aerodynamic influence coefficient method)
gives direct, acceptable results for some stability characteristics for
equivalent elastic and rigid airplanes. However, if wind tunnel data
are available, a more aecurate way of predicting elastic effects would
be to compute an elastic-to-rigid ratio or increment that is referenced
to the wind tunnel value (app. B). For example,
CmaelasticCmaeq el - Cmarigid ils * Cmarigid IWT
The results of the longitudinal dynamic stability investigation are listed
below in their approximate order of importance.
(1) Dynamic stability characteristics are more sensitive to aerodynamic
derivative accuracy than to elastic effects.
(2) Elastic effects on the dynamic stability characteristics are relatively
small.
(3) Quasi-static treatment of aeroelastic effects can predict more signifi-
cant changes in stability characteristics than does the inclusion of many
dynamically participating elastic degrees of freedom.
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(4) Considering only a few (less than about 10) elastic degrees of freedom
can produce results that are misleading as to the trends and significance
of the effects of aeroelasticity.
(5) Adding many elastic degrees of freedom consistently decreased the
damping for the study airplanes.
(6) No consistent trends appear in the variation of frequency due to adding
many elastic degrees of freedom.
(7) No consistent trends appear as to the adequacy of either lifting surface
derivatives or handbook derivatives in predicting the dynamics. A
method that is satisfactory for one configuration may not be for another.
(8) Approximate formulas for frequency and damping for longitudinal dynamics
are very satisfactory for some configurations where Cm a
 is dominant.
Approximate expressions would be useful mainly for preliminary design.
Time history methods find their use mainly when nonlinear aerodynamic
data are available or when the response to arbitrary control inputs is
desired. Also, time history programs can show the response to
extreme conditions — engine-out conditions, for instance. Characteris-
tic equation methods can be used to analyze the stability of an airplane
only if linear equations are used.
(9) The adequacy of a particular mathematical model (structural or
aerodynamic) for the longitudinal dynamics would be an important
consideration of a handling-qualities study.
The results of the lateral-directional dynamic stability investigation are
listed below in their approximate order of importance.
(1) For many cases the variations in dynamic characteristics for the rigid
airplane from using different methods of calculating the stability deriva-
tives are as large as any elastic effects. This points to the fact that a
sophisticated, completely elastic airplane mathematical model is only
as good as the basic rigid stability derivatives.
(2) The elastic effects on the Dutch roll period are quite small. A good
equivalent elastic analysis will predict the period of this mode accurately
enough for stability and control purposes. The structural modes have
a very small effect on the period.
'-s•1
(3) For the Boeing 707-320 the damping of the Dutch roll mode decreases
with the addition of the first few elastic modes, but then increases very
slightly as more elastic degrees of freedom are added. A static elastic
analysis would appear to predict the damping with sufficient accuracy.
(4) The truncated, completely elastic airplane model gave good correlation
with flight test data for the Dutch roll mode. The static elastic repre-
sentation tends to overpredict the amount of dampin g present, but the
difference is considered unimportant.
(5) The equivalent elastic handbook as developed in app. B for the lateral-
directional modes is incapable of accurately predicting the dynamics.
(6) Lifting surface aerodynamic methods are not mechanized at the
present time for predicting the lateral-directional stability derivatives.
Handbook techniques and wind tunnel data were used almost exclusively
to generate the rigid stability derivatives.
(7) Approximate expressions for frequency and damping are accurate
enough for some configurations for the Dutch roll mode; however, since
these formulas tend to be unreliable, characteristic equation methods
I	 are recommended.
10.2 Recommendations
10.2.1 Longitudinal dynamic analyses. — For longitudinal dynamic stability
analyses within the scope of the various stages of airplane development, the
following procedures and improvements are recommended.
(1) Preliminary Design: Use small perturbation-type programs or approxi-
mate techniques utilizing wind tunnel or lifting surface derivative data
as available and supplement with handbook data. A mechanized,
analytical approach to generating rate derivatives (Cma, Cm q9 CLq,
etc.) in conjunction with the current lifting surface methods would be
an invaluable tool. A rigid or equivalent elastic analysis of this type
should be adequate.
(2) Product Development: Use wind tunnel data supplemented by handbook
data plus elastic increments/ratios determined by using lifting surface
methods. Here again, a more detailed mechanization of lifting surface
derivative methods is desirable. An analysis using dynamically
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participating elastic modes should be accomplished in order to ascertain
what is an "adequate" mathematical model. Addition of the effects of
elastic modes to the time history (nonlinear aerodynamic data) capa-
bility would generate another invaluable tool.
(3) End Product or Flight Test: Use the same analysis as in (2) above.
Here, however, it would be very desirable to incorporate the 'corrector
matrix" technique* of app. B into the additions already mentioned in
(2) (that is, mechanization of more sophisticated derivative and
coefficient techniques and the capability of accounting for dynamic modes).
10.2.2 Lateral-directional dynamic analyses. — For modern, transport-
type airplanes, the proximity of lateral-directional dynamic stability boundaries
and characteristics and their sensitivity to both aerodynamic and structural
representations demand more sophisticated analytical techniques. It appears
that nothing short of the capabilities available or recommended for longitudinal
analyses (lateral-directional lifting surface methods) will suffice.
*The corrector matrix technique utilizes experimental data to modify aerodynamic
influence coefficients generated using lifting surface methods to account for
j	 nonlinear aerodynamic effects.
2tiF
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